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Abstract 

This paper presents an implemented algorithm that automatically designs fixtures and as- 
sembly pallets to hold three-dimensional parts. All fixtures generated by the algorithm 
employ round side locators, a side clamp, and cylindrical supports; depending on the value 
of an input control flag, the fixture may also include swing-arm top clamps. Using these 
modular elements, the algorithm designs fixtures that rigidly constrain and locate the part, 
obey task constraints, are robust to part shape variations, are easy to load, and are econom- 
ical to produce. For the class of fixtures that are considered, the algorithm is guaranteed 
to find the global optimum design that satisfies these and other pragmatic conditions. We 
present the results of.the algorithm applied to several practical manufacturing problems. For 
these complex problems the algorithm typically returns initial high-quality fixture designs 
in less than a minute, and identifies the global optimum design in just over an hour. The 
algorithm is also capable of solving difficult design problems where a single M u r e  is desired 
that can hold either of two parts. 
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1 Introduction 
Fixture design is a practical problem. When manufac- 
turing products, it is often necessary to hold a work- 
piece in place during the course of several manufactur- 
ing tasks, such as machining, assembly, or inspection 
operations. The fixtures used to hold the workpiece 
must prevent undesired part motions and avoid inter- 
fering with these tasks, often with the additional re- 
quirement that the workpiece must be held in an ac- 
curate, repeatable position. These conditions must be 
maintained even in the face of small variations in work- 
piece shape that inevitably occur ip real manufacturing 
operations. For process efficiency, the fixture must also 
be easy to load and unload. In addition to these tech- 
nical considerations, the fixture must perform well in 
the economic context of the surrounding business en- 
terprise, implying that the fixture must be inexpensive 
to fabricate and provide flexibility appropriate to the 
manufacturing operation. 

Thus the fixture design problem is characterized by 
a blend of technical and pragmatic issues that must 
be considered together to identify a successful fixture 
design. In this paper, we present an implemented al- 
gorithm that automatically designs optimal fixtures for 
a particular class of problems. The resulting fixtures 
provide rigid Constraint and deterministic location of 
the workpiece, obey all associated task constraints, are 
robust in the face of workpiece shape variations, are 
easy to load and unload, and offer good economic per- 
formance in a variety of business scenarios. 

All fixture designs returned by the algorithm are 
comprised of a few basic fixturing elements. These in- 
clude round lateral locators, a side clamp, cylindrical 
support pads with a flat or self-aligning top, and swing- 
arm top clamps with a flat or self-aligning contact pad. 
Locating and clamping elements in this class are widely 
available, and are often employed in fixtures based on 
the 3-2-1 location scheme [34]. 

These elements are used by the algorithm to de- 
sign fixtures that hold the workpiece in kinematic form 
closure; that is, part motion is only possible through 
deformation of either the part or the fixture. Thus, 
the returned fixtures do not rely on friction to prevent 
part motion. Form closure is assured by using the s u p  
ports and top clamps to prevent motion out of the zy- 
plane, and by employing the round lateral locators and 
side clamp to prevent motion within the plane. This 
scheme guarantees kinematic constraint in all six de- 
grees of freedom, and follows common 3-2-1 fixturing 
practice. Further following common practice, the al- 
gorithm only places top clamps directly above support 
points to avoid clamp-induced workpiece deformations. 

Given a fixturing problem specified by a workpiece 
description and a set of task constraints, the algorithm 
uses these elements to generate a series of feasible fix- 
ture designs that provide form closure while obeying 
the constraints. Each fixture is analyzed for loadability 
and passed to a user-defined quality metric which rates 
the fixture design. This quality metric citn consider 
arbitrary aspects of the fixture in assigning a quality 
score, and may apply thresholds to determine whether 
any of these aspects is unacceptably poor. The fixture 
is discarded if it fails to pass some threshold; otherwise, 
it is assigned a scalar quality value. The algorithm em- 
ploys branch-and-bound pruning to identify the global 
optimum fixture design while exploring only a small 
portion of the feasible fixture design space. If pruning 
is turned off, the algorithm enumerates all possible fix- 
ture designs. Either way, the algorithm is guaranteed 
to find the optimal M u r e  design, for the given set of 
optimality criteria and associated thresholds. 

The resulting optimum fixture design is the best pos- 
sible design that can be constructed with the available 
fixture elements, subject to several small approxima- 
tions described below. The most important of these 
approximations is that the user may instruct the algo- 
rithm to limit its search for side locator height com- 
binations, for example considering only height combi- 
nations where each locator is at its lowest available 
height. This restriction often has a minor effect on 
fixture quality, but allows a significant reduction in 
search time. These approximations may be removed 
at the expense of additional computation. We have 
chosen to include these approximations in our imple- 
mentation because, in our judgment, the improvements 
in run time are worth more than the marginal increase 
in fixture quality that could be obtained by replacing 
each approximation with a complete computation. 

Our implementation provides a quality metric that 
considers three fixture aspects: the fixture’s ability to 
resist expected forces without exerting large reaction 
forces on the workpiece, the fixture’s ability to repeat- 
ably locate critical features of the workpiece, and the 
ease of loading the fixture. This metric is sensitive to 
the specific manufacturing operations that will be ap- 
plied to the workpiece, and applies independent thresh- 
olds to each of these criteria. Each quality criterion re- 
turns a value between 0.0 and 1.0, and the total quality 
is determined by either a weighted sum or minimum of 
the three resulting values, based on user preference. 
This metric is appropriate for a variety of fixture ap- 
plications, but other metrics may also be supplied to 
the program. 
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Figure 1: (a) Top and bottom views of a cast housing that requires finish machining. (b) Fixture design for machining a 
prototype housing, shown with the design tool user interface. (c) The fixture, shown empty and loaded. 

Our implementation also includes an interface that 
interactively displays the fixture designs as they are 
generated. This allows the user to apply subjective 
evaluation criteria that are not included in the pro- 
gram’s quality metric, and also to stop the computation 
once an acceptable fixture design is generated. Thus 
the user may accept an early fixture design to reduce 
program run time, or obtain the global optimum by 
letting the program run to completion. The algorithm 
employs branch-and-bound pruning to restrict the enu- 
meration and quickly h d  the global optimum; the user 
can reduce the effect of this pruning as desired. 
Figures 1-4 show several examples. 

Figure 1 shows a fixture designed by the algorithm 
for a job-shop machining problem, comprised of modu- 
lar elements that may be rapidly assembled in various 
conSgurations. In this problem, a near-net-shape cast- 
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ing requires several finish machining operations. This 
problem is difEcult to solve because the complex pock- 
ets and large number of holes greatly constrain the 
placement of support elements. The input description 
of this problem includes the workpiece shape, regions 
swept by the cutter, expected machining forces, tol- 
erance limits on critical workpiece features, and the 
components of the fixture kit. Every fixture design 
returned by the algorithm is guaranteed to resist the 
expected machining forces without causing permanent 
deformation of the workpiece at the fixture contacts. 
For this scenario, we selected a high-quality fixture that 
appeared early in the computation; this fixture design 
was computed in 18 seconds on an SGI workstation. 

Figure 2 shows a fixture designed to produce the 
same part on an automated machining line. This fix- 
ture employs hydraulic clamps that may be automati- 
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Figure 2: Optimal fixture design for mass-production of the housing. The arm closing directions were automatically 
selected to avoid collisions. 

cally actuated. The problem is described by the same 
information used in the job-shop machining scenario, 
except for differences in the fixture elements and load- 
ing requirements. For this problem, every fixture de- 
sign returned by the algorithm provides all of the guar- 
antees assured in the manual case, plus the additional 
guarantee that the workpiece may be easily loaded us- 
ing a simple vertical loading strategy that includes 
bounded motion uncertainty. The algorithm returns 

initial valid designs within 66 seconds. However, be- 
cause more time is available for fixture design in a 
mass production application, we let the algorithm run 
to completion, identifying the global optimum design. 
This computation was performed in 61 minutes. 

Figure 3 shows a fixture designed for automated as- 
sembly, sometimes called an assembly pallet. Because 
the pallet will be used in an assembly line, the fixture 
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(4 
Figure 3: (a) The chassis of a personal cassette player, before and after assembly operations. (b) Optimal assembly pallet 
design for the cassette player. (c) The pallet, shown empty and loaded. 

elements are designed to be inexpensive to fabricate 
and easy to load vertically. In this problem, a personal 
cassette player mechanism is assembled by vertically 
inserting several parts onto a main chassis. The un- 
derside of the chassis has several fragile pins extending 

downward, requiring the pallet to hold the chassis off 
the pallet surface. A number of the attached parts ex- 
tend past the boundary of the chassis, constraining the 
placement of fixture elements. The input description 
of this problem includes the shape of the chassis, the 
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regions occupied by added parts, expected assembly 
and pallet transfer forces, position tolerances associ- 
ated with assembly sites, and the pallet fixture ele- 
ments. Every fixture design returned by the algorithm 
is guaranteed to prevent part motion during insertion 
and pallet transfer operations, and also to repeatably 
locate critical assembly sites within their associated 
position tolerances. The algorithm produced an ini- 
tial fixture design for this problem in 1.7 minutes, and 
found the global optimum design in 9.4 minutes. 

Figure 4 shows a fixture designed to support the as- 
sembly of two different products on the same line. Fix- 
tures of this type are often required by companies that 
manufacture a family of related products with vary- 
ing options. In this case, we chose an extreme ex- 
ample of two dissimilar products to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the algorithm. To design this fixture, 
we implemented a procedure that runs the algorithm 
on each problem individually, generating two sets of 
singleproduct fixture designs. The procedure then 
forms all pairs of the resulting designs, discarding de- 
signs that are not mutually compatible. This produces 
a series of mixed-product fixture designs that include 
one, two, or three pins in common between the con- 
stituent single-product designs. The figure shows the 
design pair with three common pins that had the high- 
est aggregate quality score. This fixture satisfies all of 
the assembly requirements of both products, and allows 
the manufacturer to easily switch between products to 
adjust production volumes in response to varying mar- 
ket conditions. This entire computation was performed 
in 146 minutes. 
Section 7 will explain each of these examples in detail. 

The style of fixtures generated by our algorithm im- 
plicitly restricts the set of fixturing problems that may 
be solved. For example, the algorithm only places sup- 
ports and top clamps on horizontal surfaces, and only 
places side locators and clamps on vertical surfaces. 
Thus while the algorithm may be applied to workpieces 
of arbitrary shape, it will perform poorly on problems 
where the workpiece has few of these surfaces. Further, 
because the algorithm only returns fixture designs that 
provide kinematic form closure, the algorithm cannot 
find solutions in cases where kinematic constraint is 
impossible. Examples include spherical or cylindrical 
workpieces, which require friction to constrain [52]. 

Another important limitation is that our algorithm 
only provides constraint for a single part. In some as- 
sembly problems, it is necessary to hold several parts 
in a desired relative position before fastening them to- 
gether. For example, the motor shown in Figure 3(a) 
must be supported from below before it is fastened to 
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the chassis with two screws. Thus the pallet shown in 
Figure 3(c) requires an additional manually-designed 
support for the electric motor, or the motor must be 
assembled to the chassis before it is loaded into the pal- 
let. Section 7.2 explains how the algorithm input may 
be configured to leave room for a manually-designed 
support. 

Thus our h t u r e  design tool only addresses a sub- 
class of all possible fixture design problems, namely 
those that involve a single workpiece with an abun- 
dance of horizontal and vertical surfaces, that is not 
a surface of revolution. In Section 8 we show that for 
problems in this class, the algorithm often returns a 
large number of high-quality solutions. However, for 
some problems the details of the workpiece geometry 
or task constraints may foil the algorithm, causing it 
to return no solutions or only solutions of poor qual- 
ity. Extending the fixture design algorithm to employ a 
broader repertoire of locating and clamping primitives 
would eliminate some of these limitations, and expand 
the set of problems for which the algorithm returns use- 
ful solutions. In the future we hope to extend this work 
to address a broader range of problems within the cur- 
rent class, and also address problems outside the class. 
We wil l  return to this topic in Section 8. 

The remainder of this paper will explain this algo- 
rithm in detail. We begin by reviewing the background 
literature in Section 2. Then we present a detailed ex- 
planation of the algorithm in Sections 4-6. Next we 
present several case studies in Section 7 which show 
how the algorithm may be applied to practical prob- 
lems. Section 8 concludes by discussing lessons learned 
and opportunities for future work. 



2 Previous Work 

This paper draws on a number of prior results in fixture 
design, grasp planning, and mechanics analysis. The 
literature in these areas is vast, and in this section we 
will discuss only those results that are directly relevant. 
For surveys, see [57, 281. 

The algorithm reported in this paper is a direct de- 
scendant of the Brost and Goldberg algorithm for de- 
signing planar fixtures [lo]. In this paper, we have ex- 
tended the prior algorithm to three dimensions, added 
the notion of robust form closure, extended the ik- 
ture quality metric to consider 3-d forces, position re- 
peatability, and ease of loading, and extended the al- 
gorithm to design fixtures for mass production appli- 
cations as well as small-lot applications. Further, we 
developed an anytime-algorithm user interface which 
allows the user to obtain initial fixture designs very 
quickly; this interface also returns information indi- 
cating why a given fixture design problem is diEicult, 
allowing the user the option of modifving the input 
problem specification accordingly. 

Wallack and Camy [76] independently produced an 
algorithm that is very similar to the 2-d fixture design 
algorithm reported in [lo], and have since extended it 
to include non-linear object features [77]. Wallack and 
Canny's algorithm is based on a modular vise with pins 
placed in a grid of holes on the top of each vise jaw, 
rather than the single plate with detachable clamps 
and pins treated in this article. In related work in our 
group, we have extended Wallack and Canny's planar 
algorithm to design 3-d robot grippers [13]. 

This work attempts to bridge the gap between past 
results addressing the practical aspects of fixture anal- 
ysis and design, and related results regarding the algo- 
rithmic nature of automatic fixture and grasp planning. 

In the area of fixture analysis and design, Asada 
and By [l] published a landmark paper which reported 
methods for analyzing the constraint and instanta- 
neous loadability of a given fixture design. Further, 
Englert, Hayes, Sakurai, and Kim each produced ex- 
cellent Ph.D. theses which developed strong fixture 
analysis methods for machining applications, and ba- 
sic planning algorithms that considered the task of 
taking a workpiece from raw stock to its iinal form 
[21, 30, 66, 351. Other papers developing analysis 
methods and heuristic planning procedures include 
[25, 38, 34, 7, 17, 46, 6, 32, 18, 36, 39, 47, 16, 691. 
These papers all developed methods for analyzing the 
performance of a given fixture, and some also described 
fixture design procedures based on heuristics or incom- 
plete algorithms. In this paper, we develop a complete 

synthesis algorithm for workpieces of arbitrary shape, 
and apply many of the analysis techniques developed in 
these prior papers. However, we do not apply the full 
process plan analysis or workpiece deformation analy- 
sis techniques considered in some of these papers, such 
as [19, 38, 46, 30, 66, 67, 161. 

There is current work in this vein that is closely re- 
lated to this result, and in many ways complemen- 
tary. The Agile Fixturing Project pursued by the 
Machine Tool Agile Manufacturing Research Institute 
(MT-AMRI) has 'several activities in this area. These 
include analysis of W u r e  performance using rigid- 
body and compliant workpiece models, automatic pre- 
diction of cutting forces from machining process plans, 
and fixture optimization. These activities complement 
our work in automatic fixture synthesis by developing 
richer analysis methods and automatic generation of re- 
quired input. The principal investigators of this project 
are R. E. DeVor at the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign, E. C. De Meter at Perm State University, 
and J. Hu at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
While much of this work is still in progress, a few publi- 
cations have appeared, including [48,15,29,33,62,50]. 

In the field of computer science, several complete 
grasp synthesis algorithms have been reported, as 
well as proofs of completeness for abstract grasp- 
ing problems. Example Synthesis algorithms include 
[3, 52, 42, 53, 51, 59, 601 which approach the grasp 
planning problem from a variety of perspectives. Each 
of these resultsaddresses an abstract formulation of the 
grasping problem - for example, identifying a set of 
contact points that wi l l  hold a given object in form clo- 
sure. In addition, there have been several algorithms 
that design fixtures using a variety of proposed hard- 
ware primitives [75, 58, 561. Finally, there have been 
a number of papers developing metrics to assess grasp 
and fixture quality [68,55,44,24,72]. Our work is dis- 
tinguished from these past results in two main ways: 
First, we explicitly represent task requirements such 
as expected applied forces or regions that must remain 
clear to avoid interference with the task. This task- 
specific information influences both the algorithm's ba- 
sic synthesis procedure and its fixture quality analysis. 
Second, we guarantee that the fixture can be easily 
built using proven and available hardware components, 
whereas these prior algorithms synthesized grasp con- 
figurations using idealized point contacts or unproven 
hardware systems. A notable exception is the M.I.T. 
Handey project [40], which produced a grasp-planning 
algorithm that simultaneously considered task geomet- 
ric constraints and gripper characteristics for planning 
robot pick-and-place tasks. 
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From a fundamental perspective, there have been a been previously reported in conference form in [12]. 
number of proofs addressing necessary and sufficient 
conditions for constraining a rigid body with Udat- 
erd Contacts. These include SOmOff a d  Lakshmi- 

The remainder of this paper will present the fixture 
design algorithm and show its application to several 
examples. we begin by describing the class of fixture 

narayana's independent proofs that seven points are 
necessary t o  constrain a rigid body in form closure 
[71, 371, and the result by Mishra, et al and Marken- 
scoff, et al proving that twelve and seven points respec- 
tively are sdc ien t  for bodies that are not surfaces of 
revolution [52, 431. Our work stands in contrast to 
these results, primarily because of the practical issues 
surrounding real fixture design problems. First, we 
employ more than the minimum number of required 
contacts so that we can employ standard locating and 
clamping elements and avoid clampinduced workpiece 
deformations. Second, in many cases a form-closure 
fixture design is unavailable for a given problem, b e  
cause of geometric constraints imposed by the task. 
The assembly pallets designed by our algorithm pro- 
vide one example. Thus we have taken the approach 
of centering our algorithm on the capabilities of proven 
&ture hardware while explicitly considering task con- 
straints. 

It is worth noting that the hardware that we have 
selected satisfies numerous practical constraints, but 
is not capable of solving all fixture problems. In ad- 
dition to excluding surfaces of revolution and objects 
without horizontal and vertical surfaces available for 
contact, the fixture hardware is fundamentally inca- 
pable of holding objects that are very small relative 
to the fixture grid size, or which closely approximate 
a surface of revolution [81]. Wentink, et al provide a 
detailed evaluation of the capabilities of various types 
of fixture kits [78]. 

This paper addresses the problem of constraining a 
single part. This part may be a workpiece that re- 
quires machining, or a base part to which other parts 
are assembled. Some assembly problems require the 
fixture to hold multiple parts in a relative position 
before fastening operations are performed; designing 
these fixtures requires a multi-part constraint analysis. 
This problem has been studied by several authors. De 
Meter presents a detailed method of analyzing multi- 
part assembly pallets in [49], while Bar&, et al and 
Wolter and W e  present analysis results and syn- 
thesis methods for multi-part fixtures using abstract 
fixture elements [5, 791. 

This section has provided a brief overview of related 
work. There are several other prior results which relate 
to specific aspects of our fixture design algorithm; we 
refer to these throughout the remaining text at the 
points where they are most relevant. Our work has 

elements that are considered. 
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3 F&ture Kit 

The fixture design program designs fixtures consisting 
of a baseplate, three lateral locators, a side clamp, sup- 
port pads, and, in some cases, top clamps. The choice 
of components used in the design may significantly af- 
fect the appearance and the capabilities of the fixture. 
Each of these components is discussed in the following 
sections. 

3.1 Baseplate 

The baseplate is a rectangular plate with holes dr ied  
into it for attaching other fixture components. The 
size of the baseplate is specified by the dimensions 

holes may be either fully-threaded holes that are used 
to securely attach components such as top clamps, or 
dowel holes that are used to precisely locate compo- 
nents such as lateral locators; the lower portion of each 
dowel hole is threaded. The tolerance in lateral posi- 
tion of the dowel holes €hole is specified. These holes are 
arranged in a square pattern with a distance between 
holes of dgrid and grid pattern dimensions specified by 
zrnin-grid, %ax-grid, %in-grid, and Yrnax-grid. The dowel- 
hole grid-pattern may be either all or alternating. 
These holes may be pre-drilled, in the case of a com- 
pletely modular kit, or drilled on an as-needed basis. 
In the latter case the baseplate may have holes for the 
support pads and top clamps drilled off-grid. 

zrnin-plate, zmax-piate, Yrnin-plate, and Vmax-plate- The 

3.2 Lateral Locator 

Three lateral locators and a side clamp provide lateral 
constraint of the workpiece. Figure 5 shows a lateral 
locator and its associated dimensions.. This type of 
lateral locator is plugged into a dowel hole in the base- 
plate for precise positioning. Contact with the work- 
piece occurs only on the qualified surface of the locator, 
indicated by the label hcontact. Each lateral locator also 
has an associated tolerance EIoator, indicating the max- 
imum possible distance between the nominal locator 
surface and the true locator surface. Spacers are used 
to set the locator at various heights above the base- 
plate. We assume that the spacer radius is no larger 

piece face will touch the locator and not the spacer. 
Spacers may be available in a l i i t e d  set of discrete 
heights. 

Assembly pallets use lateral locators that are rods 
pressed into the baseplate. Figure 6 shows such a lat- 
eral locator and its associated dimensions. The con- 
ical tips of these lateral locators ease loading of the 
workpiece into the assembly pallet. Because the rod 

than Tlocator - €locator, assuring that a vertical work- 

Figure 5: Modular lateral locator with dimensions. The 
upper and lower chamfers are unusable for contact. For 
interference checks, the locator is modeled using the con- 
servative volume shown a t  right. 

t 
h ,  

Figure 6: Assembly pallet lateral locator. The upper cone 
is unusable for contact. For interference checks, the locator 
is modeled using the conservative volume shown at right. 

can be cut to the appropriate length, spacers are not 
used. Also, the parameter hcontact is not relevant be- 
cause contact with the workpiece may occur at any 
position below the conical tip. 

3.3 Side Clamp 

The side clamp holds the workpiece against the three 
lateral locators. Figure 7 shows a side clamp and 
its characteristic vertical dimensions. The side clamp 
body and associated fittings are represented as a prism 

A number of parameters describe the side clamp 
plunger. The cylindrical plunger tip is required to have 
the same radius as the lateral locators. The remainder 
of the plunger is represented conservatively as a prism 
with a height equal to the total height of the plunger 
tip. The position of the plunger tip relative to the side 
clamp body is described by the parameters ztravei and 
goffset, shown in Figure 8. The tip position may vary 
over the range [ztravelrni,, 2travelrn,] when the clamp is 
closed, and retracts to Zretracted when the clamp is 
open. The constraint provided by the side clamp may 
be modeled in one of two ways, depending on the type 
of clamp. Some manual clamps have overcenter mech- 
anisms that lock the plunger in place; we treat these 

Of height /&body. 

. 
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Figure 7: Side clamp vertical dimensions. 

1 1 I I I I l I I I  

yful 0.5 

Figure 8: Side clamp coordinates. The xy coordinate 
frame C defines the position of the clamp on the fixture; the 
position (0.3,0.5, 90°) is shown here. The clamp tip trans- 
lates along a line defined by the input parameter yo%,t; the 
position of the tip along this line is Itravel. 

as rigid kinematic constraints. For hydraulic or pneu- 
matic clamps, we assume that the clamp plunger exerts 
a fixed force Fplunger. 

An example manual side clamp is shown in Figure 9. 
The upper panel shows a drawing of the actual clamp. 
The lower panel shows the body prism, the plunger 
prism, and the plunger tip used in designing a fixture. 
The body prism includes the side clamp body and the 
region swept by the handle as the clamp is opened and 
closed. Because we seek to assure positive clearance in 
various collision checks, all non-locating boundaries of 
fixture elements are described using conservative vol- 
umes that enclose their maximum material condition. 
These enclosing shapes are simplified for efficiency. 
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Figure 9: (a) A typical manual side clamp, manufactured 
by Qu-Co. (b) Our conservative model of the clamp. The 
fan-shaped area includes the region swept by the handle 
during clamp actuation. 

Similarly, an example hydraulic side clamp is shown 
in Figure 10. In this case, the body prism has been 
expanded on the left side to allow for hydraulic lines 
and fittings. 

The side clamp used in assembly pallets may be some 
type of simple spring-loaded device, or it may be a lat- 
eral locator pressed into an off-grid position in the base 
plate. This latter case, referred to as a “sideclamp 
fixel,” is used for the assembly pallet computations dis- 
cussed in this report. The side-clampfixel has no body 
Or plunger prisms, Ztravel,in=O, Ztravel,, = &id, and 
Yoffset = adgrid to avoid interference with the lateral 
locators. 



Figure 10: (a) A typical hydraulic side clamp, manufac- 
tured by Vektek. (b) Our conservative model of the clamp. 
The left side has been enlarged to account for hydraulic 
l i e s  and fittings. 

3.4 Support Pad 

Support pads lift the workpiece off of the baseplate. 
Figure 11 shows two types of modular support pads 
and their associated dimensions. The support pad in 
the upper panel has a self-aligning contact area that 
is one-half the diameter of the support pad, while the 
support pad in the lower panel is a simple cylinder with 
a flat top and a contact area that is the same diameter 
as the support pad. The underside of both of these s u p  
port pads has a threaded hole to allow mounting using 
threaded rods. Vertical heights are set using support 
spacers. A dedicated Mure may use support pads of 
the appropriate height and no spacers. An assembly 
pallet support pad is shown in Figure 12. It is a flat- 
topped rod of appropriate length that is pressed into 
the baseplate. 
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Figure 11: Modular support pa+. (a) Support pad with 
self-aligning top (b) Support pad with flat top. 

Figure 12: Assembly-pallet support pad 



A 

Figure 13: Top clamp dimensions. In this paper we as- 
~~ 

sume a cylindrical clamp body and an angular clamp retrac- 
tion motion; the algorithm may be generalized to include 
polyhedral body shapes as well as linear retraction motions. 

3.5 Top Clamp 

Top clamps restrain the workpiece from moving up. 
A top clamp with associated dimensions is shown in 
Figure 13. All components are represented as cylin- 
ders of appropriate height except for the arm which is 
represented as a prism with a thickness of h-. The 
manual top clamp used in computations presented in 
this report is shown in Figure 14. The upper panel is a 
drawing of the clamp, the middle panel shows the rep- 
resentation used in computations, and the lower panel 
shows the top-clamp arm retractions that were allowed. 
The manual top clamp can be retracted to any posi- 
tion in either direction, but this simple set of retrac- 
tions proved sufEcient for our work. The hydraulic top 
clamp used in computations is shown in Figure 15. The 
hydraulic top clamp can retract one-quarter of a revolu- 
tion in both the clockwise and counter-clockwise direc- 
tions. Each top clamp also has an optional associated 
clamping force FtOp. The assembly pallets discussed in 
this report do not use top clamps. 

I 

Figure 14: (a) A typical manual top clamp, manufac- 
tured by Qu-Co. (b) Our conservative model of the clamp. 
(c) Arm retractions. 
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4 Design Algorithm 

The fixture design program has two major modules: 
The user interface and the fixture design procedure. 
The interface accepts user input, starts and stops the 
design procedure, displays results as they are gener- 
ated, and allows interactive study of the results. The 
fixture design procedure generates fixture designs, as- 
sures that they axe valid, and applies the quality met- 
ric. In the following subsections, we will focus on the 
details of the fixture design algorithm. Application of 
the quality metric in the design procedure will be dis- 
cussed in this section; the details of the quality metric 
will be discussed in Section 5. 

4.1 Problem Statement 

4.1.1 Assumptions 

The primary assumption we make is that the work- 
piece is a rigid body. The algorithm provides no ex- 
plicit deformation analysis, although the form-closure 
robustness analysis described in Section 4.3 does reject 
some fixtures that are vulnerable to local shape defor- 
mations. A second key assumption is that the style 
of fixtures considered by the algorithm is suEcient for 
producing an acceptable solution to the given fixtur- 
ing problem. We will discuss the implications of these 
assumptions in Section 8. 

The fixture generation algorithm also makes the mi- 
nor assumption that the workpiece should be placed at 
the lowest available height, provided that it does not 
touch the fixture plate. W i n g  the workpiece above 
this height generally degrades fixture quality by re- 
ducing the effective stifhess of the fixture elements. 
We disallow placement of the workpiece directly on 
the plate to assure deterministic workpiece location on 
three points of support. This restriction follows com- 
mon 3-2-1 fixturing practice, but we acknowledge that 
in some situations it is desirable to place the workpiece 
directly on the fixture support surface. Extending the 
algorithm to allow this possibility is not particularly 
diEcult; we leave this for future work. 
Our default quality metric makes three additional 

assumptions. First, we assume frictionless ,contacts be- 
tween the workpiece and the fixture elements when cal- 
culating reaction forces for the force analysis discussed 
in Section 5.1. This assumption is conservative in the 
sense that if friction is present, the available constraint 
will increase. Note that another part of our algorithm 
explictly considers friction - the loading analysis dis- 
cussed in Section 5.3. Second, our position repeatabil- 
ity analysis assumes that out-of-plane location errors 
axe negligible. Section 5 will discuss the implications 

Figure 15: (a) A typical hydraulic top clamp, manufac- 
tured by Vektek. (b) Our conservative model of the clamp. 
(c) Arm retractions. (d) Allowable operating pressure and 
clamping force versus arm length. 
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of these assumptions. A third minor assumption is that 
the contact pressure distributions at fixture side con- 
tacts will minimize the induced tipping moment; this 
assumption is explained in Appendix B. 

4.1.2 Input 

rithm accepts the following input: 
Under these assumptions, the fixture design algo- 

Workpiece W ,  expressed in a volumetric shape 
representation that allows fetching a list of indi- 
vidual boundary features, generation of the work- 
piece silhouette when viewed along the z-axis, and 
which supports the z-limit? interference checks 
described below. Each boundary feature should 
have the following associated information: 

- A tolerance €shape, indicating the possible dis- 
crepancy between the position of the nom- 
inal workpiece surface and the true work- 
piece surface. For example, if the workpiece 
shape variation is represented using a mini- 
mum/maximum material condition represen- 
tation, then the nominal workpiece shape 
should lie midway between the minimum 
and maximum material condition shapes, and 
€shape should be half the maximum distance 
between the minimum and maximum mate- 
rial conditions for a given feature. 

- A tolerance enomal, indicating the possible 
angular discrepancy between the nominal sur- 
face normal at a point on the feature and 
the true normal. Specification of €normal is 
optional, because it may be calculated from 
€shape and the locator radius. 

We also require the workpiece center of mass 
(xcom, ycom, zcom) and weight ww. For assembly 
applications this is augmented by additional in- 
formation as explained in Section 6. The work- 
piece material is also specified, which is used in 
combination with the fixture element materials to 
lookup the friction coefficients required for loadiing 
analysis. 

0 Geometric access constraints C, expressed in the 
same volumetric representation as W.  These con- 
straints are defined relative to the workpiece coor- 
dinate frame. 
When analyzing fixture loadability it is convenient 
to break c kt0 three COmpOXIentS: Conly-loading, 
Conly-loaded, and calways~ which apply only during 
fixture loading and unloading, only while the fix- 
ture is loaded, and at all times, respectively. An 
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example Conly-loading constraint is the volume OC- 
cupied by the gripper fingers of the manipulator 
used to load and unload the fixture; if the gripper 
is released and removed before the clamps close, 
then the movable clamp parts may pass through 
this volume. However, the clamps must not in- 
tersect this volume in the open position. An ex- 
ample Conly-loaded Constraint is the Volume Swept 
by a cutting tool; the clamps may intersect this 
volume in the open position, but cannot intersect 
the volume once closed. An example &ways con- 
straint is the volume occupied by a part added 
to an assembly; the clamps cannot intersect this 
volume when closed or open, because this would 
corrupt successful insertion or unloading from the 
fixture. In order to simplify the discussion below, 
We will define Cloading = &ways u Conly-loading, and 
Cloaded = calways u Conly-loaded. 

A fkture kit, comprised of a base plate, lateral 
locators, support pads, a side clamp, and possibly 
top clamps. See Section 3 for further information. 

Minimum clearance limits dzy and d,, indicating 
the minimum distance allowed between the work- 
piece and non-locator fixture elements, when the 
workpiece is loaded. We assume that dZy >> €shape 
and d, >> €shape for all features in W. 
Minimum contact height kequired, indicating the 
minimum vertical overlap required at a side con- 
tact. 

A quality metric comprised of three functions Qzy, 

Q,, and Q3d, which accept an xy-constraint, z- 
constraint, and a 3-d fixture design, respectively. 
These terms are defined in Section 4.2. Each 
function returns a scalar in [0,1] or 0, indicat- 
ing that the fixture is unacceptable. There is also 
an associated flag q-combination-method which in- 
dicates how these scores should be combined to 
produce an overall quality score. Possible values 
are minimum and weighted-sum; if the weighted 
sum option is selected, then weights wzy, tu,, and 
W3d are also supplied. We require that Qzy and 
Q, be insensitive to element spacer height, the ab- 
solute height z of W above the fixture plate, and 
the placement of the top clamp bodies; any quality 
analysis that considers these parameters should be 
placed in Q3d. 

Significant control information is embedded in this 
metric. For example, if a force analysis is to be 
performed, then this metric should include a de- 
scription of the expected applied forces, as well 
as the maximum allowable contact reaction force. 



If a tolerance analysis is to be performed, then 
this metric should include the locations of critical 
workpiece features and their associated tolerances. 
If a loading analysis is to be performed, then this 
metric should include the desired loading clear- 
ance dlOd and a flag indicating whether the cen- 
ter of mass should be supported during loading. 
If more than one type of analysis is to be per- 
formed, then this metric should include a means 
of combining individual quality scores to produce 
the overall score. Details of our quality metric will 
be explained in Section 5. 

top-clamps?, a Boolean flag indicating whether 
tKe fixture design should include top clamps. As- 
sembly pallets are typically designed without top 

0 side-contact-height-preference, a multi-valued flag 
that indicates how height values should be selected 
for the side locators and side clamp. Legal values 
are minimum, coplanar, and optimum. These are 
explained in Section 4.2.2. 

0 z-constraint-on-grid?, a Boolean flag indicating 
whether the supports and top clamps are re- 
stricted to regular grid locations, or whether they 
may be placed at arbitrary positions. If the fix- 
ture will be fabricated using a predrilled modular 
fixture plate, then this parameter should be set to 
true; if the fixture will be fabricated by drilling 
holes in a blank plate, then this parameter may 
be false. 

clamps. 

0 Pruning factor p ,  a scalar in [0,1]. This parameter 
controls the branch-and-bound pruning employed 
by the algorithm, and is explained in Section 4.4. 

0 Several control parameters designed to eliminate 
the generation of poor-quality fixture designs. 
These include: 

- use-non-silhouette-walls?, which indicates 
whether to use all vertical faces of W for side 
contacts, or only those that correspond to the 
object silhouette. Setting this parameter to 
false reduces the number of vertical faces that 
must be considered by the algorithm and also 
limits contacts to the object periphery, which 
has a number of advantages. 

which defines the minimum allowable 
distance between a side locator or clamp con- 
tact and the edge of its bounding face. Con- 
tacts near edges are often undesirable because 
the workpiece is more vulnerable to deforma- 
tions near its corners, shape model errors are 

- 
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more likely due to edge breaks and chamfers, 
and the comer reduces the set of initial po- 
sitions from which the workpiece slips easily 
into place during fixture loading. 

- ma-clamp/nomal-angle, which limits the 
angle between the side clamp travel direction 
and the surface normal at the contact point. 
Large values of this angle can lead to ampli- 
fied contact forces and jamming of the side 
clamp plunger. 

4.1.3 Output 

Given this input, the fixture design algorithm gener- 
ates a series of feasible fixture designs, with associated 
quality scores. I f p  = 0, then this series will include all 
possible fixture designs; otherwise the series will cor- 
respond to a subset of the possible fixtures which is 
guaranteed to include the global optimum. Fixture de- 
signs are output as they are generated; once all fixture 
designs have been generated, the fixtures are sorted 
according to their overall quality scores. Every fixture 
design returned by the algorithm satisfies all of the fol- 
lowing conditions: 

1. The workpiece is held in form closure. 

2. The form closure condition is robust in the face of 
local workpiece shape variations (see Section 4.3). 

3. The workpiece. location is deterministic in the 
sense proposed by [l]; that is, there is no con- 
figuration of the nominal workpiece that is close 
to the proper configuration where the workpiece 
is in contact with all of the locators. Thus, if the 
workpiece is placed in approximately the proper 
position and then moved into contact with all of 
the locators, its position is precisely determined. 

4. No part of the fixture intersects the geometric ac- 
cess volumes C. 

5. All top clamps are directly above support pads. 

6. The fixture may be assembled using the available 
fixture elements. Thus all elements are placed 
at legal attachment points on the plate and at 
heights consistent with the spacer capabilities, and 
all clamps make contact within their travel limits. 

7. All non-locating fixture elements clw the nomi- 
nal workpiece laterally and vertically by at least 
dzy and d,, respectively. If €shape = 0, this con- 
dition assures that the workpiece position is de- 
termined solely by locator contacts, and not by 
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inadvertent contacts with other parts of the fix- 
ture. Inadvertent contact may occw if €shape # 0, 
but as explained in Section 5.2, this does not occur 
in practice if dzy >> €&ape and d, >> €shape- 

The fixture obeys all minimum-quality thresholds 
specified in the quality metric. For our metric, this 
implies: 

For each expected applied force, the resulting 
locator, support, side and top clamp reaction 
forces are less than 4irnitlo,,to, , 4imit.,ppo,t , 
4imitsid, , and & n i t t o p ,  respectively. 
For every critical workpiece feature, the 
worst-case position deviation is less than the 
associated position tolerance, considering the 
variability in the side locator positions and 
workpiece side surfaces. 
The fixture may be easily loaded, meaning 
that: (i) there is a workpiece loading position 
that clears all fixture elements by a lateral dis- 
tance of at least dloady (ii) in the loading po- 
sition, the top clamp arms may be retracted 
to a position that allows the workpiece to be 
loaded and removed vertically, clearing all fix- 
ture elements by at least dload, (iii) the work- 
piece center of gravity is contained within the 
support triangle in both the loading position 
and the final loaded position, (iv) the side 
clamp can push the workpiece into the final 
loaded position in the fixture, without jam- 
ming due to friction or stalling the actuator. 
The user may choose to relax these require- 
ments by neglecting conditions (iii) and/or 
(iv), or by skipping the loading analysis en- 
tirely. 

These criteria may be selectively turned off if de- 
sired. The details of the default quality functions 
are discussed in Section 5. 

In addition to assuring that all output fixture de- 
signs satisfy these conditions, the algorithm is guar- 
anteed to generate the global optimum design with 
respect to the input quality metric and the param- 
eter side-contact-height-preference. This global opti- 
mum appears at the front of the final sorted list of 
fixture designs. If side-contact-height-preference is set 
to optimum, then the returned global optimum will 
be the true global optimum. If side-contact-height- 
preference is set to minimum or coplanar, then the 
returned global optimum will be the global optimum 
solution within the subspace of fixture designs that are 
considered. 
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4.2 Fixture Generation 

The style of fixtures considered by the algorithm allows 
us to decompose a fixture design into two parts: the 
zy-constraint, which is responsible for preventing mo- 
tion within the zy-plane, and the z-constraint, which is 
responsible for preventing motion out of the zy-plane. 
As we shall see, this decomposition is very convenient 
for the purposes of automatic design. 

The decomposition suggests a straightforward syn- 
thesis algorithm: First, generate all possible zy- 
constraint designs. For each resulting zy-constraint, 
generate all possible z-constraints that are compatible 
with the zy-constraint. Finally, score and sort the de- 
signs, returning the sorted list of 3-d fixture designs. 

This strategy will work, but has the undesirable 
property that no output is returned until the full set of 
fixture designs is generated. In order to return initial 
designs as quickly as possible, our algorithm interleaves 
these synthesis steps so that as soon as an zy-constraint 
is generated, z-constraint synthesis begins for that zy- 
constraint. As soon as a valid z-constraint is found, the 
zy- and z-constraints are merged to produce a full 3-d 
design, which is scored and placed in the output queue. 
Constraints are applied as early as possible to avoid 
investing further synthesis effort in a doomed prelim- 
inary design. These measures complicate the control 
structure somewhat, but reduce the total run time and 
allow early output of initial designs. 

In the sections that follow, we will avoid the compli- 
cations of this interleaved control structure and instead 
simply explain each major step in the synthesis of a 
valid fixture design. Section 4.2.1 wil l  describe initial 
pre-processing steps required to setup the synthesis al- 
gorithms. Section 4.2.2 will explain the zy-constraint 
synthesis method, and Section 4.2.3 will describe the 
z-constraint synthesis method. Finally, Section 4.2.4 
will explain how zy-constraints and z-constraints are 
merged to form 3-d fixture designs. Discussion of fix- 
ture quality scoring will be deferred until Section 5. 

4.2.1 Input Preprocessing 

The first step of the algorithm is to identify features 
that may be used for locating and clamping the work- 
piece. These features are extracted from the workpiece 
W by visiting each face 3 of W and constructing the 
subset of 3 that is suitable for location or clamping. 
These subsets fall into one of three categories: 

Bottom surfaces, which are planar surface patches 
which have a surface normal pointing in the -z 
direction, and which are visible from below the 
object. Support pads may contact these surfaces. 



Top surfaces, which are planar surface patches 
which have a surface normal pointing in the +z 
direction. The pads of top clamps may contact 
these surfaces. 

Side surfaces, which are vertical surface patches 
which have a surface normal that lies in the zy- 
plane, and which are visible from below the object. 
Lateral locators and the side clamp may contact 
these surfaces. 

These surface patches are then projected onto the 
zy-plane to produce a collection of planar regions and 
curves (Figure 16). Any non-linear elements of these 
regions and curves are then converted to piecewise lin- 
ear approximations, producing a collection of polygo- 
nal regions and l i e  segments. These regions and line 
segments are then passed to the fixture design proce- 
dure, with appropriate pointers back to the original 
features in W so that height information can be recov- 
ered later. If use-non-silhouette-walls? is false, then 
projected edges that do not correspond to the work- 
piece silhouette are discarded appropriately. Similarly, 
projected edges that correspond to vertical faces with 

carded. 
bounding Z - d U e S  Zmax - Zmi, < kequired are A0 dis- 

4.2.2 Generation of zy-Constraints 

An sy-constraint is comprised of three side locators 
and a side clamp; this ensemble of contacts prevents all 
motion in the xy-plane. Because the side locators and 
side clamp tip are all cylinders with a common radius, 
we refer to these contact elements as jkels  for conve- 
nience. We synthesize xy-constraints using the planar 
fixture synthesis algorithm reported in [lo]. We re- 
view this algorithm below, highlighting the differences 
between the original planar algorithm and our 3-d al- 
gorithm that synthesizes sy-constraints. 

Planar Fixture Synthesis 

The first step of the algorithm is to transform the pro- 
jected edges by the fixel radius, which allows us to treat 
the fixels as ideal points (Figure 17). This process dif- 
fers slightly from the growing operation reported in 
[lo]. Because the previous algorithm accepted a sim- 
ple polygon as input, it is possible to remove unreach- 
able grown edge segments by cutting edges at all in- 
tersection points, and discarding those segments that 
lie on the interior of the gown polygon. For 3-d prob- 
lems, the projected edges generally do not form a sim- 
ple polygon, and edges cannot be deleted without an- 
alyzing reachable heights. This could be accomplished 
by constructing the Minkowski sum of W with a cylin- 

Bottom Surfaces 

Top Surfaces 

Side Surfaces 

Figure 16: Projecting candidate contact surfaxes onto the 
zy-plane. 
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Figure 17: Growing projected edges. 

der; this geometric operation is directly analogous to 
the growing operation employed in [lo]. However, we 
choose instead to simply transform the projected edges 
by the fixel radius, and discard contacts with unreach- 
able edges later during fixel height analysis. This ap- 
proach simplifies the implementation, avoids the ro- 
bustness problems that plague Minkowski sum opera- 
tions, and allows the algorithm to accept CAD input 
that is not topologically perfect. This last feature is of 
significant practical importance, because many current 
CAD systems sometimes produce topologically incor- 
rect representations. 

As in the previous algorithm, the final step of this 
transformation is to reduce the length of each trans- 
formed edge by &rim at both ends. This ultimately 
produces a grown projected edge e: for each projected 
edge ei that is longer than 2&fim; we establish pointers 
between ei and e: for convenience. 

At this point we employ a heuristic that was not 
used in [lo]. In order to encourage high-quality zy- 
constraints to appear early in the enumeration, we sort 
the list of projected edges according to length and di- 
rection. This sorting process first partitions the list of 
projected edges into four sets, according to edge direc- 
tion. For example, edges with directions in [0", 90") are 
placed in set 1, edges with directions in [go", 180") are 
placed in set 2, etc. These direction intervals define 
four 90" quadrants; the orientation of this quadrant 
system is adjusted dynamically to distribute the edges 
as evenly as possible among the four quadrants. Af- 
ter the edges are partitioned into the four sets, each 
set is sorted in order of decreasing edge length. The 
algorithm then reassembles the edge list, taking the 
longest remaining edge from each set in a round-robin 
fashion. This biases long edges toward the front of the 
list, and assures that edge directions in each of the four 
quadrants occur regularly. 

After transforming and sorting the projected edges, 
we next enumerate all possible form-closure fixtures 
that employ three ideal point side locators, and an ideal 
point side clamp. This process is summarized in Fig- 
ures 18-19. 

The first step is to enumerate all triples of grown 
projected edges where a given edge appears at most 
twice. Then for each triple (e,, ea, e,), the algorithm 
generates all possible locator setups, where each edge 
in the triple contacts a locator. The set of possible lo- 
cator setups is constructed by placing the first locator 
at the origin of an W t e  grid, and then using geo- 
metric information to constrain the possible locations 
of the second and third locators. Given that edge e, 
is in contact with the first locator, the meaningful sec- 
ond locator positions lie within an annulus defined by 
Zmin and I,,, the minimum and maximum distance be- 
tween the grown edges e, and ea. We collfine our atten- 
tion to the first quadrant, because the other quadrants 
lead to symmetric W u r e  designs. For each resulting 
second locator position, the possible locations for the 
third locator can be similarly constrained by the inter- 
section of two annular sectors defined by the inter-edge 
distances and visibility angles for the grown edge pairs 
(ea7 e,) and (eb, ec). See Figure 18. 

The above enumeration generates all edge triples, 
and then for each edge triple generates all possible grid 
positions for locator 2, and then for each position of 
locator 2, generates all possible grid positions for 16- 
cator 3. Once all three locator positions have been 
determined, the algorithm calculates the (5, y, 0) posi- 
tion of the workpiece in contact with the locators. This 
is accomplished by the following function: 

where (z1,y1), (z2,y2), and ( 2 3 , ~ ~ )  are the positions 
of locators 1,2, and 3, respectively, and TI = r2 = 7-3 is 
the fixel radius. This function returns a set of (2, y, 0) 
poses where each edge is in contact with its correspond- 
ing locator. If the edges are linear and €shape = 0, then 
there may be up to  two such poses, each of which cor- 
responds to a distinct locator setup. We will defer dis- 
cussion of the case where €shape # 0 until Section 5.2. 
Our method of calculating these poses differs from the 
method reported in [lo]; this new method is explained 
in Appendix A. 

After enumerating all possible locator setups, the al- 
gorithm generates the set of all possible form-closure 
clamp positions for each locator setup. This is ac- 
complished by direct construction, using an analysis 
in the (Fz7 F ! ,  5) space of planar forces. The param- 
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eter p is an arbitrary positive scalar used to assure 
homogeneous units for all three axes; we use one-third 
of the object diameter to produce well-behaved geo- 
metric calculations. The algorithm synthesizes form- 
closure side clamp positions by projecting the forces 
and torques of the locator contact normals onto the 
surface of a unit sphere, forming a triangle of possible 
forces that may be exerted on the workpiece by the 
locator setup. The algorithm then centrally projects 
this triangle onto the opposite side of the force sphere, 
constructing the set of forces that would produce pla- 
nar form closure if exerted by the side clamp. This 
set is then intersected with the locus of forces that 
are possible through contact with a projected edge; 
the resulting intersection characterizes the set of all 
placements of the side clamp &el that will produce 
form closure. These placement loci are then inter- 
sected with the side clamp Itravel lines determined by 
the grid and the side clamp Yoffset. This produces a 
discrete set of candidate side clamp positions, each of 
which will provide form closure. See Figure 19. The 
algorithm then discards candidate placements that vio- 
late the mm-clamp/normaLangle or clamp travel limits 
[%travelmi,, %travel,,], or cause interference between the 
clamp body or plunger and the side locators. The al- 
gorithm also.discards fixtures that fail the robust form 
closure test described in Section 4.3; this test did not 
appear in [lo]. Appendix C discusses some important 
numerical subtleties that must be addressed to perform 
these calculations robustly. 

. 

. 

. !  . Height Range Analysis 

At this point the algorithm in [lo] checks to see if the 
side clamp body and plunger interfere with the input 
polygonal workpiece. For the 3-d problem, this test is 
more complicated. Because features of the workpiece 
may project over the top of the side clamp, interfa- 
ence between the workpiece and side clamp cannot be 
checked until the height of the zy-constraint elements 
is determined. Thus the next step in the algorithm 
is to perform a height analysis which determines the 
heights of the workpiece, side locators, and side clamp 
above the fixture base plate. 

The algorithm begins by determining valid place- 
ment heights for the side locators and the side clamp 
tip. Each &el has a contact surface, and possibly 
chamfered areas above and below the contact sur- 
face. We denote the heights of these features as hbase, 
hcontact, and h,, as shown in Figure 5. In the first step 
of the analysis, the algorithm determines the ranges of 
valid heights for each &el, measured relative to the 
workpiece reference frame. These height ranges may 

,. 

Figure 18: Generating locator setups. (a) An edge triple. 
(b) Possible positions for locator 2. (c) Possible positions 
for locator 3, given a particular locator 2 position. See [lo] 
for a detailed explanation of this construction. 
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Figure 19: Computing valid side clamp positions. (a) Pro- 
jecting the locator setup contact normals onto the surface 
of a unit sphere in forceftorque space and then negating 
them. (b) Identifying the set of possible form-closure con- 
tact points on the forceftorque sphere. (c) Reconciling the 
form-closure contact intervals with the grid. Locators are 
at positions a, b, and c. 

contain negative values. Given these height ranges, 
the algorithm then selects a particular height for the 
workpiece and each fixel, assuring that the workpiece 
clears the plate and that each fixel spacer height is 
non-negative. 

The first step of this height analysis is to identify the 
range of allowable heights for each fixel. Recall that 
each fixel must satisfy the minimum contact height 
hrequired and minimum vertical clearance dz. For a 
given fixel, this step will construct a set 31 of z-intervals 
that correspond to valid placements of the fixel, con- 
sidering both contact overlap and interference. These 
z-intervals refer to the top of the fixel contact surface, 
measured relative to the workpiece reference frame. 

At this point the fixel contact is represented as a 
contact between an ideal point and a grown projected 
edge. Using the fixel radius, the algorithm constructs 
the contact point between the finite-radius fixel and 
the original non-grown projected edge. The resulting 
contact point then defines a vertical line; this line is 
intersected with the vertical faces of W that generated 
the projected edge, producing a set of line segments 
delineating possible contact with W. See Figure 20. 
Each line segment determines a [%in7 zm=] interval of 
possible contact. The algorithm then converts this to 
an interval of possible fixel placement heights by form- 
ing [~miny~&]y where &= = Zm= + hcontact. This 
interval describes the possible fixel heights which will 
produce a non-zero contact overlap between the fixel 
and the vertical face of W .  Because we require con- 
tact overlap of at least bequired, we shrink this interval 
to form [.&in, z:=] where &in = Zmin + hrequired and 
z,, !I = zA= - bequired. Intervals that vanish during 
this shrinking operation are discarded. 

Performing this construction produces a set 

of z-intervals describing fixel placement heights 
that assure sufficient contact overlap. Fkom here 
on we will drop the primes, and simply use 
31 = { [Zminr %axr], - - - [zmin, zmax,]} to refer to the 
current values of 31, regardless of the number of trans- 
formations that have been applied. 

We now prune this set of intervals to avoid interfer- 
ence with W u Cloaded (andpis Of Cloading iS explained 
in Section 5.3). For brevity we'll abbreviate WUCloaded 
as Y ,  the volume to avoid. Because fixels are cylinders 
that rise from the fixture base plate, we can view these 
elements as cylinders that start at -cm and rise to the 
desired z height. Let's define the maximum attainable 
height zlimit as the height where the cylinder first in- 
tersects V ,  neglecting intended contacts. 

31 = {[Zkin1>Z:ax11> [Z6 in , ,ZLx , I , . . . ,  [ZLin,7Z&xnI} 
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Figure 20: Determining fixel sidecontact heights. 
(a) Possible fixel contact locations. (b) Possible fixel 
heights. (c) Fixel heights pruned for minium required 
contact height; in this case, hrequired = $hcontact, or half of 
the fixel contact surface. (d) After pruning for workpiece 
interference. 

If we calculate Zljmit, we obtain the height where 
the cylinder first collides with V. Because we are in- 
terested in constraints on fixel placement height, we 
form Ziimjt = Zljmit - (hcap + dz), which gives US the 
fixel placement height where interference first occurs. 
We can now compare zijmit with zmw, to determine 
whether 31 needs to be pruned. If ziimit 2 z m a , ,  then 
31 remains unchanged. Otherwise, we prune 31 by in- 
tersecting it with the interval [-CO,Z:~,~~]. This pro- 
duces the set of valid fixel placement heights, consid- 
ering both contact overlap and fixel interference. 

The algorithm. gerforms this height analysis using 
an equivalent but faster computation. Instead of de- 
termining Zlimit, the algorithm checks to  see whether 
interference occurs below zmw,. This is accomplished 
with the following function: 

where s, y, and T define the vertical cylinder, and 
Zdesired is the maximum height of interest. This func- 
tion only returns a value when interference occurs be- 
low ZdSjred; if so, then zljmit is returned. This avoids 
geometric intersection tests with features of V that are 
above Zdsired, 

To apply this function, the algorithm first transforms 
the fixel location into the workpiece coordinate frame, 
using 

where (sp,yf) is the fixel position in the sy-constraint, 
and T-l(z,y,O) is the inverse of the 2-d homoge- 
neous transform corresponding t o  the workpiece pose 
(z,y,O). This places the cylinder axis in the proper 
place in the workpiece coordinate frame. The algo- 
rithm also modifies the cylinder radius to avoid detect- 
ing intended contacts. This is accomplished by forming 
~f - E ,  where ~f is the fixel radius and e is slightly larger 
than the collision tolerance used by the z-limit? func- 
tion. Thus the algorithm checks for fixel interference 
by calling: 

If a non-null a imi t  value is found, the algorithm forms 
2iimit = Zlimit - (heap + d,) and then replaces 31 with 
31fl[-co, zIimit] as described above. Otherwise, 31 does 
not need to be pruned. 
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Additional checks are required for the side clamp 
fixel. We model the side clamp body and plunger us- 
ing a pair of conservative bounding prisms, as shown 
in Figures 9 and 10. The clamp body 23 is represented 
by a simplified enclosing volume, and the plunger P is 
represented by an enclosing volume that includes the 
region swept by the clamp tip during clamp actuation. 
Spacers may be placed underneath the clamp, raising 
the clamp body and plunger simultaneously. As with 
the side locators, these volumes may be thought of as 
prisms that start at --03 and rise vertically, sweeping a 
polygonal cross-section to some maximum height. 23, 
and P, denote these cross-section polygons. 

This model of clamp shape allows the algorithm to 
determine the maximum allowable side clamp height 
by detecting the first interference between V and these 
rising prisms. This is accomplished by extracting Zmm, 
from 31 and determining whether this height can be 
attained without interference with V. This interference 
check is performed as follows: 

23; t transform(B,,To) 

and 

Height Selection 

Next the algorithm selects a workpiece height z above 
the fixture plate so that (1) the workpiece and con- 
straint volumes clear the fixture plate by at least &, 
and (2) each fixel can be attached to the plate with a 
spacer of non-negative thickness. This is accomplished 
by identifying the minimum z value that satisfies each 
condition (1) and (2), and taking the maximum of these 
results. 

To identify the minimum z that assures plate clear- 
ance, the algorithm identiiies Zbottomt the z-value of 
the lowest point on w U Cloaded U CIoding. The desired 
minimum height is then z1 = d, - Zbotfom. 

To determine the minimum z value that assures non- 
negative spacers at each fixel, the algorithm visits each 
fixel and calculates the minimum z value required for 
a non-negative spacer. For a given fixel Fi, the algo- 
rithm extracts zmmi from the fixel's valid placement 
heights Xi, which is the maximum allowable height 
for the top of the fixel, expressed in the workpiece 
coordinate frame. This value is then converted to 

mum allowable height for the bottom of the fixel base. 
The minimum workpiece height which allows this fixel 
to be feasibly placed is then z2i = -zLmi. The de- 
sired overall 22 value is then the maximum of these z2i 
values. 

The algorithm can now obtain the desired workpiece 
height z = max(zl,z2). Given this value, the algorithm 
constructs the set of valid spacer heights for each fixel. 
For each fixel Fi, this is 

zmmi I -  - Zmaxi - (hcontact + h b s e ) ,  which is the maxi- 

Pf t transform(Pc,Tp) 

where (zc,yC,Oc) is the position of the side clamp 
body in the sy-constraint, stravel is the clamp 
plunger position for this particular zy-constraint, and 
prism-z-limit?( Q, E, ,?&ired7 V )  is a function that re- 
turns the first z value where a prism with cross-section 
Q passes within E of V ,  if such an event occurs before 
Zdaired- If any Of these & to prism-2-limit? re- 
turns a value, the algorithm appropriately prunes the 
set 31 for the side clamp fixel. 

The algorithm thus constructs the set of valid place- 
ment heights Xi for each fixel Fi. If this produces any 
Xi = 0, then the xy-constraint is discarded. 

where 31; @ s denotes the operation of adding the 
scalar s to both endpoints of every interval in Xi. In 
,some situations the elements of the modular fixture kit 
allow only a discrete set of spacer thicknesses; in this 
case the algorithm replaces each Si with Si n Sfixel, 
where Sfixel is the set of &el spacer thicknesses attain- 
able using the available fixture elements. The algo- 
rithm may now set the fixel heights by simply selecting 
a spacer thickness from each Si. 

Making this selection involves significant trade-offs, 
which depend on the user's intentions. In some cases 
the user may wish to minimize the height of the fixels, 
thus maximizing locator stiffness and position accu- 
racy. In other cases the user may prefer fixel heights 
that share a common zy-plane of contact; later we shall 
see that this configuration allows faster search for the 
global optimum design. Or, the user may prefer to let 
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Once heights have been chosen for the workpiece and 
fixels, the zy-constraint is fully specified. The algo- 
rithm then passes the zy-constraint to the function Qzy 
for quality scoring or elimination. If a non-0 value is 
returned, the zy-constraint is passed along to the z- 
constraint synthesis procedure. 

4.2.3 Generation of z-Constraints . 

The z-constraint synthesis algorithm varies slightly 
depending on the values of the control parameters top- 
clamps? and z-constraint-on-grid?. In this section, we 
will focus on the case where both of these parameters 
are true. This corresponds to the case where the fixture 
is assembled with a pre-drilled modular fixture plate, 
and kinematic form closure is desired in all six degrees 
of freedom. The algorithm variations required for other 
values will be explained in Section 6. 

When top clamps are present, a z-constraint is com- 
prised of three supports and three top clamps, where 
each top clamp contacts the workpiece directly above 
a corresponding support. The algorithm generates z- 
constraints by first generating a list of all valid place- 
ments of a support/topclamp pair, and then consider- 
ing all triples formed from the resulting list. For con- 
venience, we will denote a single support/top-clamp 

optimum, respectively. 
If the input preference is minimum, the algorithm sim- 

ply selects the minimum value from each Si. Note that 
it is acceptable for the fixels to be placed at different 
heights, because the resulting moments about the x- 
and y-axes will be opposed by the z-constraint. If the 
input preference is coplanar, then the algorithm inter- 
sects the feasible contact overlap z-intervals to iden- 
tify the lowest possible common zy-plane of contact, 
or if no such plane exists, the plane that m i n i i e s  
the maximum distance between a fixel contact and the 
plane. The algorithm then selects values from Si t o .  
place each fixel in contact with this plane or as close to 
it as possible. If the input preference is optimum, then 
the algorithm discretizes each Si according to a preset 
resolution, and considers all combinations of the result- 
ing spacer choices. This creates a number of copies of 
the zy-constraint, each with different fixel height as- 
signments. All of these copies are passed on to  the 
subsequent stages of computation; this will ultimately 
produce the global optimum fixture design, including 
consideration of fixel height. 

the algorithm identify the combination of heights that 
maximizes the fixture's overall quality score. These az-constraint. 
three scenarios are specified by setting the side-contact- 
height-preference parameter to minimum, coplanar, or 

placement as a z-contact; a triple of z-contacts forms 

Identifying Valid z-Contacts 

To identify the set of valid z-contacts, the algorithm 
begins by constructing the set of valid support place- 
ments, and then discarding placements that do not al- 
low a top clamp to be placed. 

When z-constraint-on-grid? is true, candidate sup- 
port placements are readily identified, because they 
must coincide with the base plate grid. In order to 
be valid, a candidate support placement requires that 
the entire support pad contact a bottom surface of 
W while the support body avoids interference with 
V = W U CIoded. The algorithm identifies such points 
by Visiting each bottom surface 3 b  of W, identifying 
the grid points underneath F b ,  and testing the validity 
of each grid point. 

Given a bottom surface 3 b  at height Zb, one method 
of generating the grid points under 3 b  would be to 
transform 3 b  into the xy-constraint reference frame us- 
ing T(s, y, 6) of the zy-constraint, find the bounding 
box of the resulting F;, and then use two nested for 
loops to visit each (sg , yg) grid point enclosed in the 
bounding box, checking each point to see if it is inside 

Our algorithm uses an equivalent method that is typ- 
ically faster. Rather than incur the expense of trans- 
forming &, the algorithm instead constructs a cir- 

ing pre-processing. Given an zy-constraint, this circle 
is transformed by T(z,y,6) to  (xi,yi,Tb); this trans- 
formed circle encloses 3;. The algorithm then forms 
the bounding box ([Zi - rb,xi -I- Tb], [yf - r b , &  4- rb]), 
and uses two nested for loops to generate enclosed grid 
points (z9,yg). Then each candidate (zg,yg) is trans- 
formed into the workpiece coordinate frame using the 
inverse pose transform T-'(x,y,O), and the result- 
ing (zL,yL) is checked against the original, untrans- 
formed 3 b .  This approach is applied to all interference 
checks during z-constraint synthesis, saving consider- 
able transformation of the complicated geometric fea- 
tures of W and C. 

Having thus identified a candidate support loca- 
tion (zL,y;), the algorithm checks to see if (Z$,yi,Zb) 
is strictly contained in 3 b  by a distance of at least 
rsupport-p~; if not, then the support pad does not make 
full contact with 3 b  and the candidate is discarded. If 
so, then the algorithm checks for support body inter- 
ference by calling 

3;. 

cle (zb,yb,Tb) eIlClOShlg 3 b ;  this iS accomplished dur- 
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If this function returns a value, then the candidate is 
discarded due to interference. Otherwise, (zg,yg) is a 
valid support placement. 

After identifying valid support locations, the algo- 
rithm proceeds to analyze top clamp placement. We 
require top clamp contacts to lie directly above s u p  
port points, to avoid clampinduced workpiece defor- 
mations. Thus each valid support location corresponds 
to a candidate top clamp placement. 

For each support location (zg , yg), the algorithm first 
determines if there exists a top surface above the s u p  
port that allows valid placement of the top clamp con- 
tact pad. Using the corresponding point (zL,yL) ex- 
pressed in the workpiece coordinate frame, the algo- 
rithm visits each top surface 3t with height zt, and 
checks to see if (zL,y~,zt) is strictly contained in Ft 
by a distance of at least Tclamppad. If so, then the al- 
gorithm checks for shaft interference by determining 
whether the bounded vertical cylinder 

intersects V ,  where E is slightly larger than the colli- 
sion tolerance. If no intersection is found, then (zg, yg) 
corresponds to a placement of the top clamp contact 
pad that satisfies both the contact and non-interference 
requirements. 

The search for valid support pad and top clamp 
contact pad placements could be made more efficient 
by performing additional preprocessing steps: First, 
project each bottom and top surface 3 b  and Ft onto 
the zy-plane, producing corresponding Fi and Fi r e  
gions. Then for each pair (3:, F;), construct F[ n Fi, 

The resulting regions would delineate all points which 
simultaneously satisfy the support pad and top clamp 
pad contact requirements. We decided not to employ 
this method due to the difficulty of making the required 
region intersection and shrinking operations robust. 

and Shrink this result by ma(Tsupport-pad, Tclamppad). 

At this point the algorithm has identified all grid lo- 
cations which allow simultaneous placement of a s u p  
port and the contact-pad shaft of the top clamp. The 
last step in z-contact synthesis is to discard those can- 
didate locations for which there is no valid placement 
of the top clamp body and ann. 

The top clamp body must be placed at a grid loca- 
tion; thus for every candidate z-contact (xg, yg), there 
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are k possible clamp body locations (zg2,yg2), where 
k depends on the available clamp arm lengths. The 
algorithm considers each candidate location in turn, 
checking to see if the top clamp body may be placed at 
(zg2, yg2) without causing interference with the clamp 
body or arm. Candidate locations are visited in order 
of decreasing distance to the nearest workpiece edge 
and the first interferencefree location is selected. This 
test is described below. As soon as any interference 
is detected, the candidate body placement is discarded 
and the next candidate placement is considered. 

This interference .check is performed usbg the con- 
servative model shown in Figure 13. First the algo- 
rithm checks to see if the candidate body position 
(zg2, yg2) interferes with the side locators or side clamp 
of the zy-constraint. Because all of these elements are 
volumes of constant cross-section rising from the fix- 
ture base plate, these are simply 2-d intersection tests. 
If an intersection is found, the candidate body place- 
ment is discarded; otherwise, the algorithm proceeds 
to check for interference with V.  

Checking for interference between the top clamp 
body and V requires height analysis. Given that the 
top clamp contact-pad is placed at height zt, the top 
clamp arm may be placed at a range of possible heights 

This in turn determines a range of possible top clamp 
body heights 

[zarmmin Y zarm,,] = [zt -k Zarm/padmin Y zt -k Zarm/pad,,]. 

~armmin -k harm -k hbolt 

zarm,, -k harm -k hbolt. 

- 
Zbody,,, - 
zbody,,,, - - 

The algorithm now determines whether the clamp 
body may be successfully placed by calling 

where (zL2, yi2) is the result of transforming (zg2, yg2) 
into the workpiece coordinate frame using T-l(z, 9, 8). 
If this function returns 8, then body placement is pos- 
sible for the full range of arm heights. If instead the 
function returns a value z&,~~,,, then the algorithm 

then this candidate body placement is &scarded. Oth- 
erwise, clamp body placement is possible for a lim- 
ited range of arm heights, and the algorithm replaces 

The interval [Zarmmin , Zarm,,] now defines a range of 
arm heights that allows valid placement of the clamp 
body. Next the algorithm checks for valid arm place- 
ment, testing for interference with the zy-constraint 
and V .  

COmpareS this value to Zbody,,,. If zk0dr-, < Zbody,,,l,, 

with zarmmpx - (Zbody,, - ZLody,,)* 



The first step in this interference check is to trans- 
form the clamp arm cross-section A, into the workpiece 
coordinate frame, using T-l(z, y, 8 ) T ( ~ 9 2 , ~ 9 2 ,  Om), 
where ea,, is the arm orientation determined by 
( ~ 9 2 ,  y92) and (zg , yg). This produces a transformed 
arm cross-section d:. 

The algorithm checks for interference between the 
clamp arm and the zy-constraint by checking for in- 
tersections between d: and the previously-transformed 
zy-constraint element cross-sections. If any intersec- 
tion is found, then [zannrnin, z-,,] is pruned as re- 
quired to avoid interference between the bottom of the 
clamp arm and the top of the fixture element. 

Arm interference with V is now checked by calling 

zmin + zarmmin - d z  

The function 
prism-z-ranges(&, E, zmin, Zmm, V )  returns a set of z- 
intends 2 = { [zminl, zmaxl] , - - - , [zmin, , zmax,]} that 
describes the subset of [%in, z m a ]  where a prism with 
cross-section 8 does not pass within e of V. Like the 
prism-z-limit? function, this function saves substan- 
tial computation by avoiding consideration of features 
of V outside the z range of interest. 

Each resulting [zmin ; ,~ms ; ]  interval in 2 is then 
shrunk by forming [Zmin j + dz zmaxi - (h- + dz)] ; this 
produces a set of intervals Z a m  describing valid a.rm 
placement heights. If 2- = 0, then this candidate 
body placement is discarded, and the algorithm pro- 
ceeds to the next candidate body location ( ~ ~ 2 ,  ~ 9 2 ) .  If 
there are no more candidate body locations, then the 
z-contact is discarded and the algorithm moves on to 
analyze the next candidate support location (zg, yg). 

If Z,, # 0, then the body placement is valid. In 
this case, the algorithm stores the body placement 
( ( ~ 9 2 ,  yg2), 2-) in the z-contact data structure, and 
moves on to analyze the next candidate support loca- 
tion (zg,yg). Unexplored candidate body locations are 
also stored with the z-contact for use later as described 
in Section 6.1. 

After completing analysis of all candidate support 
locations (zg,yg), the algorithm is left with a list of z- 
contacts, each of which has a valid clamp body place- 
ment. The algorithm now proceeds to formulate all 
triples of these z-contacts to produce z-constraints. 
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Triple Analysis 

The algorithm generates all triples of z-contacts, 
testing each triple for validity. A triple is valid if the 
z-contact points are not collinear, and if the z-contacts 
do not interfere with each other. 

Before generating triples of z-contacts, the algo- 
rithm employs a heuristic to encourage high-quality z- 
constraints to appear early in the enumeration. This 
heuristic is similar to the heuristic used before gener- 
ating triples of grown projected edges. The algorithm 
partitions the z-contact list into three sets, according 
to the direction of the z-contact point (x$,yi) from 
the workpiece center of gravity (zcom,Ycom)- Each di- 
rection partition is 120' wide, but the reference di- 
rection is adjusted dynamically to distribute the z- 
contacts evenly among the three sectors. The result- 
ing z-contact sets are then sorted according to dis- 
tance from (Zcom,ycom), with the furthest z-contacts 
appearing first. The algorithm then re-assembles the 
z-contact list, taking the first z-contact fiom each set in 
a round-robin fashion. This biases triples with widely 
separated z-contacts to appear early in the enumera- 
tion, and causes z-contact triangles that contain the 
center of gravity to occur regularly. 

Using this sorted z-contact list, the algorithm gen- 
erates all triples of z-contacts. Triples with collinear 
(xg, yg) points are discarded immediately; otherwise, 
the algorithm checks for interference between the z- 
contacts. 

To determine whether the z-contacts interfere with 
each other, the algorithm simply checks for interference 
between the 2-d footprints of the z-contact elements. 
Interference occurs if (a) cylindrical elements A and B 
from two z-contacts (either supports or clamp bodies) 
have centers closer together than rA + rB, or (b) the 
distance between the center of a cylindrical element A 
and the cross-section of a clamp arm from another z- 
contact is less than rA, or (c) two a.rm cross-sections 
intersect. If any of these conditions occurs, then the 
triple is discarded. 

This analysis of z-contact interference may discard 
some triples that are actually feasible. This may oc- 
cur if two clamp arms pass over each other, or if there 
is an alternative selection of clamp body placements 
that prevents interference between z-contacts. Accep 
tance of these cases could be supported by extend- 
ing our interference test to include height information, 
and by using the z-contact's list of unexplored can- 
didate body positions to generate and analyze alter- 
native body placements. We decided not to include 
these features in the algorithm, because these condi- 



tions only occur when z-contacts are clustered close 
together. Because typical quality metrics prefer widely 
separated z-contacts, adding this analysis capability 
would cause the algorithm to invest more time ana- 
lyzing triples that would later be discarded by Qz or 
given poor quality scores. If a situation arises where 
Qz prefers tightly clustered z-contacts, then these fea- 
tures should be added. 

Given a triple of non-collinear z-contacts with no 
z-contact interference, the algorithm constructs a z- 
constraint and passes it to the function Qz for quality 
scoring or elimination. If a non-0 value is returned, 
the zy-constraint and z-constraint are passed to the 
procedure which merges these results to form a 3-d 
fixture design. 

4.2.4 Generation of 3-d Fixtures 

At this point the algorithm has a valid xy-constraint 
and a valid z-constraint. Heights in the zy-constraint 
are expressed relative to the fixture plate, for a given 
workpiece height z. Heights of elements in the z- 
constraint are expressed relative to the workpiece co- 
ordinate frame. The zy-constraint and z-constraint 
are merged by simply adding z to the heights of all 
z-constraint elements, and choosing element spacer 
heights accordingly. 

There are two slight complications to thiS construc- 
tion. The first complication occurs when raising the z- 
constraint by z leaves some z-constraint element with a 
negative spacer height hi. For example, this may occur 
when a support touches a bottom surface of W with 
height Zb, where Zb + z < &upport. when this occurs, 
the workpiece and zy-constraint fixture elements must 
be raised by a correction height of at least dz = -hi- 

If all fixture elements have continuously adjustable 
heights, then the algorithm simply raises W by dz, 
adjusting all spacer heights accordingly. If the fixel 
spacers only allow a discrete set of placement heights, 
then the algorithm raises W by dz' = k.kpacer, where 
&pacer is the minimum fixel spacer thickness, and 

A second complication occurs if the top clamp spac- 
ers only allow a discrete set of placement heights. 
To determine the range of possible spacer heights for 
a top clamp, the algorithm transforms the range of 
possible clamp arm heights 2- by forming Sj = 
2 m m  C3 -h--bottom. The resulting Sj describes the 
continuous range of possible spacer heights for the top 
clamp. The algorithm then forms Si = Sj n Stopclamp, 
where Stopclamp is the set of top clamp spacer thick- 
nesses attainable using the available &ure elements. 
Si describes the possible range of spacer heights, in- 

k = rei. 
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cluding the constraints imposed by spacer thickness. 
The algorithm then selects a value from Si to set the 
top clamp height. 

The complication arises when the SjnStopclamp con- 
struction causes Si to vanish. When this occurs, there 
are several possible responses: 

0 The algorithm could perform a height analysis 
that simultaneously considers the Si and Sj spacer 
ranges of the fixels and top clamps, seeking a work- 
piece height z that allows valid placement of all 
elements, 

0 The algorithm could seek an alternative placement 
for the top clamp body that has a range of possible 
arm heights that produces Sj # 0, or 

0 The algorithm could grow the clamp arm height 
h- by &pacer during body placement analysis. 
This would assure that if Sj # 0, then for any 
given continuous spacer height h, chosen from Sj, 
there would exist a nearby discrete spacer height 
hi > h, which is guaranteed to avoid interference. 

Our implementation employs the third option. Note 
that this issue does not arise for supports, because we 
require support heights to be continuously adjustable. 

Once valid heights are determined for all fixture el- 
ements, a 3-d fixture is constructed that combines the 
zy-constraint and z-constraint. This 3-d fixture is then 
passed to Q3d for final scoring or elimination. If the re- 
turned value is non-0, then the fixture is output to the 
fixture queue. 

Thus far we have explained how the algorithm gen- 
erates fixture designs that satisfy conditions 1 and 3-7 
listed in Section 4.1.3. The remaining conditions 2 and 
8 are assured by applying specific tests that we have 
glossed over for clarity. These tests are described in 
the following sections; Section 4.3 describes the robust 
form closure test, and Section 5 describes the tests ap- 
plied during quality scoring. 

4.3 Robust Form Closure 

Form closure is a condition that results when the con- 
straints imposed by a collection of contact normals 
combine to span the space of all possible motions. This 
condition is satisfied when the lines of action defined 
by the contact normals have certain arrangement prop- 
erties [63]. This test for total constraint of a rigid 
body has been widely used in the robotics literature 
[37, 52, 42, 431. 
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Figure 21: A form closure condition that is not robust. 
(a) The nominal arrangement of contact normals. (b) The 
true arrangement, resulting from a discrepancy between the 
modeled workpiece surface normals and the true normals. 

Unfortunately, the form closure condition is vulner- 
able to some surprising failures when there is even a 
small discrepancy between the ideal workpiece shape 
and the true workpiece shape, as shown in Figure 21. 
Part (a) shows a fixture design returned by an early 

version of our implementation, with the arrangement 
of the contact normals drawn for clarity. A simple anal- 
ysis shows that this is clearly a form-closure fixture de- 
sign: Contacts A, B, and C constrain the part so that 
the only possible motions are counter-clockwise rota- 
tions about points that lie inside the triangle formed 
by the contact normals A', B', and C'. However, con- 
tact D clearly resists these counter-clockwise rotations, 
and the workpiece is held in form closure. 

If you build this fixture, you would expect to find the 
fixture to resist all planar motions of the workpiece. 
But in fact, the workpiece can easily rotate clockwise! 

The answer is shown in part (b) of Figure 21. Be- 
cause of the difference between our model of the work- 
piece and its true shape, the directions of the true con- 
tact normals vary slightly from the expected normal di- 
rections. Because the distances between contact points 
are so large, this causes a drastic change in the arrange- 
ment of the contact lines of action. The triangle shown 
in (a) has collapsed, and now the contact normals A', 
B', and C' intersect at a common point. Under this ar- 
rangement of lines of action, clockwise rotations about 
the intersection point are not opposed. 

This failure to constrain the workpiece is a conse- 
quence of the form closure test's inherent insensitivity 
to where the contact point lies along a given line of 
force. For a particular arrangement of lines of force, 
all constraint problems are viewed equivalently, even 
though the distances between contact points may vary 
greatly. Thus the form closure test is fundamentally in- 
sensitive to cases where the distance between contacts 
causes the constraint to become brittle in the face of 
small changes in the contact normal direction. 

This is unacceptable in practice, because variations 
in workpiece shape and shape model errors are com- 
mon. To avoid accepting a fixture design that is vul- 
nerable to these errors, our algorithm applies a form 
closure robustness test to all zy-constraint designs. 

The contact normal directions at each contact may 
vary within a range of fen,,d; because there are four 
contacts, there are 24 = 16 combinations of extremal 
contact normals. The algorithm constructs each of 
these sixteen combinations, testing each for form clo- 
sure by mapping the contact normals onto the force 
sphere and checking to see if the spherical convex hull 
of the resulting points spans the sphere. If any combi- 
nation does not provide form closure, the zy-constraint 
is discarded. Otherwise, the algorithm concludes that 
the xy-constraint is robust in the face of the anticipated 
shape variations. 

why? 
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This test of the extremal contact normals is both nec- 
essary and sufficient for robust planar form closure. It 
is clearly necessary, because if there exists some choice 
of extremal contact normals that does not provide form 
closure, then this is a witness that form closure is not 
robust. It is also sufiicient, because if all combinations 
of extremal contact normals provide form closure, then 
all choices of intermediate contact normals also provide 
form closure. 

This can be seen by considering the arrangement of 
contact normals on the unit sphere in (F,, Fy, T) space. 
If a contact normal is applied through a fixed point over 
a range of possible directions [v - e, v + E ] ,  then the re- 
sulting locus of contact normal forces corresponds to a 
great-circle arc on the force sphere [ll, lo]. Thus all 
instances of real contact normals correspond to points 
selected from four such loci. If all sixteen combina- 
tions of extremal contact normals provide form closure, 
then for all combinations of the endpoints of these loci, 
the convex-combination of the points spans the entire 
sphere. 

Figure 22: Contacts exerted by a z-constraint. 

Now suppose that all sixteen extremal combinations 
do provide form closure, but there exists some selec- 
tion of intermediate contact normals which does not. 
This implies that there must exist some selection of 
contact normals which forms the critical boundary be- 
tween form closure and not form closure; the convex- 
combination of these normals will span a hemisphere, 
where three of the four normals correspond to copla- 
nar points on the force sphere. The boundary of this 
hemisphere is a great circle, so the great circle arc loci 
containing the coplanar contact normals must either 
be coincident with the boundary, or cross it monoton- 
ically. Neither choice is possible, because that would 
imply that at least one of the sixteen endpoint combi- 
nations would not provide form closure. This contra- 
diction implies that all intermediate choices of normals 
must provide form closure, proving the sufficiency con- 
dition. 

There is an analogous question regarding the z- 
constraint. These contacts constrain the workpiece to 
an zy-plane because of the triangle of bilateral con- 
straints formed by the opposed support/top clamp 
pairs. Because these constraints force the t direction 
of the workpiece to coincide with the t direction of 
the base plate, we refer to this constraint condition as 
2 - closure. 
This triangle of bilateral constraints may also be 

viewed as two triangles of unilateral contacts, one com- 
prised of upward-pointing contact normals, and one 
comprised of downward-pointing normals (Figure 22). 
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Figure 23: Contact conditions which produce %-closure. 

This configuration of contacts is redundant, because 
the minimum contacts required to produce 2-closure is 
a triangle of constraints opposed by a single constraint 
in the triangle interior, or a pair of opposing constraints 
whose connecting edges intersect (Figure 23). 

From this we can gain an intuitive understanding 
of what would be required for 2-closure failure of a z- 
constraint design. Roughly speaking, the z-constraint 
will fail when the projections of the upward- and 
downward-pointing constraint triangles no longer in- 
tersect. This intuition fails in the general case, but ad- 
equately characterizes situations where €normal is small. 

This intuitive view demonstrates that for reasonable 
values of €normal, our fixture designs are only vulner- 
able to z-constraint failure when the inner diameter 
of the support/clamp triangle is small compared to 
the vertical distance separating the supports and top 
clamps. Because most Qz metria reject fixtures with 
small-diameter support triangles, we have chosen not 

. ..: . ., .. . . . . . , . 
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to include a %-closure robustness check in our imple- 
mentation. If a situation arises where Qz prefers tightly 
clustered z-contacts, then this test should be added. 

0.1 

4.4 Branch-and-Bound Pruning 

The fixture design algorithm described thus far will 
enumerate all possible fixture designs, score them, and 
then return the sorted list. This allows the algorithm 
to always find the global optimum fixture design, re- 
gardless of the details of the input quality metric. 

This can amount to a fairly expensive computation. 
Section 8 will present a detailed analysis of the algo- 
rithm’s complexity, but for now let’s consider a simpli- 
fied model. If a given problem has Nzy xy-constraint 
designs, and an average of N, z-constraint designs for 
every xy-constraint, then the algorithm will produce a 
total of NzyNz fixture designs. This can result in hun- 
dreds of thousands of solutions for practical problems. 
One wonders, is it possible to do better than this brute 
force computation? 

Producing a general-purpose algokithm that directly 
constructs the global optimum solution seems impos- 
sible. This is because the nature of the user’s quality 
metric is unknown a priori. For example, we have en- 
countered users that want to optimize heat dissipation 
properties during welding processes, or minimize the 
amount of paint wasted by overspray on the fixture 
during spray painting operations. Even in the context 
of our more typical default metric, variations in the 
set of applied forces or critical feature points greatly 
complicate the problem of developing general-purpose 
closed-form optimality models that capture the practi- 
cal task requirements. 

This is further compounded by the interaction of the 
fixture configuration and the workpiece geometry. Fig- 
ure 24 shows a plot of fixture qualities generated dur- 
ing a typical run of the algorithm. Although the algo- 
rithm’s heuristics bias high-quality fixtures to appear 
early in the enumeration, the sequence of quality scores 
appears random. 

This apparent randomness suggests an approach to 
speeding the search for the global optimum through 
branch-and-bound pruning. The key idea is to avoid 
developing fixture designs where the quality score for 
the zy-constraint makes it clear that no completion of 
the fixture design can ever produce the global opti- 
mum. This is the case when 

1 1 I I 1 

where qb& is the quality score of the best fixture out- 
put so far, and equation (4) is used to compute fixture 
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Figure 24: Quality values of fixtures generated by the syn- 
thesis algorithm. The upper plot shows the quality values 
over a typical run, plotted in the order that the fixtures are 
generated. The lower plot shows the best quality seen so 
far, with the fixture quality history shown for reference. 

quality, as explained later in Section 5.4. When this 
condition is satisfied, then no fixture design produced 
&om this xy-constraint can beat the previous best fix- 
ture, even if Q= and ~ 3 d  return perfect quality scores. 
Thus, we can skip constructing z-constraints and 3d- 
fixture designs based on this zy-constraint, and still 
preserve the guarantee that the algorithm will find the 



global optimum fixture design. 
This pruning technique does not reduce the algo- 

rithm’s worst-case complexity, but can produce signif- 
icant computational savings in the average case. Sec- 
tion 6.1 will show how this pruning may be strength- 
ened if z-constraint elements are allowed at off-grid lo- 
cations. We have observed significant reductions in run 
time using these methods. 

Before departing this section, we will remark in clos- 
ing that our philosophy in designing this algorithm is 
to provide a method for generating a series of fixture 
designs that satisfy all pre-specified requirements, and 
then present the user with a set of good designs for 
further subjective evaluation of criteria that are not 
encoded in the algorithm. In some cases the prun- 
ing method is so effective that the algorithm returns a 
very small number of designs, thus limiting the user’s 
choices during subjective evaluation. To address this 
problem, the algorithm allows the user to adjust the 
pruning control parameter p over the range [0,1]. An 
sy-constraint is then pruned whenever 

This allows the user to apply full pruning with p = 1, 
to gradually increase the number of returned designs 
by selecting values in (O,l), or to completely disable 
pruning by selecting p = 0. 
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5 Quality Functions 

The fixture design algorithm accepts an arbitrary qual- 
ity metric, comprised of three functions Q z y ,  Q,, and 
Q3d. The result returned by Q3d is the ultimate score 
used to sort designs; in determining this score, Q3d has 
access to the results of QZy and Qz, which axe cached 
in the 3-d fixture’s sy- and z-constraints, respectively. 
Each of these functions accepts the appropriate fixture 
design and returns a scalar in [0, 11, or 0, indicating that 
the fixture does not satisfy minimum quality standards. 

A general method for producing multi-criteria qual- 
ity metrics is to combine individual quality metrics into 
a single function which applies each quality metric in 
turn, returning 0 as soon as any individual metric re- 
turns 0. If all of the individual metrics return scalar 
values, then these values are combined to produce an 
overall score in [0,1]. Plausible combination methods 
include weighted sum or the minimum of all individual 
scores. 

The following sections describe our default quality 
metric, which analyzes the fixture aspects outlined in 
Section 4.1.3. This quality metric considers a ikture’s 
ability to resist applied forces without exerting exces- 
sive reaction forces on the workpiece, the position re- 
peatability of critical workpiece features, and the ease 
of loading the fixture. The following sections describe 
each of these analyses. 

5.1 Force-Based 

Our force-based quality metric seeks to minimize 
the reaction force required to resist expected applied 
forces. Embedded in this metric is an input list of 
forces expected during task execution, expressed as 
Fi = [Fz Fy F, T~ T~ ~ , ] i  vectors, as well as the in- 
put force limits firnitlo,,tor , 4imit.ia. , fimitSupport 7 and 
fiimittop7 which describe the maximum allowable reac- 
tion force at each fixture element. 

Given a fixture design to evaluate, the quality calcu- 
lations within Q Z y F ,  Q z F ,  and Q3dF are essentially the 
same. These functions consider each expected applied 
force, and compute the contact reaction force at each 
fixture element required to resist the expected force. 
QZyq considers only the (Fz, Fy, 7,) components of the 
apphed force, and QZF considers only the (F,,T,,T,) 
components. In some cases Q3dF must repeat this anal- 
ysis, considering all six components of force. These 
calculations are explained in Appendix B. 

After calculating the reaction forces required to re- 
sist each expected applied force, the metric identifies 
the maximum reaction force F m a  occurring at each 
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fixture element. The metric then compares this force 
with the appropriate force limit fiimjt and ideal force 
&deal, which is a lower bound on F m m  which we will 
explain momentarily. If Fm, > Flimit, the quality met- 
ric returns 0. Otherwise, the force-based quality score 
is determined by: 

The value of this function is 1 when Fm, = &deal, and 
0 when Fm, = fiimit. 

The value of the lower bound fideal is determined 
during pre-processing. The value used for &d& must 
be smaller than the minimum possible value of the 
maximum contact reaction force. 

One adequate choice is to set fideal = 0. Because 
contact reaction forces are never negative, this is a 
correct lower bound on the maximum contact reaction 
force. However, if Fi # 0, we know that this lower 
bound will never be attained. This will produce &i- 
ficially low quality scores, skewing the information fed 
back to the user and reducing the effectiveness of the 
pruning techniques explained in Section 4.4. 
An alternative strategy is to base &deal on the ex- 

pected applied forces. The basic idea is to characterize 
the contact reaction force that would occur in the best- 
case fixture design for each applied force, and then take 
the maximum of the resulting values. For example, if 
Fi is a downward force of lOOlb exerted at some point 
pi, then the best-case z-constraint would be a tripod of 
supports distributed evenly around pi, each having a 
contact reaction force of 331b. The existence of this ap- 
plied force therefore implies that no fixture design will 
yield a maximum support reaction force of less than 
331b, SO fide&,pport = 331b is a correct lower bound. 

If we consider only the translational components of 
the expected applied forces, then we can easily compute 
the required lower bounds: 

where FzYmax is the maximum magnitude of a vector 
[Fz FYI, drawn from a single input force Fi, and F-,,,,= 



and F+,mpx are the magnitudes of the maximum nega- 
tive and positive F, components of an input force Fi. 
If desired, we could extend these calculations to in- 
clude the applied moments as well, by factoring in the 
maximum workpiece diameter. 

The user has the option of selecting flde&id, = 0 
to indicate a preference for fixtures that minimize the 
side clamp's role in resisting applied forces. This is 
good practice in some situations, because the locators 
are generally more rigid than the side clamp. 

These expected forces, force limits, and ideal forces 
are embedded in the functions QzyF , Qz,, and Q3dF , 
which become part of the overall quality metric func- 
tions explained in Section 5.4. 

In QzyF, two values of qF are calculated, one for the 
side locators, and one for the side clamp; the mini- 
mum of these values is returned. Similarly, Qz, obtains 
separate qF values for the supports and top clamps, 
and returns the minimum of the two results. When 
Q3dF performs a full 6-dof force analysis, the resulting 
element-wise qF values are combined using a method 
that is equivalent to the method used to calculate and 
combine the QzyF and Q,, results. 

The force analysis described in Appendix B assumes 
frictionless contacts; this has both positive and neg- 
ative implications. On the plus side, the presence of 
friction does not compromise the fixture's form closure 
constraint of W ,  but instead augments the constraint. 
On the other hand, friction can lead to significant in- 
ternal forces, which could give rise to larger contact 
reaction forces than those anticipated by the quality 
metric. Resolving this problem is fundamentally im- 
possible, because contact reaction forces in the pres- 
ence of friction are statically indeterminate for the class 
of fixtures we consider. 

5.2 Position-Based 

Our position-based quality metric seeks to minimize 
the maximum variation in position of critical workpiece 
features when the workpiece is properly loaded in the 
fixture. Embedded in this metric is an input list of 
critical workpiece features and associated position tol- 
erances, expressed as Pi = ((z,y,z) e,); vectors, 
where (z, y, z) is the critical workpiece point, ezy is the 
maximum allowable lateral position deviation, and E ,  
is the maximum allowable vertical position deviation. 

When the workpiece is loaded into the fixture, the 
true locations of these critical points will not exactly 
match the locations predicted by the workpiece pose 
(2, y, e). These position deviations result from varia- 
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tions in workpiece shape, and variations in the posi- 
tion of the locator contact surfaces. This metric esti- 
mates the maximum possible magnitude of these po- 
sition deviations, using a purely planar analysis. Be- 
cause the analysis is planar, it may be accomplished 
entirely by Qzy if the locator position tolerance €locator 
is independent of locator height. If eloator varies with 
locator height, then this analysis must be performed 
in Q3d, because locator heights may change when the 
zy-constraint and z-constraint are merged. 

During pre-processing, the metric computes a lower 
bound on the maximum position deviation of a crit- 
ical point. In our implementation, this is simply 
&deal = Elocator, which indicates the position devi- 
ation that would result if contact variations caused 
W to purely translate. A tighter bound would be 
&deal = Qocator -k %hapemin 9 where €shapemin is the small- 
est €shape in W. 

These critical points and &ed are embedded in the 
functions Qzyp or Q3dp, which become part of the over- 
all quality metric functions in Section 5.4. 

To determine a quality score that captures a fixture's 
position repeatability, the met& 6rst calculates a set 
of workpiece poses {(z,y,8)j} that are instances of 
worst-case variations in workpiece position. This is ac- 
complished by first determining the contact tolerance 
Econtactr. - clocatorr, -t €shape, for each locator, dlere  
€&ape, is the shape tolerance of the workpiece feature 
contacting locator k. Determining a separate contact 
tolerance for each locator allows the metric to discrim- 
inate between contacts with more precise and less pre- 
cise workpiece surfaces, while simultaneously consid- 
ering the effect of fixture configuration and workpiece 
geometry. The set of example worst-case workpiece 
poses is then constructed by calling 

- 

for all eight choices of ~ f ;  = ~k f €contact,. This pro- 
duces a set of eight (z, y, 0) j  poses that are instances 
of worst-case deviations in the pose of W.  If pose re- 
turns multiple values, the metric uses the pose closest 
to the nominal location of W ,  because the other poses 
correspond to improper loading of the fixture. 

Next the metric considers each critical point Pi, and 
computes its nominal location (5, y):, using the nomi- 
nal workpiece pose transformation T(z, y, e). The al- 
gorithm similarly computes the critical point location 
for each of the eight worst-case poses, producing a set 
of deviated positions { (z, y);}. The algorithm then 
finds the maximum distance Laxi between (z, y): and 
the points in {(z,y);}. If Lax; > eZy, , then the metric 



exits immediately, returning 0. Otherwise, the metric 
calculates 

The value of this function is one when haxi = &deal, 
and zero when haxi = After considering each 
critical point Pi, the ultimate value qp returned by the 
metric is the minimum of the resulting qpi values. 

This calculation method is an approximation, for 
several reasons. First, the analysis is purely planar, 
which causes the z and e, components of each critical 
point to be ignored. Consequently we do not consider 
uncertainty in the support/workpiece contacts. Un- 
certainty in these contacts can cause out-of-plane pose 
deviations, producing critical point deviations 'in both 
zy and z. These effects have a small influence on zy 
position if the workpiece height is small relative to the 
inner diameter of the z-constraint support triangle. 

The second approximation arises from our finite sam- 
pling of possible workpiece poses. Because we only 
sample a discrete set of example worst-case contact de- 
viations, it may be possible to find a combination of 7-i 
values that yields a larger Laxi for some critical point. 

Even with these approximations, this metric pro- 
vides valuable information by discarding fixture designs 
that are known to violate the position tolerances, and 
by providing a means to compare fixture designs based 
on position repeatability. Further improvements to this 
metric are an appropriate area for future work. 

This metric also illuminates a characteristic of the 
fixture generation algorithm. During fixture generation 
the clearances dzy and dz are assured using the nom- 
inal workpiece pose (z,y,O), and the nominal work- 
piece shape. In reality, the true workpiece position 
and shape will vary from these nominal values, which 
may cause the true clearance between the workpiece 
and non-locating fixture elements to be less than dzY 
and d,, possibly even leading to inadvertent contacts. 
This is why condition 7 of Section 4.1.3 only asserts 
clearance for the nominal workpiece. 

It is tempting to propose preprocessing analysis 
which will compute enlarged 4, and d; values, such 
that if the algorithm assures that the nominal work- 
piece clears non-locating elements by the enlarged dis- 
tances, then the true workpiece will clear non-locating 
elements by the original clearances dzy and d,. While 
appealing, this approach is very difficult, and may be 
impossible. Consider the example shown in Figure 25; 
in this fixture, very s m d  €contact values produce very 
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Figure 25: A case where small errors in workpiece shape 
cause large errors in workpiece position. The workpiece 
drawn with dashed-lines is slightly narrower than the work- 
piece drawn with solid-lines. 

large deviations in workpiece position; these deviations 
result from a subtle interaction of the workpiece geom- 
etry and fixture configuration. 

However, the good news is that the position-based 
quality metric can prevent these problems from oc- 
curring in practice. Because fixtures like the example 
in Figure 25 produce large Laxi values, they are dis- 
carded by the metric, which prefers fixtures with small 

then inadvertent contacts between the true workpiece 
and non-locating fixture elements are very unlikely for 
fixture designs that are given high quality scores. This 
can be rigorously enforced by augmenting the quality 
metric input to include additional Pi critical points 
((qy) dzy d,), where the (z,~) points are sampled 
densely on a surface W' that conservatively encloses 
W. Fixture designs wil l  then only be accepted by the 
quality metric if these W' surface points move less than 
dzy and d, due to workpiece and fixture variations. Be- 
cause W lies entirely on the interior of W', all points in 
W must then move less than dzy and d,. This strategy 
is guaranteed to provide positive workpiece clearance, 
up to the precision of our method for calculating Laxi 
and the sampling of points on W'. 

Our implementation does not employ this strategy, 
because we felt that the extra rigor was not worth the 
additional computational complexity. Instead, a more 
practical approach might be to apply a post-processing 
filter that performs this and other expensive verifica- 
tion tests after a preferred fixture has been selected by 
the user. 

dmaxi Values. Thus if dzy >> €shape and dz >> €shape, 



5.3 Loading-Based 

Our loading-based quality metric prefers fixtures that 
are easy to load over those that are not. This quality 
metric returns a quality score q, of 1 if the fixture 
is easy to load, and 0 or zero if it is not, depending 
on whether the user strictly requires easy loading or 
merely prefers it. 

The loading analysis considers a canonical loading 
strategy comprised of three steps: First, a manipula- 
tor lowers the workpiece vertically onto the supports 
with the clamps open. Second, the side clamp closes, 
pushing the workpiece into place against the three side 
locators. Third, the top clamps close, swinging into 
place and then moving downward to clamp the work- 
piece. This strategy is appealing in that it can be ac- 
complished by simple pick-and-place automation hard- 
ware, and is also convenient for humans to perform. 

With this strategy in mind, our metric considers a 
fixture design easy to load if the following conditions 
are met: 

(ii) 

(iii) 

There exists a loading pose (z,y,O)~ for which 
each locator clears its corresponding side surface 
by a lateral distance &ad. Further, when the 
workpiece is placed in the fixture in the loading 
pose, the z-constraint supports remain in contact 
with their corresponding bottom surfaces of W ,  
and VL = W U &ding clears all fixture elements 
laterally by at least &ad. 

There exists a selection of top clamp arm retrac- 
tions that (a) allows the workpiece to be lifted 
vertically out of the M u r e  from the loading pose, 
assuring that WUCloading clears all clamp  arm^ lat- 
erally by at least &ad, (b) allows the Clamp illlTls 
to move to the closed position when the workpiece 
is in the (2, y, 0) loaded pose, clearing W U cloaded 
laterally by at least dzy, and (c) avoids mutual 
interference of the arm swept volumes. 

The workpiece center of gravity is within the sup- 
port triangle in both the (z,y,0) loaded position 
and the (2, y, 0 ) L  loading position. The user may 
choose to ignore this condition if, for example, 
the manipulator retains its grasp of W until the 
clamps are closed. 

friction could prevent motion for arbitrary clamp 
thrust forces, or where the friction is large enough 
to stall the clamp given its actual thrust force. 

Notice that the first two conditions are geometric, while 
the second two are driven by the physical requirements 
of the loading strategy. An alternative strategy would 
be to have the manipulator move the workpiece into 
place against the locators using a lateral compliant mo- 
tion; see [SO] for an example for such a strategy. Our 
implementation allows the user to disable the tests for 
conditions (iii) and (iv) if this strategy is preferred. 

Given a candidate fixture design, the analysis of 
these conditions is spread over the functions QzyL , Q,, , 
and Q 3 d L .  The following sections describe this compu- 
tation. 

5.3.1 Geometric Loading Analysis 

The first step of the loading analysis is to verify that 
the workpiece can be lowered into the fixture without 
interference. In this analysis, we neglect the effects of 
manipulator orientation uncertainty. If &ad is chosen 
to equal the manipulator position uncertainty ezy, then 
errors in workpiece orientation may cause portions of 
VL to depart from their nominal locations by distances 
greater than &ad. This may be rectified by choosing 
&ad = eZy + dv,.es, where €0 is the manipulator orien- 
tation uncertainty and dv, is the maximum diameter 
of VL. If the grasp point on W is known, then this value 
may be refined to dload = eZy + TV, - E O ,  where TV, is 
the maximum lateral distance between the grasp point 
and a point in VL. These techniques will produce con- 
servative results; an exact test may be implemented by 
employing the techniques described in [SI. 

From here on we will assume that &ad has been 
chosen to be large enough to cover the effects of ori- 
entation uncertainty. This parameter is embedded in 
the loading analysis quality functions Q z y L ,  Qz,, and 
q 3 d L ,  which become part of the overall quality metric 
functions in Section 5.4. 

Loading Pose 

The vertical loading motion is executed with a ma- 
nipulator in the real world, which means that the mo- 
tion will be imperfect and subject to variation. Thus, 
the (z,y,O) target position of this vertical motion 
should not be the exact loaded position of the work- 
piece in the fixture; if this point were chosen, motion 
errors could cause the part to collide with the side lo- 
cators. 

To avoid these collisions, the algorithm calculates a 
loading position that clears all side locators by dioad. 

(iv) For a sampling of intermediate contact configura- 
tions ranging from the loading position ( z , y , ~ ) L  
to the final position (z,y,0), the workpiece does 
not encounter a condition where the clamp is in- 
capable of pushing the workpiece into place. That 
is, no configuration is found where jamming due to 
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This loading pose (z,y,O)r, is calculated in the QzyL 
function, which calls 

5.3.2 Physical Loading Analysis 

The tasks described thus far assure that conditions 
(i) and (ii) above are satisfied. In addition to these 
geometric tests, the algorithm also checks the physical 
characteristics of the loading operation. 

where TI = ri + &ad. If more than one pose is re- 
turned, the function accepts the pose closest to the 
loaded position (5, y, 6). The resulting (z, y, 6)L load- 
ing pose assures that the contact features of W clear 
the locators by &ad; however, this clearance does not 
apply to other features of W. 

Thus the metric verifies that Vr, in the loading pose 
clears all of the zy-constraint fixture elements by at 
least &ad, with the side clamp plunger in the retracted 
position %retracted. This interference test is performed 
using the z-limit? and prism-z-limit? functions 
described above. If any fixture element does not clear 
VL by dload, then QzyL returns 8; otherwise, QzyL re- 
turns the result of the physical loading analysis de- 
scribed in Section 5.3.2. 

The function Q,, performs two tests on the loading 
pose. The first test verifies that the z-constraint sup- 
port pads are still contained in their bottom surfaces 
when W is in the loading pose. The second test verifies 
that VL in the loading pose clears the support bodies 
by at least d l o d .  A loading pose that passes these tests 
meets the requirements of (i). 

Top Clamp Clearance 

Analysis of top clamp clearance and a.rm retraction 
is performed in the Q3dL function, because as we shall 
see in Section 6.1, when z-constraint-on-grid? is false, 
the top clamp body positions are not determined until 
the zy-constraint and z-constraint are merged to form 
a 3-d fixture design. 

The function q3dL verifies that VL in the loading pose 
clears the top clamp bodies by at least &ad, and then 
performs arm retraction analysis. Each top clamp has 
a list of associated retraction specifications, as shown 
in Figures 14(c) and 15(c). In the retraction analysis, 
q3dL selects a retraction for each top clamp, so that the 
retraction combmation satisfies condition (ii) above. If 
no satisfactory combination can be found, then Q3dL 
returns 0; otherwise ~ 3 d ,  returns 1. 

This retraction analysis method is an approximation 
in situations where the top clamp may be retracted 
along a continuous range of angles, as in the case of the 
Qu-Co manual top clamp. In our implementation we 
elected to discretize this range of angles for simplicity; 
a more complete analysis could be developed in the 
future. 
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Once the workpiece has been lowered into the fix- 
ture in the loading pose, the side clamp closes to push 
the workpiece into place against the side locators. This 
strategy will fail if the workpiece tips over before the 
top clamps lock it down, or if the side clamp fails to 
push the workpiece into ,its final loaded position. The 
following section describes how the loading analysis ad- 
dresses these problems. 

Workpiece CG Support 

The loading analysis checks to see if the workpiece 
will rest stably in both the loading and loaded poses 
without tipping. The function Q,, performs two tests 
to verify this condition. The first test verifies that 
when the workpiece is in the loading pose, its cen- 
ter of gravity (zcom,ycom) is contained within the z- 
constraint support triangle, shrunk by &ad- This as- 
sures that the workpiece will be supported after the 
vertical loading motion, despite the presence of manip 
ulator position uncertainty. The second test verifies 
that when the workpiece is in the (5, y, 6) loaded pose, 
its center of gravity (zcOm,ycom) is contained within 
the z-constraint support triangle, without shrinking. 
If either test fails, then Q,, returns 0; otherwise, Q,, 
returns 1. 

It is tempting to suggest a more liberal version of 
the CG-support test that checks (zcom, ycom) against a 
support region formed by growing the support triangle 
by the support pad radius Tsuppo*pad. This would be 
correct for solid support pads, but incorrect for self- 
aligning support pads whose contact surfaces tip to 
accommodate surfaces that are not perfectly horizon- 
tal. In our implementation, we decided to simply test 
against the support triangle, thus avoiding the need to 
distinguish support pad types. 

Push-Into-Place Analysis 

In a successful loading operation, the side clamp 
pushes the workpiece into place in contact with the 
three side locators. This operation may fail for a num- 
ber of reasons: 

Jamming. The workpiece jams due to friction be- 
fore reaching the desired final position. This con- 
dition persists even if the sideclamp force is in- 
creased. 



0 

0 

0 

Clamp stall. The workpiece stops moving before 
reaching the desired final position, because the 
side clamp is not powerful enough to overcome 
friction. This condition may be eliminated by in- 
creasing the side clamp force. 

Tipping. The workpiece tips in an out-of-plane 
rotation before reaching the desired final position. 

Escape. The workpiece slips away from the de- 
sired final position. The clamp successfully closes, 
but the workpiece has "slipped out" of the desired 
grasp. 

The analysis of these conditions is fairly involved, so 
we will defer the details until Appendix D for clar- 
ity. This appendix explains how an exact test for these 
conditions may be implemented, and also describes a 
simpler approximate test which we use in our imple- 
mentation. This test focuses particularly on jamming 
and clamp stall failures, and has successfully discarded 
fixtures that exhibited these loading problems in our 
physical experiments. 

5.4 Overall Score 

The preceding sections have explained several func- 
tions that analyze fixture quality from the perspectives 
of force resistance, position repeatability, and ease of 
loading. In this section, we explain the method of com- 
bining these functions into the Q z y ,  Q z ,  and Q3d func- 
tions required by the fixture generation algorithm. 

In order to setup the above quality metrics for a 
fixturing problem, the user must specify the expected 
forces {F}, force limits firnitloeator . . ., critical fea- 
ture specifications {P}, and a loading clearance &ad. 
These parameters can generally be determined from 
the physical task characteristics; Section 7 shows sev- 
eral examples. In addition to this input, the user must 
specify how to combine the incomparable scores of force 
resistance, position repeatability, and ease of loading 
into a single overall score. Our metric provides two 
methods for this: weighted sum and minimum, as in- 
dicated by the input q-combination-method flag. The 
weighted sum method attempts to balance these dif- 
ferent considerations according to a user-defined set of 
weights; the minimum method simply returns the min- 
imum score. 

Because of the simplicity of the minimum method, 
in this section we will focus exclusively on the weighted 
sum method of combining quality scores. Under this 
method, the overall fixture quality is 
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where wF,  w p ,  and wL are user-defined scalars in [0,1] 
that satisfy wF + w p  + wL = 1. If the user strictly 
requires that fixtures be easy to load, then wL should 
be set to zero, because all output fixtures will have 
q L  = 1. 

Because some tasks have Merent requirements in 
the horizontal and vertical directions, we further allow 
the user to specify the relative weighting of the zy and 
z aspects of the quality analysis. Thus 

and 

(3) 

where wFZy,  wF., wPtv, wP,  are scalars in [0,1] which 
satisfy wFOy + wFr = 1 and wPtV + wp,  = 1. The terms 
qF.yy qF=7 and qpty are the quality scores returned by 
the QzyF , QzF , and Q z y p  functions described above; the 
qpI term is a constant representing the value returned 
by a hypothetical non-planar position analysis func- 
tion that is not yet implemented. Choosing qPL = 0 
will cause qp to range over [ O , W ~ ~ ~ ] ~  while choosing 
qPL = 1 will cause qp to range over [wps, 11. We pre- 
fer qPr = 1 because this causes high-quality fixtures to 
have recognizably good scores, and because our lack of 
a non-planar position analysis amounts to an implicit 
assumption of perfect non-planar position repeatabil- 
ity. 

In certain situations a fixture design must be an- 
alyzed using a full 6-dof force analysis. When this 
occurs, Q3dF clobbers the above q F  score and Sets 
q F  = q3dF. Similarly, some situations may require a 
future Q3dp function to set qp = q 3 d p .  These situa- 
tions will be recognizable to Q3d,  which will compute 
the ultimate value of q using the appropriate q F  and 
qp values. 

This model of quality combination allows the user 
to focus analysis weight on the most critical aspects of 
a fixture design task, or spread analysis weight evenly 
among aspects when there is no particular driving cri- 
terion. When used in conjunction with the thresholds 
that discard inadequate &tures, this allows substantial 
flexibility in the filtering and scoring of fixture designs. 

Thus in addition to providing the physical parame- 
ters described above, the user must also determine their 
quality scoring preferences and provide input weights 
W F ,  W P ,  W L ,  W F = Y ,  W F Z ,  WPOY,  W P L ,  and a 3% easy- 
loading-required?, indicating whether or not fixture de- 
signs should be discarded if they are not easy to load. 



Given this input, the user interface constructs the 
Qzy, Qz, and Q3d quality functions and wzy, wz,  and 
W3d weights required by the fixture generation algo- 
rithm. These functions call the constituent quality 
analysis functions described above, returning 0 if any 
constituent function returns 0. Otherwise, these func- 
tions return quality scores calculated using the formu- 
las derived below. For the moment we will assume that 
easy-loading-required? is true and wL = 0, dowing us 
to ignore loading quality terms. 

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1) 
gives 

Rearranging gives 

It is illuminating to assume that wF,, = wpIv = wzy 
and wFZ = wp, = wZ.l If this assumption is met, then 
we can write 

This allows us to express the overall fixture quality 
score as a weighted sum of the zy- and z-constraint 
quality scores: 

where 

'This assumption is not required, because the algorithm 
can proceed without it by including additional bookkeeping, 
even with branch-and-bound pruning. 
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We can now include the case where easy-londing- 
required? is false and wL # 0. The loading analysis 
is a predicate that discards ftrtures that are not easy 
to load. This information is not fully available until 
the complete 3-d fixture is analyzed, so we reflect easy 
loading in the 3-d quality score q3d .  This gives: 

where 

The quality functions Q z y ,  Q z ,  and Q3d return the values 
qzy,  qz, and q shown above. This derivation has shown 
how we may convert the user's input intuitive force, po- 
sition, and loading weights into quality functions spe- 
cialized to zy- and z-constraint partial fixture designs. 
This decomposition supports the pruning methods pre- 
sented in Sections 4.4 and 6.1. 
h some situations the Q3d function must perform a 

full Gdof force or position analysis; when this occurs, 
the corresponding components of the qzy and qZ qual- 
ity scores are ignored. For example, if a 6dof force 
analysis is required, then 

Unfortunately, use of this quality function essentially 
precludes the use of pruning techniques to speed the 
search for the global optimum fixture design. 



6 Algorithm Variations 

The preceding sections have focused on the case where 
the z-constraint-on-grid? and top-clamps? parameters 
are both true. In this section, we will explain the mod- 
Xcations t o  the algorithm required when these values 
are set to false. 

6.1 Off-Grid z-Constraints 

Some fixture design scenarios allow fixture elements 
to be placed at arbitrary locations. For example, fix- 
tures produced for mass production applications are 
often fabricated from plain tooling plate. Our algo- 
rithm treats this case identically in the sy-constraint 
enumeration procedure, placing locators and the side 
clamp on hypothetical grid locations. However, when 
z-constraint-on-grid? is false, the algorithm employs 
a modified z-constraint synthesis procedure that takes 
advantage of the additional design freedom. 

When z-constraint elements are restricted to grid lo- 
cations, then z-constraint synthesis must be repeated 
for each xy-constraint, because the xy-constraint's 
(5, y, 6)  pose determines the relationship between the 
workpiece and the possible support/topclamp loca- 
tions. If z-constraint elements are allowed off the grid, 
then high-quality z-constraint designs can be found for 
the workpiece pose (0, 0, 0), and then transformed onto 
each xy-constraint design. 

When a z-constraint is transformed into the zy- 
constraint coordinate frame, the algorithm checks for 
interference between the z-constraint elements and the 
sy-constraint elements. If there is no interference be- 
tween elements, the algorithm proceeds to synthesize a 
3-d fixture design from the xy-constraintlz-constraint 
pair and proceeds as above. If the sy-constraint in- 
terferes with the z-constraint supports, then the pair 
is discarded. If the xy-constraint interferes with the 
z-constraint clamp bodies or arms, then the algorithm 
performs body placement analysis for additional can- 
didate body placement locations cached in the appro- 
priate z-contact data structures. If an interference-free 
body placement is found, then the algorithm proceeds 
to synthesize a 3-d fixture design; otherwise, the pair 
is discarded. 

This modification improves the run time of the 
algorithm, because it allows significant computation 
to be moved outside the innermost loop. When z- 
constraint-on-grid? is true, the algorithm must re- 
peat z-constraint construction for each sy-constraint, 
requiring Nx,N, total z-constraint construction op- 
erations. If z-constraint-on-grid? is false, then z- 
constraint construction only needs to be performed 
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once, requiring only N, construction operations. The 
total complexity is still NzyNz, because this is the num- 
ber of possible sy-constraintlz-constraint merging op- 
erations. 

We obtain further improvement by increasing the 
pruning capabilities of the algorithm. The algorithm 
begins by constructing all possible z-constraints dur- 
ing pre-processing, and scores and sorts the resulting 
z-constraints in order of decreasing quality qz. These 
q, values will remain valid even if the clamp bodies are 
relocated, because we require Q, to be insensitive to 
clamp body placement. 

Once the z-constraints have been constructed, the al- 
gorithm proceeds to generate sy-constraints. For each 
sy-constraint, the algorithm visits each z-constraint in 
turn, checking the pruning condition: 

When this condition is satisfied, we know that this z- 
constraint will not produce the global optimum design, 
and neither will any subsequent z-constraint in the z- 
constraint list. In this case the algorithm ignores this 
and all remaining z-constraints, and proceeds to the 
next xy-constraint. If the condition is not satisfied, 
then the algorithm attempts to construct a 3-d fixture 
from the zy-constraintlz-constraint pair, and then pro- 
ceeds to the next z-constraint on the list. 
If W3d = 0 and p = 1, then expansion of the z- 

constraint list for a given zy-constraint will always halt 
as soon as a z-constraint generates a valid 3-d fixture 
design. Thus each sy-constraint will produce exactly 
one 3-d fixture design, usually after considering only a 
very small number of z-constraints. Under these condi- 
tions, pruning effectively reduces the total algorithmic 
complexity to Nxy + N,. This corresponds to the im- 
portant class of fixture design problems where off-grid 
z-constraint elements are allowed and easy loadiig is 
strictly required (see Section 7.1). 

There are a few subtleties to the off-grid synthesis 
method. First, when generating candidate z-contact 
support locations, the algorithm generates grid points 
under the bottom surfaces of W in the pose (O,O, 0). 
This allows us to use the actual surface bounding boxes, 
rather than bounding boxes developed from bounding 
circles as described in Section 4.2.3. The algorithm also 
includes additional candidate points generated by find- 
ing the vertices of each bottom surface after shrinking 
by r s , p p o ~ - p ~  + dxy. These extremal candidate sup- 
port points may produce higher-quality z-constraints 
than are possible using only grid points. 



A second subtlety is that when z-constraint elements 
are allowed off the grid, they may be placed arbitrarily 
close to each other or to elements of the zy-constraint. 
When the fixture is fabricated by inserting these ele- 
ments into holes drilled in plain tooling plate, a mini- 
mum separation distance may be required due to mate- 
rial strength considerations. The fixture generation al- 
gorithm accommodates this by including an additional 

imum required separation distance between a pair of 
fixture elements. These separation distances are then 
included in the interference check (a) on page 25 of Sec- 

A similar check is also applied to avoid interference 
with the sy-constraint elements. Different required 
separations’between various types of elements may.be 
supported by adding appropriate bookkeeping. 

The third subtlety is that when z-constraint elements 
may be placed off the grid, the set of candidate body 
placement locations may be treated differently. When 
elements are restricted to the grid, a discrete set of 
candidate locations is determined by the available arm 
lengths and the grid spacing. When elements are al- 
lowed off the grid, then the top clamp body may be 
placed anywhere along a circle of radius Z- centered 
at the support/clamp point (z2, yz). In this case the al- 
gorithm generates a discrete set of candidate placement 
locations (zz2,y22) on the circle, sampling at regular 
&intervals (we use 30’ in our implementation). The 
resulting set of placement positions is then sorted ac- 
cording to distance outside the workpiece silhouette, 
favoring (z22,y22) points that are furthest from the 
silhouette. This heuristic favors body placement po- 
sitions that maximally clear the workpiece, thereby in- 
creasing the likelihood that the first candidate body 
position will be feasible, and decreasing the likelihood 
of interference during loading. 

input parameter Aeparation, which describes the min- 

* 

tion 4.2.3 by replacing r A  +TB with T A  +TB +&epaation. 

’ 

6.2 Fixtures Without Top Clamps 

Some fixture design scenarios require fixtures without 
top clamps. This is often the case for fixtures de- 
signed for automated assembly operations, where a p  
plied forces are either downward or lateral and there 
is a desire to minimize fixture cost. When the top- 
clamps? flag is false, the zy-constraint synthesis 
method remains unchanged, but z-constraint synthesis 
is modified in both the z-constraint generation proce- 
dure and in the z-constraint quality metric Q z F .  

Let’s focus first on the z-constraint generation pro- 
cedure. When top clamps are absent, the identi- 
fication of candidate support locations remains un- 
changed, for both possible values of z-constraint-on- 
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grid?. Of course, all steps related to top clamp place- 
ment are eliminated. Thus the generation of candidate 
z-contacts remains unchanged, except that some steps 
are eliminated. 

The key difference in z-constraint synthesis in the 
two cases is the way that the list of z-contacts is con- 
verted to a list of z-constraints. In the case with 
top clamps, each non-collinear triple is a candidate 
z-constraint, so a list of n z-contacts may produce 
roughly n3 different z-constraints. Each resulting z- 
constraint is then comprised of three bilateral con- 
straints that kinematically prevent out-of-plane motion 
for all possible applied forces. 

In the case without top clamps, each z-contact 
provides only unilateral constraint. Now a triangle 
of z-contacts only prevents out-of-plane motion for 
downward forces exerted in the interior of the trian- 
gle; downward forces exerted outside the triangle will 
cause the workpiece to tip. Thus to maximize the 
z-constraint’s ability to prevent out-of-plane motion, 
we form the convex hull of all possible support points, 
and place supports at the vertices of this convex hull. 
Thus a list of n z-contacts will produce exactly one 
z-constraint when top clamps are absent. 

There are a few subtleties required to make this com- 
putation work well in practice. First, supports cor- 
responding to convex-hull vertices may interfere with 
elements of the zy-constraint, either by intersecting 
an zy-constraint element or violating the &ep=ation re- 
quirement. To avoid this problem, the list of candidate 
support locations is filtered to discard illegal support 
placement before the support convex hull is formed. 
These operations should not be reversed, because dis- 
carding hull vertices after the convex hull operation 
may lead to a greatly reduced support region. This 
implies that if z-constraint-on-grid? is false, the con- 
vex hull operation must be delayed until after the off- 
grid z-constraint elements are transformed to the zy- 
constraint coordinate frame. Whether on-grid or off- 
grid, the support convex-hull operation should only be 
performed on candidate support points that adequately 
clear the zy-constraint elements. 

The convex hull that results from this construction 
may have many vertices, several of which provide lit- 
tle constraint value. To allow economic considera- 
tions to prevent the placement of unnecessary support 
points, the algorithm accepts a user-specified param- 
eter &impli&, which controls the deletion of nearly- 
degenerate convex hull vertices. This parameter pro- 
vides a bound on the distance &emove, which is used to 
choose convex-hull vertices to eliminate. The meaning 
of &move is illustrated in Figure 26; this is the height of 



Figure 26: The distance dremove. 

the triangle that would be excluded from the convex- 
hull if the candidate vertex would be removed. The 
algorithm simplifies the support convex hull by iden- 
tifying the vertex with the smallest value Of dremove, 
and removing it if dpmove 5 &lmpli&- This process is 
repeated until &.move > &impli& for all vertices. This 
allows the number of convex-hull vertices to be reduced 
in a way that minimizes the reduction in the support 
region, while allowing the user to control the aggres- 
siveness of the simplification. 

After forming the convex hull and removing all 
nearly-degenerate vertices, it is still possible that the 
convex hull will itself contain vertices that vioIate the 
&ep-tion requirement. When this occurs, the algo- 
rithm finds the closest pair of vertices, and attempts 
to replace the pair with a single vertex midway be- 
tween the two. This may not be feasible due to in- 
terference considerations; if this is the case, then the 
algorithm discards the vertex with the smallest 4emove 
value. Either way, the algorithm assures that the pair 
of too-close vertices is replaced with a single vertex. 
This process is repeated until all convex hull vertices 
obey the &eparation requirement. 

This compIetes our description of the z-constraint 
generation without top clamps. Candidate support 
locations are generated as before, and then filtered 
to remove support placements that interfere with the 
zy-constraint. The convex hull of the remaining s u p  
port points is then formed, and simplified according to 
&implie- The resulting convex hull is then further sim- 
plified to eliminate &paration violations. This produces 
a z-constraint support region that is nearly maximal, 
economical, and obeys all interference restrictions. 
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Figure 27: Example applied forces. The support region is 
indicated by a dashed line. 

We now turn our attention to the quality metric Q,, . 
In the case with top clamps, QtF calculates the con- 
tact reaction force at each of the supports and top 
clamps arising from the expected applied forces, and 
compares this with user-specified maximum force lim- 
its. This makes sense in scenarios where the user wishes 
to avoid workpiece deformation resulting from large ap- 
plied forces. 

In the case without top clamps, there are two key 
differences: First, it is impossible to calculate the con- 
tact reaction forces, because a z-constraint containing 
more than three supports is statically indeterminate. 
Second, in applications such as assembly the forces are 
typically small, so workpiece deformation is not a pri- 
mary concern. Thus the quality metric Q& for the 
case without top clamps considers the fixture’s ability 
to prevent the workpiece from tipping under the influ- 
ence of expected applied forces. 

We can convert this intuitive notion into a well- 
behaved metric that may be evaluated for arbitrary a p  
plied forces, not just downward forces. To understand 
this metric, consider the situation shown in Figure 27. 
This figure shows an example support region and a se- 
ries of example applied forces. These example forces 
are all downward; the case of general applied forces is 
addressed in Appendix B. Also shown is the workpiece 
center of mass. If (Zcom, gcom) lies outside the support 
region, then the z-constraint is rejected because the 
workpiece wiU tip between operations. Forces F’ and 
F2 are applied outside the support region; these forces 
tend to cause the object to tip. Force F’ lies further 
outside the support region, so its tipping moment is 
larger and it is somehow ccworsey7 than F2. However, 
neither force will cause the object to tip if the object 
weighs enough to overcome the tipping moment. Thus 
the magnitude of the tipping moments exerted by F1 
or F2 must be compared to the anti-tipping moment 



exerted by the workpiece center of mass in order to 
determine whether tipping will occur. 

One convenient way to quantify this effect is to cal- 
culate the additional workpiece weight wmcess that is 
required to just prevent tipping. For example, suppose 
the workpiece weight is llb and F1 causes the workpiece 
to tip, but the workpiece would not tip for all workpiece 
weights 2 1.31b. In this case Wexcas would be 0.31b. In- 
spection of Figure 27 reveals that would yield the 
largest value of Wexcess, FZ would yield a smaller value, 
F3 would yield a small negative value, and F4 would 
yield a more negative value than F3. For the forces F3 
and F4 we measure wexcas relative to the support edge 
e. Appendix B explains how to calculate Wexcas for 
general applied forces. 

This parameter provides the basis for our tipping 
quality metric Q z F .  Values of Wmcess range over 
[--03, +m], with quality decreasing as Wexcess increases. 
To convert this into a well-defined quality metric over 
[0,1], we need to identify upper and lower bounds de- 
lineating meaningful values of wexcess. 

The upper bound is determined by the user input 
parameter Wlimit. This parameter allows the user to 
vary the degree of tipping robustness required by the 
algorithm. If Wlimit = 0, then fixtures will be ac- 
cepted if they marginally prevent tipping. Selecting 
Wlimit < 0 adds a safety factor; this is generally u11- 
necessary because marginal fixtures will be given lower 
quality scores than fixtures that robustly prevent tip- 
ping. Selecting Wlimit > 0 allows some fixtures to be 
returned that are vulnerable to tipping; this may be 
desirable in cases where preventing all tipping is im- 
possible, but the user would like to study the output 
fixture designs anyway. 

The lower bound 'Wideal is determined by identifying a 
threshold beyond which additional robustness against 
tipping is irrelevant. This is a subjective parameter; 
our implementation uses a default value of ?&deal = 
-2ww, where ww is the workpiece weight. 

Our tipping quality score is then determined by find- 
ing W m a ,  the maximum value of wexcess for the set of 
applied forces. If wmaX > Wlimit, then QzF returns 8. If 
W m a  < wideal, then q F I -  = 1. Otherwise, 

There is one additional subtlety required to develop 
this metric for practical problems. In some situations 
the weight and center of mass of the workpiece changes 
during task execution; for example, in assembly appli- 
cations the effective workpiece mass properties change 
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significantly as various parts are added to the sub- 
assembly. Because these properties are crucial to the 
proper calculation of qzF, we extend the input set of ex- 
pected applied forces to include the current workpiece 
center of mass and weight. Thus each Fi becomes 

where (tcom,ycom,~com)~ and wi are the workpiece 
center of mass and weight that are current when 
[Fz Fy F' rz rY r,]i is applied. 

This completes our explanation of the case where 
top-clamps? is false. One closing remark is that this 
synthesis procedure is even more efficient than the 
pruned off-grid synthesis procedure with top clamps. 
Because there is exactly one z-constraint, the overall 
complexity is simply Nzy. 



7 Case Studies 
uDuer mket  surface . 

The previous sections have explained how the fixture 
generation algorithm works, and how the style of fix- 
tures generated by the algorithm may be varied by 
changing the values of the flags z-constraint-on-grid? 
and top-clamps?. In this section, we explore how the 
algorithm may be applied to solve practical problems. 
We wil l  revisit the machining and assembly examples 
presented in Section 1, explaining each in detail. 

In each case we also report the performance of our 
implementation on the problem. This program is writ- 
ten in Common Lisp, with a user interface written 
in CLM. Our program currently employs a geomet- 
ric representation of volumes based on prisms of con- 
stant cross-section; we are currently modifyiig the code 
to use ordinary CAD models instead, expressed in the 
widely supported STL format. The performance re- 
sults reported below reflect run times on an SGI Indigo 
II workstation. 

7.1 

Near-net-shape fabrication methods are techniques for 
efficiently producing parts with complex shapes. Ex- 
amples include casting and welding, which can effi- 
ciently produce parts that would be very costly to ma- 
chine from raw stock. Due to the lack of precision of 
these processes, final machining operations are often 
required to create precise part features such as gas- 
ket surfaces, threaded holes, and the like. These ma- 
chining operations require fixtures that can hold the 
complicated workpiece while avoiding interference with 
cutting paths. 

Figure 28 shows the finish machining.operations re- 
quired to produce the cast housing shown in Figure 1. 
These include drilling several holes and milling two gas- 
ket surfaces. At least two fixtures are required to per- 
form these operations - one holding the workpiece up- 
right and one holding the workpiece inverted. In the 
following paragraphs, we will examine the problem of 
designing the fixture for the workpiece in the upright 
orientation. 

Final Machining of Complex Workpieces 

Prototype Fabrication 

In the prototype phase of product development, a small 
number of copies of the part are required for fit check- 
ing, performance evaluation, and destructive testing. 
These prototype parts are often fabricated in a job 
shop where manual casting and machining methods are 
employed. Because of the small production quantities, 
fixture design and fabrication costs can comprise a sig- 
nificant portion of the total cost to produce the proto- 

,0250 in holes (1) 

\ 
0.625 in holes (2) 

lower gaske surface ,mounting holes 

Figure 28: Finish machining operations required for the 
housing. (a) Operations performed with the housing in 
the upright orientation. (b) Operations for the inverted 
orientation. 

type parts. Further, storing the fixture for future use 
can lead to significant fixture storage costs. 

The costs of fixture fabrication and storage may 
be reduced by constructing the fixture from re-usable 
modular elements. Modular fixture systems were first 
introduced in World War II, and are available from 
a number of commercial firms worldwide. These sys- 
tems generally fall into two categories: hole-based and 
slot-based. The hole-based systems have a base plate 
with an array of precisely machined holes, and elements 
that can be attached to the plate at precise locations 
by inserting dowel pins into the holes. The slot-based 
systems have a arrangement of slots with a T-shaped 
cross section, allowing elements to be attached at any 
position along the slot. Both systems reduce fixture 
storage costs by allowing re-use of the basic fixture el- 
ements. 

In order to minimize the time required to fabricate 
the fixture, we have chosen to focus on hole-based fix- 
ture systems. In these systems, a precise fixture is 
obtained by simply assembling the elements, which is 
much faster than the careful measurement and adjust- 
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Figure 29: A typical modular fixture kit. Some bolt 
lengths and spacer thicknesses are omitted to avoid clut- 
ter. 

ment of fixture element positions required by slot-based 
systems. 

Figure 29 shows an example hole-based modular fix- 
ture kit. This fixture kit contains the base plate, side 
locators, support pads, and side and top clamps re- 
quired by our algorithm. This particular kit is com- 
prised of commercial elements available from Qu-Co 
[61]. The base plate has an alternating grid of smooth 
and threaded holes, spaced 0.75in apart; the lower half 
of each smooth hole is threaded, so that clamps may be 
attached to any hole, while side locators may only be 
attached to alternating holes. The side locators, s u p  
port pads, and clamps all have associated spacers that 
allow them to be set at various heights. 

We made a few slight modifications to the commer- 
cial fixture elements to improve the generality of the 
overall fixture kit: 

e First, we fabricated a cylindrical tip for the side 
clamp plunger that matched the side locator di- 
ameter; this tip allowed us to treat the side lo- 
cators and side clamp tip as geometrically simi- 
lar fixels. We then modified the clamp bracket to 
include specific mounting holes instead of mount- 
ing slots. This allowed the clamp to be placed in 
the proper position on the plate by simply attach- 
ing it to the proper holes in the plate; otherwise, 
careful measurement would be required to assure 
that the clamp placement location matched the al- 
gorithm’s expectations. Because this clamp uses 
an over-center mechanism that locks the plunger 
into a specific closed position, the travel range 
[Ztr=yelmi, , ZtraVel,,,,] of the resulting side clamp is 
determined by the bolt and locknut that attach 
the clamp tip to the plunger. 
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Second, we requested support pads with a female 
threaded hole in the bottom, rather than the stan- 
dard male threaded stud. We then included a set 
of studs in the kit that are threaded at both ends, 
covering a wide range of lengths in 0.25in incre- 
ments. We also included a series of spacers that fit 
over the studs but had a smaller outside diameter 
than the support pad. The spacer thiclrness varies 
over a binary progression of thicknesses from Loin 
to 0.001in. This arrangement allows the user to 
quickly and accurately establish any desired s u p  
port height to within O.OOlin ,  while requiring only 
a few hardware elements. To produce a cylindrical 
support of a particular height, the user simply se- 
lects a stud of the proper length, screws it into the 
base plate hole, drops the appropriate sequence of 
spacers over the stud, and then tightens the s u p  
port pad onto the top of the stud. 

Finally, we modified the top clamps to employ 
longer arms. This modification significantly in- 
creased the number of solutions which allowed the 
top clamp to be placed without interference. We 
also trimmed away unnecessary material protrud- 
ing behind the arm, which sometimes obstructed 
vertical loading with the arm in the retracted po- 
sition. 

These modifications produced a fixture kit which al- 
lows the user to quickly assemble a fixture that exactly 
matches the algorithm’s expectations. We also studied 
kits which included additional elements. For exam- 
ple, we built special brackets which allow placement of 
supports and top clamps at arbitrary positions; these 
elements allow the assembly of fktures generated with 
z-constraint-on-grid? set to false. Fixtures employing 
these elements take much more time to assemble than 
fixtures that place all supports and top clamps on the 
grid, so we prefer the simple fixture kit of Figure 29, 
as long as good-quality solutions can be found with 
z-constraint-on-grid? set to true. 

Now suppose that a user has this fixture kit available, 
and would like to design a fixture to solve the problem 
shown in Figure 28(a). To do so, the user must provide 
a CAD model of the workpiece and specify the task geo- 
metric access constraints, expected forces, force limits 
and position tolerances, and set several control flags. 
The paragraphs that follow will explain how each of 
these values may be determined. 

To specify the task geometric access constraints, the 
user delineates the volume swept by the cutter dur- 
ing machining operations. This volume is shown in 



The cutting power may be obtained from the Ma- 
chinery’s Handbook [54]: 

Pc = KpCQW 

Figure 30: The volume swept by the cutter during ma- 
chining. 

Figure 30. This volume becomes the algorithm input 
Conly-loaded- NO Conly-loading or Cdways v~lumes are re- 
quired in this case. 

We envision that in the future this volume would be 
automatically generated by a system that integrates 
process planning and fixture design. In the meantime, 
this volume may be specified using a CAD editor. 

where Kp is a power constant, C is a factor compensat- 
ing for feed rate, Q is the metal removal rate in cubic 
inches per minute, and W is a tool wear factor. 

To calculate the cutting force for our example gas- 
ket cutting operation, we proceed as follows. The first 
step is to look up the proper cutting speed and feed rate 
in the Machinery’s Handbook. These parameters have 
been empirically determined and tabulated for various 
materials, and are used by most practicing machinists. 
The housing material is cast aluminum B443.0; to fin- 
ish cut this material, the tables specify a cutting speed 
of 600% and a feed rate of 0.008&. 

This information can be used to calculate the cutter 
rpm w ,  the machine feed rate R, and material removal 
rate Q. For a 0.5in diameter cutter with two teeth, we 
obtain 

600% * 1 2 2  
T - 0.5in w =  

x 4580A 
The expected forces could also be automatically gen- 

erated by an integrated process planning and ftrture 

work, the following paragraphs wil l  explain how we cal- 
culated these forces for this example. See [15, 291 for a 

design system. Because this system remains for future R = 0.008& - 2tooth - 4 5 8 0 A  

more detailed analysis of cutting forces. x 73.3% 

The forces expected during cutting may be obtained 
from the intended machining operations. The two prin- 
ciple machining operations required to finish the hous- 
ing are milling the gasket surface and drilling several 
holes. 

Let’s consider the milling operation fist. The gasket 
surface is formed by side-cutting a 0.125in x 0.125ii 
interior ledge along the upper wall of the housing. We 
can predict the lateral machining force by applying the 
basic power equation P = Fv, rearranged to 

Q = 73.3% - 0.125in * 0.125in 

x 1.15% 

Next we compute the cutting power Pc. This re- 
quires the empirical parameters Kp, C, and W ,  also 
obtained from the Machinery’s Handbook. For per- 
forming a finishing side-cut of aluminum B433.0, the 
tables yield Kp = 0 . 2 5 - p .  and C = 1.08. For a 
sharp cutting tool, W = 1.0. This gives 

where Pc is the cutting power, and vc is the cutting 
speed. This equation matches the cutting model given 
in [70] and used in [35], after appropriate unit conver- 
sions. x 0.31hp 

Pc = 0.25.*, - 1.08 - 1.15% - 1.0 
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Figure 31: Forces exerted d&g milling. 

Finally we obtain the lateral cutting force 

ftelb 0.31hp - 
Fmjll = - * 33,000- 

600% hP 

M 17lb 

Thus the tool exerts a lateral force of 17lb on the 
workpiece during cutting. The exact direction of this 
force is difficult to ascertain, and probably varies with 
time as each cutter tooth engages the material. Thus 
we conservatively assume that the force direction may 
lie anywhere within the 90" arc shown in Figure 31. To 
simplify matters, we model this range of forces with a 
single force pointing midway through the arc, of length 
FAill = 17lbfi M 241b. This force model is conserva- 
tive in the sense that if the fixture can adequately re- 
sist this force, it can also resist any force of 17lb chosen 
within the 90" arc. 

This force magnitude Fkill and direction v can then 
be converted to the required Fi = [Fz Fy F' rz ry T ~ ]  

force vector by taking into account the cutting point 
(x,  Y, 4: 

We implemented code to calculate these Fi for a 
sampling of points along the gasket contour, assum- 
ing a counter-clockwise cutting path. Two forces were 
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Figure 32: Our model of the forces that arise while milliig 
the gasket surface. Each arrow represents a line of force par- 
allel to the zy-plane, at the gasket z height. The magnitude 
of each force is 24b. 

constructed at each comer of the gasket contour, to 
account for the tool approach and departure motion 
directions. This produced a set of 67 distinct applied 
forces, shown in Figure 32. 

We may now turn our attention to the drilling oper- 
ations. The Machinery's Handbook provides a formula 
for predicting the thrust force and torque exerted by a 
drilling operation: 

where d is the drill diameter, Kd is a factor that de- 
pends on the workpiece material, W is the tool wear 
factor, Fj is a factor that depends on the drill feed 
rate, and Ft, Fm, A, By and J are factors that depend 
on the drii geometry. 

Because drill feed rate depends on material and hole 
diameter, this model implies that if standard drill bits 
are used, the force and moment exerted during drilliig 
depend only on the workpiece material and drill diame- 
ter. For example, for a 0.625in hole drilled in aluminum 
B433.0 using a sharp standard-geometry bit, the tables 
specify 

K d  = 7000.0 
Ff = 0.035 
Ft = 0.687 

Fm = 0-429 



A = 1.085 
B = 1.355 
J = 0.030 

w = 1.0 

The Machinery’s Handbook does not provide units 
for these constants, but indicates that d should be given 
in inches, and the resulting Fdrill and Tdfill d u e s  will 
have units of lb and in-lb, respectively. Thus 

where Tdfill describes a clockwise torque. A similar cal- 
culation can be performed for all of the holes required 
by the housing. The results are summarized below: 

0.500 434 76 
0.438 285 43 
0.250 170 16 
0.125 64 3 

To determine the total applied force Fi produced when 
drilling a hole located at position (5, y), we form 

In addition to the thrust force exerted while drilling 
the hole, there is an opposite force exerted when the 
drill breaks through the back side of the material that 
tends to pull the workpiece out of the fixture. This 
force is not addressed in the Machinery’s Handbook, 
so we will assume that this upward force is no greater 
than 20% of the downward thrust force. Thus each 
through-hole has an additional Fi determined by 
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\ x  * * * *  

Figure 33: Our model of d r i g  forces. Each “x” indi- 
cates a location where a downward force is exerted, while 
each u+” indicates an upward force. “%” indicates both. 
Each force also has an associated torque about z. 

We plan to drii  68 through holes and 18 blocked 
holes. Thus the expected machining forces may be 
modeled with 68-2 + 18 = 154 separate applied forces. 
These forces are illustrated in Figure 33. One subtlety 
is that the large 0.625ii holes are formed by expand- 
ing 0.5in holes already in the casting. We modeled 
the force during this operation as the difference be- 
tween the forces required to drill a 0.625in hole and 
a 0.5i hole: &fill = 5401b - 434113 = 1061b and 
Tdfil1 = ll5in-lb - 76in-lb = 39in-lb. The next largest 
hole is O.438in7 so the maximum drilling force exerted 
on the housing is 2851b and 43in-lb. 

This completes our calculation of the applied forces 
expected during this machining task. To sum up, we 
constructed a total of 221 Fi vectors for this prob- 
lem, corresponding to lateral milling forces of 241b and 
d r i i g  forces of up to -2851b and +57lb vertically and 
torques of up to -43i-lb about z. 

In our implementation, these forces are accompanied 
by the workpiece center of mass and weight (2.821b), 
in the manner explained at the end of Section 6.2. The 
quality metric automatically combines the applied ma- 
chining force with the gravitational force to determine 
the total force exerted on W. This allows the user to 
specify the changes in the workpiece mass properties 
that occur as material is removed‘during machining; in 
this example, we left these d u e s  constant. 



After specifying the expected applied forces, the user 
must also specify the maximum allowable contact force 
for each type of fixture element. Because the side 
clamp and top clamps are tightened and then locked 
into place, these clamps should be modeled as kine- 
matic constraints, leaving the optional clamp force pa- 
rameters Fplunger and Ftop blank. Thus the user must 
choose values for firnit~o,,ror, firnit,,pport , firnitside and 
firnittop - 

How should these values be chosen? One rational ap- 
proach is to set each value to the minimum force that 
will cause permanent deformation of either the fixture 
or workpiece. Fixtures that induce contact forces ex- 
ceeding these limits should be viewed as unacceptable. 

Let’s first consider the force limits due to the work- 
piece. Permanent workpiece deformation will occur 
when the material yield strength is exceeded. This 
can occur either globally when the workpiece bends, 
or locally when a single contact causes a dimple on 
the workpiece surface. Global workpiece deformation 
is clearly important, and appears to require a finite el- 
ement analysis. We leave this problem for future work, 
and focus only on local deformation effects here. 

Dimpling of the workpiece surface will occur when- 
ever the contact force produces a contact pressure 
that exceeds the material yield strength. For alu- 
minum B443.0, the Machinery’s Handbook lists a yield 
strength of 6000 psi. The self-aligning support pads 
and the top clamp contact pad both have a contact ra- 
dius of 0.125in, and a resulting area of 0.05in2. Thus 
the maximum allowable support and top clamp force 
is 6000$.0.05in2 = 3001b. The load capacities of the 
support pad and top clamp fixture elements are much 
larger than this, SO fimit,uppo,t and firnitto, are set to 
3001b. This is the same method used by Kim to limit 
contact force [35]. 

Determining a force limit for the side locators is more 
subtle. Because the locators ideally make a line con- 
tact with the workpiece, there is zero contact area and 
therefore infinite pressure. Consequently, any positive 
contact force will exceed the material yield strength. 
We resolve this problem by bounding the permanent 
deformation that is allowable. Englert used a similar 
method to analyze the effects of locator contacts [24. 

In this example, we chose b,, = 0.0001in as the 
maximum allowable depth of a dimple formed by a side 
locator or side clamp contact; this value is more than 
an order of magnitude less than the workpiece shape 
uncertainty €&ape. We can use the materid Brinell 
hardness to determine a maximum contact force that 
assures that this limit is not exceeded. 

r 
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Figure 34: The relationship between penetration depth 6 
and indentation width d for a circular contact pressing on 
a flat surface. 

The Brinell hardness of a material is measured by 
pressing a hardened steel ball into the material with a 
known applied force, and then measuring the diameter 
of the resulting dimple. If the applied force is F, the 
ball has diameter D ,  and the dimple has diameter d, 
the Brinell hardness H is deihed to be [54] 

As shown in Figure 34, b = a(D - d m ) .  Thus 
the above may be rewritten as 

F I$=- 
TD6 

Because the circle bounding the dimple has an area 
Adimple = T D ~ ,  this is simply the ratio of the applied 
force and the dimple area. 

Suppose the fixels were spheres rather than cylin- 
ders. The maximum allowable force would then be 

The tables in the Machinery’s Handbook list the 
minimum Brinell hardness of Aluminum B433.0 as 
25% = 35,5002. This gives 

M 7.7lb 



Thus a spherical fixel must apply less than 7.71b con- 
tact force to avoid exceeding the maximum deforma- 
tion limit. Because our lateral milling forces are lnb ,  
this immediately shows that spherical fixels are inade- 
quate for this problem. 

For a cylindrical &el, the dimple is rectangular 
rather than circular. For a given dimple depth b, the 
width of the rectangular dimple is the same as the cir- 
cular dimple diameter d. The height of the rectangular 
dimple is the height of the fixel contact overlap; the 
fixture design algorithm assures that this is always at 
1-t hequired .  Thus the dimple area for a cylindrical 
fixel contact is always at least dhiquired- 

If We choose hrequired to equal the full &el contact 
height of 0.25in for our fixture kit, then 

= J(0.6875i)2 - (0.6875in - 2*0.0001in)2 

w 0.017in 

and 

Fcylinder = Hdhrequired 

Fcyiinder = 35,500s  0.017in - 0.25in 

w 1501b 

Note that here we're using the formula F = HAdimple, 
which is not exact for non-spherical contacts. However, 
this formula is conservative for the case of a cylinder. 
Because the cylinder has an infinite radius of curva- 
ture in one direction, it wil l  produce a smaller penetra- 
tion depth 6 for a given applied force. Thus if we set 
firnitlocator = F&itSide = 1501b, we will be assured that 
no fixel will produce a dimple deeper than bmw. 

We have now shown how to determine values for the 
task geometric access constraints, expected forces, and 
force limits. As mentioned above, we envision a future 
system that would perform these calculations automat- 
ically. To finish specifying the fixture design problem, 
the user must specify critical points and tolerances, and 
set the algorithm control flags. 

Due to variations in the casting process, the work- 
piece shape uncertainty is €shape = f0.004in. Mean- 
while, a few key workpiece features must be located 
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with precisions of f0.02in relative to the casting 
boundary; these form the datums from which other fea- 
tures are referenced. These features define the critical 
point set {Pi}. 

In the final step of setting up the problem, the user 
sets the algorithm control flags as follows: 

we-non-silhouette-walls? = false 
&rim = lmm 

side-contact-height-preference = coplanar 
marc-clamp/nonnal-angle = 45' 

z-constraint-on-grid? = true 
top-clamps? = true 

dzy = lmm 
d, = lmm 

eas y-loading-required ? = true 
CG-support-required? = true 

dioad = 0.5- 
W F  = 0.5 
~p = 0.5 
w, = 0 
wzy = 0.5 
w, = 0.5 

W3d = 0 
p = 1.0 

Most of these values are defaults that typically apply in 
a prototype machining scenario. The parameters that 
control loading analysis are set to require easy load- 
ing with minimal loading clearance; this constrains the 
algorithm to look for fixtures that may be loaded with- 
out removing and replacing top clamps, but does not 
require a substantial loading clearance to compensate 
for manipulator uncertainty. The user may elect to re- 
lax this requirement if the returned fixtures are not sat- 
isfactory. Similarly, the parameter we-non-silhouette- 
walls? is set to false to focus on fixtures with widely 
distributed fkels that axe easy to see when loading the 
fixture manually. This restriction may also be relaxed 
to improve quality values. 

Given this input, the algorithm returns ... nothing. 
Our implementation includes a progress window that 
informs the user of the computation status. This win- 
dow initially indicates a pre-processing phase, which is 
over in about 15 seconds. Then the progress window 
indicates the total number of edge triples (in this case 
26,182), the percentage of these triples that have been 
analyzed, and the total number of fixtures that have 



been generated thus far. The percentage and num- 
ber of fixtures generated increment as the computation 
proceeds, giving the user a sense of the computation 
progress. 

Usually the algorithm returns initial fixture designs 
within the iirst minute or two, so when this time passes 
without a displayed fixture design, the user halts ex- 
ecution to investigate. Our implementation accumu- 
lates statistics summarizing the reason that candidate 
fixtures are discarded. After roughly two minutes of 
computation, these statistics are: 

Number of xy-constraints 41 
after loading analysis 22 
after force analysis 22 
after position analysis 22 

Number of z-constraints 150 
after loading analysis 1 
after force/tip analysis 0 

Number of 3d-fixtures 0 
after loading analysis 0 

These numbers indicate that there are plenty of 
candidate sy-constraints that pass the loading, force, 
and position thresholds, and plenty of candidate z- 
constraints. However, almost all z-constraints are re- 
jected in the loading analysis. The reason for this 
is that a large portion of the workpiece undersurface 
cannot be used for support, due to the holes that will 
be drilled. This makes it difficult to 6nd z-constraint 
triangles that support the workpiece center of mass. 
This characteristic is not required to load the fixture 
manually, because the user can hold the workpiece in 
place while closing the clamps. Thus the user sets CG- 
support-required? to false, and starts the computation 
again. 

After two minutes, the algorithm still doesn't pro- 
duce any solutions! Once again, the user halts the pro- 
gram, and checks the computation statistics: 

Number of xy-constraints 42 
after loading analysis 23 
after force analysis 23 
after position analysis 23 

Number of  constraints 154 
after loading analysis 154 
after force/tip analysis 0 

Number of 3d-fixtures 0 
after loading analysis 0 
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Now all z-constraints pass the loading analysis, but 
then fail the z-constraint force analysis. This is be- 
cause the required contact reaction forces exceed the 
yield strength of the material at the supports and top 
clamps. Even though these contacts allow 3001b of 
force and the maximum z-force is only 2851b, the work- 
piece geometry and applied forces combine to produce 
required reaction forces well in excess of 3001b. In fact, 
it turns out that after several hours, the computation 
would verify that no fixture design can solve this prob- 
lem under the current settings. 

However, the user doesn't wait to confirm that out- 
come. Instead, the user selects support pads with flat 
tops instead of the default self-aligning tops. These 
supports do not have the self-aligning feature, but con- 
sequently have a contact pad with twice the diameter 
of the self-aligning pad. This increases the contact area 
by a factor of four, and thus also the maximum allow- 
able force. The user also selects clamp arms with a 
larger contact pad, and starts the algorithm again. 

Now a fixture design appears after 18 seconds of com- 
putation, immediately followed by a few closely-related 
designs. Figure 1 shows one of these early designs. 
This fixture satisfies all of the task requirements, and 
has a reasonably-good quality score of 0.52. In prac- 
tice, quality scores rarely exceed 0.8; for this example 
the global optimum quality turns out to be 0.75, and 
appears in 10.9 minutes. 
Our implementation includes a plot that shows the 

best quality seen so far as a function of time; after 
watching this plot remain flat for a while, the user de- 
cides to accept the current best design and prints out 
instructions on how to assemble the fixture. It takes 
roughly five minutes to assemble and load the fixture, 
so the total time required for computation and fixture 
assembly is approximately ten minutes. 
This completes our explanation of how the fixture 

design algorithm could be applied to an example pro- 
totype fabrication problem. In the next section, we 
will examine the same problem from the perspective of 
automated mass production. 

Mass Production 

Prototype production is characterized by small produc- 
tion volumes and labor-intensive manufacturing meth- 
ods. Thus, reducing fixture design and fabrication time 
are significant concerns. In the mass production phase, 
automated manufacturing methods are often employed 
to reduce costs, improve productivity, and improve pro- 
cess consistency. Thus in mass production, the part 
shown in Figure 28 is likely to be produced by auto- 
mated casting and machining methods. 



The fixture design algorithm may be applied to this 
problem in the same way as in the prototype fabrica- 
tion problem, with a few modifications. The most ob- 
vious of these modifications is that the manual clamps 
employed in the prototype fabrication fixture should 
be replaced with automatic power clamps. In addition, 
because the fixture will be fabricated from plain tool- 
ing plate to reduce cost, fixture elements may be placed 
at arbitrary positions. Another difference is that easy 
loading is a strict requirement, not just an option. This 
includes mandatory CG support and a loading clear- 
ance larger than the manipulator position uncertainty. 
Finally, because more time is available to analyze the 
fixture, the computation may be allowed to run to com- 
pletion to produce the global optimum fixture design. 

Replacing the manual clamps with power clamps re- 
quires consideration of the applied clamp force. Thus 
the algorithm inputs Fplunger and Ftop should be set 
to the forces exerted by the corresponding fixture ele- 
ments; how should these forces be determined? 

In both cases the possible choices are limited by 
the clamp hardware that is available. Power clamping 
components are available from a variety of companies, 
and usually can be configured for either pneumatic or 
hydraulic actuation. The pressures supplied by typi- 
cal hydraulic power units range between lOOOpsi and 
5OOOpsi; air pressure is typically supplied at 1OOpsi. 

The side clamp shown in Figure lO(a) has a pis- 
ton area of 0.78ii2. This results in clamp forces 
ranging between 7801b and 39001b for hydraulic ac- 
tuation, and 781b for pneumatic actuation. Because 
fiimit,ide = 1501b, this clamp obviously must be actu- 
ated pneumatically. 

The top clamp shown in Figure 15(a) has a piston 
area of 0.098in2, and thus provides clamping forces 
ranging between 981b and 4901b with hydraulics, and 
9.81b with pneumatics. Because the drilling operations 
produce as much as 57lb of upward force, these clamps 
obviously require hydraulic actuation. 

What hydraulic pressure should be chosen for the top 
clamps? The answer depends on the force required to 
prevent workpiece motion, the maximum contact force 
that avoids local workpiece deformation, and the load 
bearing capacity of the clamp. This capacity varies 
with the clamp a n n  length, as shown in Figure 15(d). 
This plot indicates the reduction in available clamp- 
ing force that occurs as the arm length increases; this 
reduction is due to internal clamp friction, and l i i t s  
imposed to prevent premature wear of the clamp seals 
and shaft bearings. 
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This hardware constraint complicates the fixture de- 
sign problem by coupling the choice of clamp force and 
clamp arm length; shorter arm lengths produce more 
force, but also require the clamp body to be placed 
closer to the workpiece, increasing the chance of in- 
terference. Below we will show how the fixture design 
algorithm may be used to resolve this trade-off. 

To setup the fixture design algorithm for this prob- 
lem, the user sets the same inputs as in the prototype 
fabrication scenario, with the following exceptions: 

Conly-loading = Vgripper 

marc-clamp/normal-angle = 30" 
z-constraint-on-grid? = f d s e  

dzy = 2.5mm 
easy-loading-required? = true 
CG-support-required? = true 

dload = 1.OmIIl 

where Vgripper denotes the volume occupied by the ma- 
nipulator's gripper when loading the fixture, including 
the region swept as the fingers move from the closed to 
open position. This volume may or may not be known, 
depending on whether the user chooses to design the 
gripper before the fixture, or vice versa. If the user 
plans to design the gripper later to avoid the fixture, 
then Conly-loading = 8. The marc-clamp/normal-angle is 
reduced to avoid side loads that may cause premature 
wear of the side clamp seals and shaft bearing. We re- 
peat the terms easy-loading-required? and CG-support- 
required? to emphasize that these must be set to true, 
and are not optional. The value of dload is chosen larger 
than the manipulator uncertainty to compensate for 
orientation errors, and dzy is set to 2.5 times this value 
according to a rule of thumb intended to avoid inter- 
ference when the workpiece is in the loading pose. 

After setting these inputs, the user sets the side 
clamp force Fplunger to 781b, allowing standard air pres- 
sure to be used without a step-down pressure regulator. 
For the top clamp, the minimum practical arm length 
is 1.25m, given the clamp body and pad diameters. For 
this length, the corresponding clamp force is 3601b from 
Figure 15(d). The user sets I ,  and Ftop accordingly, 
and starts program execution. 

It turns out that no z-constraint is possible for this 
arm length, due to clamp body interference. Because 
z-constraint-on-grid? is false, the algorithm first con- 
structs the set of all possible valid z-constraints, finds 
none, and returns in 40 seconds. This gives the user 
immediate feedback that the chosen clamp arm length 
is unacceptable. 



Figure 35: A mechanical drawing of the fixture plate 
shown in Figure 2. This drawing was automatically gen- 
erated by the program. 

Next the user tries a longer arm length I,,, = 2.0m, 
with a corresponding force of Ftop = 1851b from Fig- 
ure 15(d). This time a valid z-constraint is found, and 
the algorithm returns an initial fixture design within 
66 seconds. This informs the user that feasible fixture 
designs are possible, so they let the program run to 
completion. After 61 minutes of computation, the pro- 
gram produced the global optimum fixture design for 
this problem, shown in Figure 2. This fixture should 
be used with lOOpsi air pressure to the side clamp, and 
265Opsi hydraulic pressure to the top clamps. Figure 35 
shows a mechanical drawing of the fixture plate that 
was automatically generated by the program. 

After pruning, the algorithm returned 4 fixture de- 
signs, including the global optimum. With p = 0.97, 
the algorithm produced 34 designs, providing more 
choices for the user to consider. With p = 0.0, the 
algorithm produced 170 total designs. 

Figure 2 also shows the loading pose for the global 
optimum fixture, with the associated arm retraction 
directions. Successful loading of this fixture was veri- 
fied with a robot manipulator over a series of repeated 
trials (Figure 36). This experiment included electrical 
continuity testing to verify that each locator contact 
was properly made. 

7.2 Light Mechanical Assembly 

The preceding examples have addressed the design 
of fixtures for finish machining operations applied to 
workpieces with complex shapes. Another manufac- 
turing process that commonly requires fixtures is me- 
chanical assembly. 
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Figure 36: A robot loading the fixture shown in Figure 2. 

Product assembly problems vary widely; here we fo- 
cus on assemblies that are characterized by a single 
base part to which a number of smaller parts and sub- 
assemblies are attached. These assembly tasks require 
a fixture to hold the base part without interfering with 
any of the assembly operations. 

Products of this type are often designed so that parts 
may be added from a single direction, allowing the as- 
sembly to be oriented so that most or all of the part in- 
sertions are vertical. This in turn allows the application 
of any of a number of vertical insertion manipulators, 
varying in complexity from pneumatic pick-and-place 
devices to S C A M  manipulators. For these tasks, it is 
desirable that the assembly fixtures also be loaded and 
unloaded by vertical motions. 

Assembly Pallet Design 

The cost of fabricating assembly fixtures is a primary 
concern, because assembly lines often require many 
copies of these fixtures to carry the assembly from sta- 
tion to station. Thus assembly fixtures must be inex- 
pensive in order to be cost-effective. 

In order to reduce pallet fabrication cost and allow 
vertical part loading and unloading, we consider very 
simple pallet designs comprised of a collection of pins 
attached to a base plate. Pins have either flat or conical 
tips; the pins with flat tips act as supports, while the 
pins with conical tips provide zy-constraint and guide 
the part into place during vertical part loading. 

These pallets are very inexpensive to produce. In 
cases where product changes are mequent, they may 
be fabricated by drilling the required holes in plain 



tooling plate, and pressing the pins into place. If prod- 
uct changes occur frequently, then the pins may be 
screwed into plates with a grid of predrilled holes, with 
a special adjustable pin used for the pin that acts as a 
side clamp. 

Our algorithm may be used to design assembly pal- 
lets, by defining an appropriate fixture kit. The side lo- 
cators of this kit are specified with hcontac+, = 0, which 
indicates that the fixel is a continuous rod which al- 
lows arbitrary contact heights. The side clamp is de- 
fined with a null body and plun er, and travel range 

clamp-&el” to va.ry along lines halfway between grid 
points; if 2 ~ i ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~  + &paration < 9, then interfer- 
ence will never occur between the side clamp fixel and 
the side locator fixels. The support pad is defined with 

support pads of arbitrary height. No top clamps are 
included in the fixture kit. 

Given this fixture kit, the user may setup the fix- 
ture design algorithm to design a pallet for the cassette 
chassis assembly shown in Figure 3(a). As in the ma- 
chining case, the user must provide a CAD model of the 
workpiece and specify geometric access constraints, ex- 
pected forces, force limits and position tolerances, and 
control flag settings. The following paragraphs will de- 
scribe these inputs for this assembly example. 

If all insertions are vertical and there are no top 
clamps, the geometric access constraints may be spec- 
ified simply by forming the volumetric union of the 
parts that are added during assembly. Otherwise, the 
geometric access constraints are produced by forming 
the swept volume of the parts as they move along their 
insertion paths. If the grippers that hold the parts are 
defined before the fixture is designed, then the volume 
swept by these grippers may also be included; other- 
wise the grippers may be designed later to avoid the 
fixture, as shown in [13]. The resulting ensemble of 
volumes then forms the input set CdWars; the input 
Sets Cody-loaded and Coniy-loading are Set to 0. 

As explained in the introduction; the electric motor 
in this assembly must be supported from below before 
it is fastened to the chassis with two screws. Because 
our algorithm only analyzes the constraint of a single 
base part, this implies that either the pallet will require 
a manually-designed support for the electric motor, or 
the motor must be assembled to the chassis before it 
is loaded into the pallet. We can ensure that the algo- 
rithm will leave room for a manually-designed support 
by including an additional constraint volume in Calways, 
delineating the space beneath the motor. The resulting 
set of constraint volumes is shown in Figure 37. 

of [O,dgrid]. Choosing yoESet = + g r i d  causes the “side- 

Tsupport-pad = Tsupport-body and hsupport = 0; this allows 
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Figure 37: Assembly constraint volumes. 

After defining the task geometric access constraints, 
the user must define the expected applied forces. As in 
the machining case, we envision a future system that 
will calculate these forces automatically, based on an 
input description of the planned assembly operations. 

In the meantime, we can define these forces manu- 
ally. There are three types of forces that arise during 
this assembly: downward forces as parts are inserted, 
torques about z as the screws are driven, and lateral ac- 
celeration forces that occur during pallet transfer move- 
ments. 

The downward forces are exerted at the point where 
each part is inserted, as shown in Figure 38. The maxi- 
mum insertion force magnitude is determined by the fi- 
nal force applied by the manipulator to confirm proper 
insertion. Here this force is f insee  = 4lb. This allows 
us to construct the total applied force Fi at each as- 
sembly site (2, y): 

Each of these forces is augmented by the subassembly 
weight w and center of mass location (zcom, ycom) re- 
flecting the state of the assembly when the insertion 
is performed. The downward forces are omitted for 
the screw placement sites, because these forces will be 
resisted by the custom-designed motor support. 



The torques about z exerted when the screws are 
tightened are straightforward: T~ = -0.8in.lb exerted 
by the automatic screwdriver. 

Similarly, the pallet transfer forces are determined 
by the acceleration and deceleration experienced by the 
pallet as it exits and enters a workcell. The direction 
of these accelerations depends on the application sce- 
nario. If the pallet will be fabricated by screwing pins 
into a pallet carrier with a predrilled hole grid, then 
the part orientation is determined by the locator setup, 
and the acceleration directions are fixed relative to the 
grid. zf the pallet cmier does not include a predrilled 
grid, then the pallet design may be placed on the pallet 
carrier in an arbitrary orientation. When this is an o p  
tion, the user may specify a particular part orientation 
to satisfy other workcell constraints. In this case the 
acceleration direction is fixed relative to the part. An- 
other possibility would be to select the part orientation 
that allows the most copies of the pallet to be packed 
onto the pallet carrier. We envision a future system 
that will explicitly consider these different scenarios, 
but for now simply adopt the conservative approach of 
representing the peak acceleration in all directions. 

For example, if the assembly line uses a Bosch pallet- 
transfer system, the peak acceleration occurs when the 
pallet hits a motion stop after entering the workcell. 
We measured this acceleration and found it to be ap- 
proximately 15g, opposite the direction of pallet mo- 
tion. This corresponds to an applied force on the part 
of Ftrmsfer = m.159, where m is the subassembly mass. 
To model this force in all lateral directions, we dis- 
cretize [0,27r] in $ increments and construct an applied 
force 

where Y is the force direction, and (xcom, ycom, zcom) is 
the subassembly center of mass. 

This completes our description of the applied forces; 
we now proceed to specify force l i i t s .  When there 
are no top clamps, the force-based quality metric Qzy, 
applies the usual force threshold calculation, while the 
Qzr metric applies a tipping analysis based on the re- 
quired excess CG weight. Thus the user must specify 
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Figure 38: Sites where downward forces are exerted during 
assembly. 
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Figure 39: Parameters describing the compliant insertion 
motion. 

the force limits F~imit~ocato, and & n i t s i d e  as before, and 
then specify a maximum allowable required excess CG 
weight Wlimit. 

The xy-force limits could be determined using a de- 
formation analysis as described above. Unfortunately, 
this would yield a limit much larger than any applied 
lateral force, thus concentrating qFzy values near 1.0 
and reducing the discriminatory power of the force- 
based quality metric QzyF. To prevent this, 
and filmitBiae are set to a lower value of 51b, which is 
M 10 times the magnitude of the largest expected lat- 
eral force. If fixture designs fail to appear because they 
are discarded by QzyF, then these limits may be in- 
creased. 

A good initial value for the maximum excess CG 
weight is Wlimit = 0. This value causes all fixtures that 
result in tipping to be discarded, and assigns low qFz 
scores to fixtures that only marginally prevent tipping. 
If no fixtures are found with wlimit = 0, then runs with 
wlimit > 0 may be attempted to investigate fixture de- 
signs that marginally allow tipping. 

The position-based quality metric plays an impor- 
tant role in assembly fixture design. If the locations 
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of critical part features vary too widely, then the as- 
sociated insertion operations will fail intermittently. 
To avoid this problem, the user constructs the critical 
point set {Pi} to include each of the assembly points 
shown in Figure 38, with associated position tolerance 
ezy = Wdamfer, where wchamfer is the effective width of 
the chamfers that funnel the part into position during 
insertion (see Figure 39). In this case W d m f e r  varies 
between 0.04in and 0.05in. 

In the h a l  step of setting up the problem, the user 
sets the algorithm control flags as follows: 

use-non-silhouette-walls? = false 
&rim = 0.25mm 

side-contact-height-preference = coplanar 
ma-clamp/nomal-angle = 90" 

z-constraint-on-grid? = f d s e  
top-clamps? = false 

dzy = 0.25mm 
dz 

eas y-loading-required? 
WF 

WP 

W L  

WZY 

wz 
w3d 

P 

lmm 
false 
0.5 
0.5 
0 
0.4 
0.6 
0 
1.0 

Most of these values are defaults that typically apply 
for assembly pallet design. Note that the loading anal- 
ysis is disabled, because we assume that the conical tips 
on the side location pins allow the part to be inserted 
vertically using a compliant motion. This strategy re- 
quires the radius of the side locator pins to be larger 
than the position uncertainty of the manipulator. 

Given this input, the algorithm solves the problem 
the first time, generating an initial fixture design in 1.7 
minutes and the global optimum design in 9.4 minutes 
after generating a total of 7 fixtures. This design is 
shown in Figure 3(b). 

Mixed-Product Assembly 

The preceding example shows how the fixture design 
algorithm may be used to design an assembly pallet 
for a single product; some manufacturing scenarios re- 
quire the assembly of more than one product on a single 
assembly line. An example is a company that manu- 

factures a family of products, each of which is slightly 
different. In this case, the algorithm could construct 
a data structure that identifies the geometric features 
common to all products in the family, along with ge- 
ometric volumes that enclose all of the features that 
differ. Then assembly pallets could be designed that 
contact only the common features, while avoiding all 
of the regions where features differ. 

A more severe scenario occurs when the products 
are dissimilar, but a single manufacturing l i e  is still 
desired because it is dif6cult to anticipate the market 
demand for each product. In this case rapid switching 
between products is desired to allow the manufacturer 
to adapt to changing market conditions. 

An example is shown in Figure 4(a), where two dis- 
similar products are shown. Suppose a company wishes 
to develop a cost-effective assembly system that can 
switch between these products with minimal overhead. 
Our algorithm can be applied to this problem to de- 
sign an assembly pallet that satisfies the assembly task 
requirements of both products. 

Our approach to mixed-product fixture design is in- 
spired by two observations about the nature of the fix- 
ture design problem defined above. First, many fixture 
elements lie on a grid. Second, there are often a large 
number of solutions for a given fixture design problem, 
even after satisfying practical constraints. The first 
observation suggests that fixtures designed for differ- 
ent problems may share coincident fixture elements. 
The second observation suggests that for a set of prob- 
lems which each have a large number of solutions, it 
is reasonably probable that there exists some combma- 
tion of compatible designs that share common fixture 
elements. Is this the case in practice? 

We investigated this question by implementing a 
simple procedure to synthesize mixed-product pallet 
designs. Given problems A and B with workpieces WA 
and WB and task constraints CA and CB, the procedure 
generates the set of all pallet designs that share at least 
one common locator pin, can hold either WA or WB, 
and do not interfere with CA U CB. 

The procedure solves this problem by first generat- 
ing all possible solutions to problem A, producing m 
pallet designs. The procedure then generates all solu- 
tions to problem B, producing n pallet designs. The 
procedure then considers each of the resulting mn pal- 
let pairs, and decides whether the pair of pallet designs 
are compatible. If the pallets are compatible, then they 
are merged to produce a mixed-product pallet design; 
otherwise, the pair is discarded. This produces the set 
of all mixed-product pallet designs that are possible, 
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given the style of pallets that are generated and the 
procedure’s notion of compatibility. 

To decide whether a pair of pallets (PA, PB) is com- 
patible, the procedure seeks a relative placement of the 
pallets which allows the pallets to share three, two, or 
one common locators. We denote these compatibility 
conditions as 3-, 2-, and 1-compatible, respectively. 

To decide whether PA and PB are 3-compatible, the 
algorithm checks the triangles formed by the three iked 
locators in each pallet to see if they are congruent. 
This condition is satisfied when all corresponding sides 
of the triangle have the same length, and one triangle 
is not a reflection of the other. Our implementation 
does not check triangles involving the fourth uclamp” 
locator, because these are unlikely to give rise to con- 
gruent triangles. If the locator triangles are congruent, 
then the algorithm transforms PA to make its locators 
coincident with PB, and then checks for interference 
between the resulting PA and WB U CB, and between 
PB and WA U Ci. If no interference is found, then PA 
and PB are 3-compatible. 

The checks for 2-compatibility and 1-compatibility 
are similar, except that the transformation mapping 
PA onto PB is no longer unique. In the 2-compatible 
case, such a transformation only exists when each pallet 
has a pair of locators separated by a common distance. 
When this condition is met, there are two transforma- 
tions which make these locators coincident, separated 
by 180 degrees. In the 1-compatible case, there are 
nine choices of locators to make coincident, and four 
orientations possible for each choice. Thus as the com- 
patibfity condition weakens, the freedom in merging 
pallet designs increases. The quality metric in our im- 
plementation seeks to minimixe the distance between 
the workpiece center points, thus discouraging fixtures 
that essentially place the workpieces side by side. 

When merging fixtures it may be necessary to ad- 
just the height of WA in order to minimize support 
interference. This could be accomplished by intersect- 
ing the feasible height intervals for each locator. Our 
implementation does not include this calculation, but 
instead chooses the nominal height of W A  and WB to 
place the primary support surface of both objects at a 
common height. 

After generating all compatible design pairs, the 
procedure groups the pairs according to 1-, 2- or 3- 
compatibility. The procedure then scores and sorts 
the members of each group, using a weighted sum of 
the minimum single-fixture quality score and a measure 
that seeks to m i n i i e  the distance between workpiece 
center points. 
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Figure 40: A robot loading a mixed-product pallet de- 
signed by the program. 

Figure 4 shows the result of applying this procedure 
to our example problem. Part (b) shows the topranked 
3-compatible design pair, and part (c) shows the phys- 
ical pallet. This pallet may be used to assemble either 
product, and allows switching between products in zero 
changeover time. This design reduces pallet fabrication 
costs by requiring only 15 pins and 26.6 in2 of pallet 
space, instead of the 18 pins and 37.7 in2 required by 
a pair of single-part pallets. This optimal mixed-part 
pallet design was found in 146 minutes, including fix- 
ture generation time. Figure 40 shows an experiment 
verifying robust loading of this fixture using a robot 
manipulator. 



The table below shows the density of compatible pal- 
let pairs for this problem. In this table, pallet pairs that 
are %compatible are also counted in the 2-compatible 
category. The number of 1-compatible pairs was not 
determined, but would be very large. All pallet pairs 
are 0-compatible, because PA can always be placed 
next to PB while avoiding interference. 

3-compatible pairs 7 
2-compatible pairs 19,709 
Total m n  pairs 1,084,287 

This table shows that, at least for this example, com- 
patible pallet designs for mixed-product assembly are 
readily available. This result is somewhat surprising, 
especially given the large constraint regions present in 
both task specifications. 

The above data reflect the results of a first experi- 
ment in mixed-product fixture design. There are two 
reasons why these data should be augmented by further 
study of this problem: First, the sample size is small, 
because we only considered one example. Second, the 
mixed-product pallets were not restricted to fit within 
a predefined pallet area, as would occur in practice. 
Additional experiments would help us to learn whether 
the above solution densities are typical or rare. 
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8 Discussion 

The fixture design algorithm described in this paper 
effectively designs fixtures to solve practical problems. 
All fixtures designed by the algorithm rigidly constrain 
the workpiece, are robust in the face of workpiece shape 
variations, are easy to load, and satisfy the force and 
position tolerance requirements of the task. The fix- 
tkes  designed by the algorithm may be quickly fab- 
ricated using proven hardware components that are 
widely available. The algorithm quickly produces good 
initial solutions to a given problem; and finds the global 
optimum solution in a reasonable amount of time. 

An approach that worked exceptionally well in devel- 
oping this result was that we began our investigation 
by selecting a class of hardware components that were 
currently in use in industrial applications. This selec- 
tion involved simultaneous consideration of hardware 
and algorithmic issues, and enabled us to produce a 
design algorithm that mapped readiiy onto practical 
applications. We plan to continue using this strategy 
in our future work. 

There are several ways to improve this result. One 
approach would be to replace some or all of the ap- 
proximations made by the algorithm with exact calcu- 
lations. A second approach would be to develop algo- 
rithms with faster run time. A third approach would 
be to extend the functionality of the algorithm. Among 
these, extending the algorithm's functionality is by far 
the most important. The following sections will explore 
each of these issues. 

Eliminating Approximations 

The algorithm makes several approximations in per- 
forming its computation. These include restricting the 
set of side fixel heights that are considered, discretiz- 
ing the set of candidate clamp body placements when 
z-constraint elements are allowed at off-grid locations, 
and applying a simplified analysis of the fixture loading 
operation. 

These approximations may be removed by replac- 
ing the algorithm's approximate calculations with ex- 
act methods. In some cases this will incur significant 
additional computation. In our judgment, this is not 
worth the effort in most cases. From the user% per- 
spective, the key limitations of this software are not 
these approximations, but the functionality limitations 
discussed below. 
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Figure 41: The run-time performance of the algorithm. 
qb& is the quality score of the best fixture generated so 
far; this plot shows how qb& improves with t h e  as the 
computation proceeds. Because of the heuristics employed 
by the algorithm, high-quality fixture designs appear very 
early in the computation. 

Reducing Run Time 

Our algorithm is output-sensitive, with a run time that 
is dominated by the number of fixtures that may be 
output. This number may be quite large., From [lo], 
there may be O(n4d5) possible zy-constraints for a 
given problem, where n is the number of workpiece 
faces and d is the workpiece diameter in grid units. 
Similarly, there may be O(d6) possible z-constraints if 
elements are restricted to the grid, and O[(n2 +d2)3] if 
elements are allowed off-grid. Thus the total number 
of possible designs is 0(n4d5 - d6) = 0(n4&) for the 
on-grid case, and O[n4d5 - (n2 + d2)3] M 0(dod1l) for 
the off-grid case. For the housing example described in 
Section 7.1, this amounts to 1019 possible designs! 

The Msious pruning techniques employed by the al- 
gorithm reduce this number dramatically, leading to 
practical run times of about a minute for high-quality 
initial fixture designs, and roughly an hour for global 
optimum solutions. Figure 41 shows a plot of best fix- 
ture quality as a function of time for the two examples 
presented in Section 7. 

The philosophy behind this enumerative approach 
is based on the observation that real ikture design 
problems involve a myriad of practical considerations 
that must be simultaneously satisfied. This observation 
leads us to the enumerative approach for two reasons: 
First, the enumerative approach provides a generic fix- 
ture synthesis algorithm that allows us to include arbi- 
trary collections of task constraints. Second, the enu- 
merative algorithm returns multiple solutions, allowing 
the user to apply subjective evaluation criteria that are 
not explicitly modeled. 



No pragmatic constraints 
With clamp body, reach, and travel limits 
With robust form closure 
With dZy, d, clearance 
With constraint volumes C 
Within force limits 
Within position limits 
With loading-pose and cg-support 
With push-into-place loading 
Fixtures generated with p = 1 

Cast Housing 
25,910,753 
8,661,355 
847,204 
60,599 
60,599 
13,098 
12,040 
1,244 
170 
4 

Cassette Chassis 
26,742 
26,742 
3,683 
2,416 
185 
48 
48 
48 
48 
7 

Table 1: The effect of pragmatic constraints on design solution space. 

Table 1 shows the effect of task constraints on the 
fixture solution space. The first line of the table shows 
the number of solutions to our two example problems 
before any task constraints are applied; this corre- 
sponds closely to the problem of synthesizing a grasp 
using ideal point contacts. The following lines show 
the reduction in the solution space as various task con- 
straints are successively applied. Each line except the 
last reflects the number of fixtures generated by our 
algorithm with pruning turned 06 the last line indi- 
cates the number of fixtures generated with branch- 
and-bound pruning enabled. 

These data indicate a 106-fold reduction in the solu- 
tion space that occurs when task constraints are con- 
sidered. In this sense, the problem becomes harder 
in the face of these constraints. Thus alternative algo- 
rithms should be considered in the context of satisfying 
multiple task constraints before a meaningful run time 
comparison can be made. Further, if an alternative 
algorithm returns only the first fixture design, its run 
time should be compared to the time our algorithm re- 
quires to generate a single fixture design, and fixture 
quality should also be considered. 

The table also illustrates the effectiveness of the 
branch-and-bound pruning method, which allows the 
algorithm to find the global optimum fixture design 
while generating only 2% of the possible feasible solu- 
tions. 

With this in mind, we believe that developing faster 
synthesis algorithms in future work is not nearly as 
important as expanding the functionality of the algo- 
rithm; this is the topic of the next section. 

Extending Functionality 

Our current algorithm constructs global optimum fix- 
ture designs that satisfy multiple practical constraints 
and which can be easily fabricated using proven hard- 

ware components. In our conversations with potential 
users of the software, these characteristics have been 
met with enthusiasm. 

Even so, we have identified several shortcomings of 
the algorithm that impede its application in practice. 
These shortcomings are ripe opportunities for future 
work. 

A main area of improvement would be to extend the 
algorithm to employ other types of primitive fixture 
elements. We have encountered examples in the ar- 
eas of machining, assembly, and inspection where the 
best fixture designs would be obtained using pin/hole 
or V-block location techniques, which our current algo- 
rithm does not consider. Alternative styles of clamp- 
ing elements would also be helpful in some situations. 
Extending the algorithm to include such elements will 
raise an interesting question: How can we efficiently se- 
lect the most appropriate components for a given prob- 
lem? 

In addition, several extensions would improve the al- 
gorithm's utility for machining applications. The most 
important of these is to interface the fixture design al- 
gorithm with a process planning facility. In many cases 
the fixture design problem is tightly coupled to the cut- 
ting plan, and sometimes fixture design constraints re- 
quire modifications to the plan. Figure 28(b) shows an 
example that cannot be solved by our algorithm. If we 
plan to cut the underside gasket surface and mount- 
ing holes in one setup, there is no way to place top 
clamps to avoid interference with the machining oper- 
ation. The solution to this problem is to partition the 
cutting operation into two or more parts, and reposi- 
tion the top clamps between operations. This example 
motivates the coupling of fixture design and process 
planning; see [19, 20, 31, 66, 161 for work in this area. 

Another extension that would aid machining ap- 
plications would be to develop deformation analysis 
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methods and strategies for minimi7.Q deformation. 
Analysis methods might include lumped-parameter ap- 
proaches based on classical beam theory, or finite ele- 
ment methods. See [21, 381 for examples. Possible 
strategies to avoid deformation include assuring that 
there is a continuous column of workpiece material be- 
tween each support and its matching top clamp, or 
adding fixture elements that provide redundant s u p  
port by gently contacting the workpiece and then lock- 
ing in place. 

The fixture design algorithm's relevance to machin- 
ing problems would also be improved by extending 
the algorithm to analyze frictional contact when top 
clamps cannot be used, allowing the workpiece to rest 
directly on the fixture base plate, and providing an ex- 
plicit analysis of datum surfaces. 

In the context of assembly, a key l i i tat ion is that 
the algorithm only synthesizes constraint for a single 
part. Many assembly problems require several parts 
to be held in a desired relative position before fasten- 
ing operations are applied. Our current algorithm can 
be applied to these problems by treating each part as 
a separate fixture design problem with the remaining 
parts as volumetric constraints. This will produce so- 
lutions in some cases, but the resulting designs may be 
expensive to fabricate because of the large number of 
required fixture elements. A better approach would be 
to exploit contacts between the parts, thus simplifying 
the fixture design. See [49, 51 for initial results in this 
area. 

Finally, our mixed-product W u r e  design algorithm 
could be significantly improved. The above generate- 
and-test procedure is complete, but combinatorially 
expensive. Several alternative strategies merit future 
study: 

1. Exploit product families. If the input M u r e  
design problems {(Wl,cl),(W2,c2),...(Wn,cn)} 
are drawn from a family of closely-related prod- 
ucts, mixed-product fixture designs may be di- 
rectly constructed using the normal fixture design 
algorithm. This is accomplished by modifyhg the 
algorithm pre-processing step to construct the set 
of common contact surfaces Sn = SlnS2n- - ms,, 
where Si is the set of contact surfaces for work- 
piece Wi. The pre-processing step should also con- 
struct the maximum material condition workpiece 
W" = W1 UW2 Us - .UW, and similarly the overall 
constraint C". This transforms the mixed-product 
fixture design problem into the ordinary fixture 
design problem of synthesizing a fixture that con- 
strains the workpiece by contacting surfaces in Sn 
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while avoiding interference with Wu U Cu. This 
synthesis procedure does not consider as many de- 
sign possibilities as the generate-and-test proce- 
dure described above, but has the advantage of 
placing every Wi in the same pose. 

2. Defer support synthesis until compatibility anal- 
ysis. In this approach, the normal design algo- 
rithm is used to generate zy-constraint designs, 
which are then combined and checked for compat- 
ibility as before. However, support synthesis is de- 
ferred until compatible zy-constraints are found, 
and then the relative placement of the. workpieces 
is used to directly synthesize compatible s u p  
port locations. For example, suppose workpieces 
W1 and W2 have support surfaces { S ~ , , S I ~ }  and 

lower than S2a. Further, suppose that for a given 
mixed-product xy-constraint, the projections of 
SI, and S2a intersect. The algorithm may then 
adjust the workpiece heights so that SIa and S2, 
are at the same height, allowing common supports 
to be placed anywhere in SI, n Sza. This choice 
places S1b above S2b, so supports for W2 may be 
placed anywhere in S2b, and supports for W1 may 
be placed anywhere in S1b - S2b. Of course, inter- 
ference with the workpiece and constraint volumes 
must also be checked. 

3. Modify side clamp synthesis. The procedure that 
generates planar fixture designs uses an analysis 
of planar forces to directly construct side clamp 
positions that provide form closure. This proce- 
dure may be revised to directly synthesize mixed- 
product fixture designs with up to four common 
side locating pins. This is accomplished by synthe- 
sizing locator setups for W1 and W2 that have two 
or three locators in common, and then placing each 
workpiece in contact with the locators and pro- 
jecting its vertical faces onto the zy-plane. Inter- 
sections of the resulting projected edges indicate 
candidate placements of the fourth pin, as indi- 
cated in Figure 42. Each candidate clamp location 
must be checked to see if it provides form closure 
for both W1 and W2; if it does, then the locator 
setup and clamp pins comprise a mixed-product 
zy-constraint that is then subjected to support 
and interference analysis. This approach has the 
advantage that it can synthesize Pcompatible fix- 
ture designs. We thank Matt Mason for this sug- 
gestion. 

&}, where sia is lower than Sib, and s 2 b  iS 

Combining all three of these ideas could lead to sig- 
nificant improvement in both computational efficiency 
and in the number of required pins. 



Figure.42: Direct synthesis of mixed-part xy-constraints. 
Solid circles indicate positions of the three common loca- 
tors. The open circles indicate possible positions for the 
fourth locator. 
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Appendix A: Pose Calculation 

Given an edge triple and three candidate locator posi- 
tions, the function 

calculates the set of (2, y, 8) poses where each edge is in 
contact with its associated locator. Here we explain our 
method for performing this calculation, which is an im- 
provement over the method reported in [lo]. We thank 
Aaron Wallack for suggesting this approach, which is 
similar to the method employed in [76]. Richard Wag- 
ner also used a similar method in his implementation of 
the 2-d fixture algorithm, based on a formulation devel- 
oped by Xiaofei Huang [74]. These methods are closely 
related to the algebraic analysis techniques presented 
in [23]. 

We actually calculate the (5, y, e) poses where each 
locator contacts the infinite line containing each edge, 
and then discard poses where a locator makes contact 
outside the edge endpoints. We will ignore this detail 
from here on, and simply explain the solution to the 
infinite line case. 

The pose (z,y,8) describes the transformation of 
the workpiece edges that will place them in contact 
with the fixed locators. Instead of solving this prob- 
lem directly, we first solve the inverse problem, finding 
a pose (d, y',8') which transforms the locators onto 
the fixed workpiece edges, and then invert (d, y', 8') 
to find (z,y,8). This approach simplifies the algebra 
significantly. 

Figure 43 shows the setup for the inverted problem. 
Here each edge ei is fixed in space, described by con- 
stant Aiz + B i y  + Ci = 0 homogeneous line equations. 
These equations are oriented so that positive values of 
dix + Biy + Ci correspond to points on the outside 
side of ei. The locator centers are functions of the pose 
variables (d, y', 8'): 

where and sei refer to cos(8') and sin(#), and 
(zi, yi) is the untransformed position of locator i. The 
locator will contact the edge exactly when 

where ri is the locator radius. The desired poses are 
those which satisfy this condition for all three locators. 
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Thus we wish to find the values of (z', y', e') that si- 
multaneously solve the following equations: 

Substituting equations (6) and (7) and rearranging 
gives 

-&cei + Else' +Ais' + Bly' + F' = 0 (8) 
D2cel + &sei + A2x' + B2y' + F2 = 0 (9) 
D3cet + E3se1 + A3x' + B3y' + F3 = 0 (10) 

where 

This gives us three equations in four unknowns: x', 
y', cp, and sei. If we add the identity GI + sil = 1, 
then we have four equations and four unknowns. Three 
of these equations are linear, and one is quadratic. 

We can use the three linear equations to eliminate 
the x' and y' variables, producing two equations: 

where 

G =  
H =  
J =  
K =  
L =  

Notice that the terms G, H ,  J ,  K ,  and L contain no 
denominators, so they are never ill-conditioned. 

Figure 43: Pose analysis parameters. The parameters d, 
y', and 8' specify the position of the locator set with respect 
to the workpiece. 

One way of solving these equations is to ikst solve 
(11) for sei, and substitute the result into (12). This 
yields 

(G2 + H2)GI + 2GJcp + (J2 - H2) = 0 (14) 

We can then solve (14) using the quadratic formula, 
producing up to two resulting values. Each cor value 
corresponds to a valid placement of the locators on the 
three W t e  lines. We then substitute each cp solution 
into (13) to obtain sei, and then compute the 5' and 
y' d u e s  from the hear equations (8-10). 

Notice that if H = 0, then equation (13) becomes 
ill-conditioned. When this occurs, we apply a solution 
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developed by solving (11) for cp instead of sei. This 
yields an alternative pair of equations 

(G2 + H2)si1 + 2HJsp + (J2 - G2) = 0 

which are ill-conditioned when G = 0. To maximize 
the robustness of this computation, our implementa- 
tion uses equations (15) and (16) when IGl > IHI, and 
equations (13) and (14) otherwise. 

A similar numerical conditioning problem can occur 
when @ + H 2  FS 0. The occurrence of this condition 
is sensitive to the order of equations (8-lo), due to the 
variable elimination we employed to obtain (11). Our 
implementation avoids this problem by constructing G 
and H for the three orderings (8,9,10), (9,8,10), and 
(10,8,9), and using the ordering which produces the 
largest G2 + H 2  value. 

This calculation identifies up to two sets of values of 
the four unknowns x', y', et, and S p -  For each set, we 
then calculate 8' = tan-' * to obtain the inverse 
pose (x', y', 8'). This pose is then inverted to produce 
the desired (x, y, 0) pose by 

L 1 

This method of solving for the (x, y, 8) workpiece 
pose is algebraically simpler than the method reported 
in [lo], and avoids the need to treat parallel edges as 
a special case. For an extension of this approach to 
include circular edges, see [77]. 

Appendix B: Force Calculations 

The quality metria qzyp , qzF , and q3dF compute qud- 
ity scores based on the fixture's ability to resist applied 
forces without exerting large contact reaction forces on 
the workpiece. This analysis requires the following ba- 
sic calculation: Given a fixture design and an applied 
force FA = [FzA FyA FzA rZA ryA r,,], what are 
the contact reaction forces? This appendix explains 
how we perform this calculation. 

With frictionless contacts, all z-constraint forces are 
parallel to the z-axis, and all xy-constraint forces are 
parallel to the xy-plane. This allows us to decouple our 
force analysis into separate calculations that consider 
only the xy or z components of the fixture design. 

For the moment, let's assume that the xy-constraint 
contacts are points rather than vertical line segments, 
and that these points lie on a constant-z plane. Under 
these conditions, the xy-constraint contact forces exert 
no net moment about the x and y axes, and no force 
component in the z direction. This can be seen by 
observing that if we place the coordinate system origin 
in the constant-z plane, then all of the xy-constraint 
forces lie in the xy-plane, and thus exert zero moment 
about the z and y axes. Similarly, the z-constraint 
contact forces exert no moment about z, and have no 
force components in the x or y directions. Thus the 
xy-constraint can only affect the force components F,, 
Fy, and r,, while the z-constraint contacts can only 
affect F,, r., and ry. 

This allows us to write two independent sets of force- 
balance equations describing in-plane and out-of-plane 
equilibrium conditions. For the xy-constraint we have: 

where indices 1, 2, and 3 refer to the side locator con- 
tacts, and 4 refers to the side clamp contact. The terms 
c.j and si are the cosine and sine of the angle of contact 
normal i, and 1: is the moment arm about z exerted by 
contact i. See Figure 44. 
Similarly, for a z-constraint we can write: 

F5 + F6 + F7+ FzA = 0 (20) 
F5Y5 F6Y6 + F7Y7 ~ Z A  = O (21) 

-F5X5 - F6X6 - F757 4- TyA = 0 (22) 

where indices 5, 6, and 7 refer to the support/top- 
clamp contacts, and (xi, yi) is the location of contact 
i, measured in the same Coordinate system as FA. 
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Figure 44: Force parameters describing an zy-constraint 
contact i. The terms ci and si in equations (17-18) are the 
cosine and sine of 4i. 

Equations (17-19) describe the in-plane equilibrium 
condition with three equations in four unknowns, and 
equations (20-22) describe the out-of-plane equilibrium 
condition with three equations in three unknowns. The 
following sections will explain our method for solving 
these equations. We will then proceed to explain how 
we handle situations where the side contacts are at 
different heights, and the case of fixtures without top 
clamps. 

B.l zpConstraint Force Calculation 

Equations (17-19) describe the in-plane equilibrium 
with three equations and four unknowns: Fly F2, F3, 
and F4. However, if the side clamp thrust force Fplunger 
is defined, then F4 may be determined from Fplunger 
and the fixture geometry, as shown in Figure 45. Thus 
when Fplunger is defined there are only three unknowns, 
and the values of FI , F2 , and F3 may be found by using 
standard elimination methods. 

If PPIunger is not defined, then the system is stati- 
cally indeterminate. This is because there may be an 
arbitrary internal force resulting from positive contact 
forces that cancel to produce no net external force. To 
resolve this problem, we assume that this internal force 
is zero; that is, if no external force is applied, then all 
of the contact, reaction forces are zero. Under this as- 
sumption, a non-zero applied force is resisted by con- 
tact reaction forces at three of the four contacts, with 
the fourth contact exerting zero reaction force. The 
contacts that generate non-zero reaction force may be 
identified by considering the arrangement of the corre- 
sponding vectors in the (Fz, Fy,~z) space, or simply by 
setting Fly F2, F3, and F4 individually to zero, solv- 
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Figure 45: Calculating the contact reaction force at the 
side clamp, given the side clamp thrust force Fplunger. 

ing equations (17-19) for the remaining contact forces, 
and taking the solution that produces non-negative re- 
action forces at each contact. The implementation in 
[lo] used the former of these methods; our current im- 
plementation uses the latter for simplicity. 
Our assumption of zero internal strain essentially 

treats the side contacts as ideal unilateral kinematic 
constraints that are perfectly placed. If the real side 
contact locations are slightly loose, then the workpiece 
will move slightly in response to the applied force, and 
the calculated contact reaction forces wil l  be correct. 
If the real side contact locations are slightly tight, 
then non-zero internal strain will exist, and the cal- 
culated contact reaction forces will underestimate the 
true forces. Here we assume that this effect is small 
compared to the applied force magnitude; this assump 
tion is realistic when the side clamp mechanism allows 
the clamp to be locked in position while applying only 
a very small force. The manual clamp shown in Fig- 
ure 9(a) has this property. 

In some cases it may be desirable to intentionally 
place the side locators to slightly compress the work- 
piece. For example, we experimented with assembly 
pallet designs where we gave the algorithm a value of 
qocator that was slightly smaller than the true pin ra- 
dius; this caused the algorithm to design pallets which 
held the part snugly with a positive squeezing force. To 
properly estimate the contact reaction forces for these 
pallets, our calculation should be extended to include 
this internal strain force, estimated from the compli- 
ance of the part material and the difference between 
the input Tloator and the true pin radius. 



B.2 z-Constraint Force Calculation 

Equations (20-22) describe the out-of-plane equilib- 
rium condition with three equations in three unknowns. 
These equations may be solved directly to find F5, Fs, 
and F7. Thqe force magnitudes may then be converted 
to the contact forces exerted by each m u r e  element. 

If the top clamp force Ftop is left undefined, then 
the supports and top clamps are treated as ideal kine- 
matic constraints, and we assume zero internal strain. 
Thus for each support/top-clamp contact i, if F' < 0, 
then we take Fsupporti = -Fi and Ftopi = 0; otherwise 

If Ftop is defined,-then we replace each Fi in equa- 
tions (20-22) with (Fsupporti - Ftop) and solve the 
resulting linear system for each Fsupporti value. If 
any Fsupporti is negative, then the top clamp is over- 
whelmed and the fixture is discarded. 

Fsuppoq = 0 and Ftopi = Fi. 

33.3 Side Contacts at Different Heights 

If the side locator contacts are at different heights, then 
the in-plane and out-of-plane constraint equations are 
no longer decoupled. However, it is still the case that 
the z-constraint contacts do not exert moments about 
z, or produce force components in the x or y directions. 
If Fplunger is defined, then there is exactly one choice 

of contact reaction forces that solve equations (17-19). 
In this case we can identify a l l  of the contact reaction 
forces by fist solving equations (17-19) to obtain the 
contact reaction forces at all of the side contacts, and 
then apply the contact heights to determine the mo- 
ments exerted by the side contact reaction forces 

where zi is the height of contact i, which we will explain 
in a moment. We then form 7LA = 7iA + T~~~~~ and 
7hA = T~~ + T~,~, ,~,  replace the T~~ and T~~ terms in 
equations (20-22), and solve for the z-constraint forces 
as before. This identifies the set of contact reaction 
forces at all fixture contacts, including the moments 
exerted by the side contacts at different heights. 
If Fplunger is not defined, then the underconstraint in 

the in-plane equations (17-19) leads to underconstraint 
in the out-of-plane equations as well. This is because 
the zy-constraint's internal strain can now be chosen 
to produce moments about x and y, thus altering the 
contact reaction forces of the z-constraint. We resolve 
this problem by again assuming that all contact reac- 
tion forces are zero in the absence of an external force. 

Under this assumption, there is only one consistent so- 
lution to the in-plane equations (17-19), which in turn 
determines specific out-of plane torques T . ~ ~ ~ ~  and ryaide 
which are added to the out-of-plane equations as de- 
scribed above. 

These calculations require that we determine a par- 
ticular height zi for each side contact i. Because each 
fixel actually contacts the workpiece along a range of 
heights, the fixe1 makes a line contact with the work- 
piece, with an associated contact pressure distribution. 
Our single parameter zi is a model of the lumped ef- 
fect of this distribution, corresponding to the centroid 
of this pressure distribution. How do we determine this 
value? 

Figure 46 shows a simple example that motivates 
our approach to this problem. The workpiece is sub- 
jected to a torque about z,  which induces contact re- 
action forces in two side locators at different heights. 
Figure 46(b) shows a side view of this situation. The 
side locators make contact along line segments with 
associated height ranges 2 1  = [Zminl , z m a l ]  and 2 2  = 
[Zmin2 , zma2]- Regardless of the pressure distribution 
at each contact, the equivalent contact heights 81 and 
z2 must lie within these intervals. Thus if 2 1  and 2 2  do 
not overlap, then the contact reaction forces must ex- 
ert a net moment, which tends to cause the workpiece 
to tip as shown in Figure 46(c). As the workpiece tips, 
it breaks contact at the most distant endpoints of 2 1  
and 22, concentrating contact pressure at the near end- 
points of 3 1  and &, minimizing the induced moment. 

Based on this observation, we choose to assume that 
the side contact pressure distribution will produce an 
aggregate contact height that minimizes the induced 
tipping moment. The idea behind this assumption is 
that if reaction forces induce an out-of-plane moment 
on the workpiece, it will tend to tip away from the 
contacts in response, thus transferring contact pres- 
sure to reduce the tipping moment. This assumption 
essentially amounts to a simplified model of object de- 
formation; a more exact calculation appears to require 
the use of finite element methods. 

We can apply this assumption to select contact 
heights for our example: If 2 1  and 2 2  overlap, we 
choose z1 = 22 E (21 n 22), resulting in zero induced 
moment and decoupled in-plane and out-of-plane equi- 
librium equations. If Z 1  and 2 2  do not overlap, we 
choose the closest endpoints of 2 1  and 2 2  to minimize 
the resulting tipping moment. This method has the 
desirable feature of decoupling equations (17-19) and 
(20-22) whenever possible, while allowing a smooth 
transition to cases where the equations cannot be de- 
coupled. 
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Figure 46: Tipping moments induced by side contacts 
at different heights. (a) A simple example. (b) Side view, 
showing possible contact pressure distributions. (c) The un- 
even contact heights tend to cause the object t o  tip, which 
in turn causes the contact pressure distribution to concen- 
trate at the nearest endpoints of the contact line segments. 

We can generalize this approach to handle the case 
of four fixels by plotting the locus of possible induced 
moments in the ( T ~ , T ~ )  space. Given known reaction 
force magnitudes, each fixel contact gives rise to a line 
segment of possible induced moments, corresponding 
to the range of moments exerted as the contact height 
Varies from Zmin to hax; see Figure 47(a)-(c). The 
set of possible moments for two contacts corresponds 
to the Minkowski sum of the two corresponding line 
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segments, as shown in Figure 47(d). The resulting 
parallelogram in the ( T ~ , T ~ )  space delineates the set 
of all total moments that are possible given choices of 
z1 E 2 1  and z2 E &. Continuing this process will 
produce the set of total moments that may be exerted 
by all four contacts acting in concert, for all choices 
of speciflc contact heights. If Li is the line segment in 
(T . ,T~)  space corresponding to contact i, then the set 
of all possible total moments is M = C1 @L2 @L3 @L4, 
where @ denotes Minkowski sum. See Figure 47(e). 

The set M is always convex; we can compute this set 
by calculating all possible vertices of M and then form- 
&g the convex hull. These vertices may be generated 
by the following equations: 

where z*i indicates either Zmini or zmax;. This pro- 
duces a set of 24 = 16 candidate points; the convex 
hull typically has fewer vertices. 

Constructing M allows us to immediately determine 
the minimum induced tipping moment. If M includes 
theorigin, then the minimum induced moment is zero 
and equations (17-19) and (20-22) are decoupled. Oth- 
erwise, the minimum moment corresponds to the point 
in M that is closest to the origin. It is possible to deter- 
mine the corresponding zi values through appropriate 
bookkeeping, but this is unnecessary, because the coor- 
dinates of the closest point directly provide the desired 
TZ2.ide and T%i& values. 
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Figure 47: Constructing the set of possible total moments about the x and y axes that may be induced by all four side 
fixels acting in concert. (a) Workpiece in contact with four fixels. The applied force and moment and the fixel forces and 
moments are listed in the table. The contact force at fixel 2 is zero. (b) Moments about the x and y axes that may be 
induced by fixel 1. (c) Possible moments about the 3: and y axes for fixel 4. (d) Possible combined moments fxom fixel 1 
and fixel 4 are indicated by the shaded box. (e) Possible moments induced by fixels 1-4 are indicated by the shaded box; 
the minimum value is indicated by a dot. 
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B.4 Force Analysis Without Top Clamps 

Equations (20-22) assume that the z-constraint is a 
tripod of bilateral constraints formed by support/top- 
clamp pairs. If top clamps are absent, then there may 
be more than three support contact points, each of 
which provides only unilateral support constraint. In 
this case the basic calculation is: Given a z-constraint 
and an applied force FA, what downward force WCG is 
required at the center of mass to prevent tipping? This 
result is then used to calculate w,,, = WCG - WW, 
which is used as the basis of the quality function QzF 
as described in Section 6.2. 

To perform this calculation, we first verify that 
(Zcomygcom) is contained within the support convex 
hull. If this is not the case, then the part will tip in the 
absence of any applied force, and the fixture design is 
discarded. Likewise, we check to see whether FA is a 
pure vertical force passing through (zcom,gc/com); if so, 
then WCG = FzA. 

If neither of these conditions applies, we proceed to 
calculate the required CG force. To understand this 
computation, consider the case where FA is a pure 
downward force exerted at some point PA. In this case 
FtA is negative. As shown in Figure 48, this point 
must lie in a sector formed by the center of mass and 
some pair of support vertices; the line connecting these 
vertices forms the fulcrum of a lever that balances FZA 
and WCG. To produce force balance, WCG must be pos- 
itive if p~ is outside the support region, and negative if 
PA is inside the support region. Regardless of whether 
PA is inside or outside the support region, the contact 

Figure 48: Determining the CG force required to prevent 
tipping. The support region is indicated by the dashed lime. 

forces at  the support vertices are both positive. 
we exploit this Propem to identify the CG force 

required to prevent tipping. This is accomplished by 
forming the convex hull of the support points, and rep- 
resenting the resulting edges as (pi,pj) point pairs. 
Then for each point pair, we apply equations (20-22) to 
the pseudo-tripod formed by pi, pj, and (zcom,gcom)- 
If the resulting contact forces at pi and pj are both 
positive, then (pi,pj) is the critical support edge and 
the force at (zcom,ycom) is -WCG; otherwise we pro- 
ceed to the next point pair. Note that this method will 
recover WCG even if FA is not a pure downward force. 
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Appendix C: Form Closure Numerical 
Issues 

Form closure is a condition that results when the con- 
straints imposed by a collection of contact normals 
combine to span the space of all  possible motions. This 
test for total constraint of a rigid body has been widely 
used in the robotics literature [37, 52, 42, 431. 

Unfortunately, computational tests for form closure 
are vulnerable to numerical brittleness problems. This 
discussion will focus on form closure in the zy-plane 
where four properly-placed contact normals are suffi- 
cient to hold an object in 2-d form closure. 
Part (a) of Figure 49 shows a plot of forces and 

torques of three contact normals on the surface of a 
unit sphere. These three contact normals plus a fourth 
contact normal on the opposite side of the sphere span 
the sphere and provide form closure for an object. For 
this discussion, these three points are grouped into a 
triangle and the fourth point on the opposite side of 
the sphere is omitted for clarity. 
Part (b) of Figure 49 shows a plot of the same forces 

and torques shown in (a), except the origin for calculat- 
ing the torques has been moved a large distance from 
its previous position, increasing the magnitude of the 
torques by a factor of ten. The object is still in form 
closure, because form closure is invariant with respect 
to the placement of the origin. 

But calculating the test for form closure may be af- 
fected by this change in origin, due to numerical round- 
off errors. For example, prior to determining whether a 
set of four points span the force sphere, the algorithm 
will delete redundant points. It may decide that the 
two points near the upper pole are so close together 
that they are really only one point. Thus the slender 
triangle collapses into a line segment on the sphere, 
and only three total points remain. Three points can 
never span the force sphere, and so the test fails. 

4 ~~~~~ \.+. ~.* ~ 

Part (c) of Figure 49 shows a plot of same forces and 
torques plotted in (a), except the value of p has been 
increased by a factor of ten, reducing the value of L. 
In this case the middle point near the equator is likefy 
to be deleted because it is near the line connecting the 
other two points; deleting it reduces the triangle to a 
line segment, and causes the form closure test to fail. 

is designed to mitigate these problems. First, the al- 
gorithm selects a d u e  of p that avoids the problem of 
Figure 49(c). Second, the algorithm moves the origin 
to the center of the bounding box formed by the con- 
tact points, thus avoiding the problem of Figure 49(b). 

Our implementation includes a form closure test that (C) 

Figure 49: Locator forces projected onto the force sphere. 
(a) Base case. (b) Torques increased by a factor of 10. 
(c) p increased by a factor of io. 
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Appendix D: Push-Into-Place Loading 
Analysis 

This appendix addresses the problem of determin- 
ing whether the workpiece will slide into place when 
pushed by the side clamp during a fixture loading op- 
eration. As mentioned above, this operation may fail 
for several reasons, which we repeat here: 

0 

0 

e 

0 

Jamming. The workpiece jams due to friction be- 
fore reaching the desired final position. This con- 
dition persists even if the side-clamp force is in- 
creased. 

Clamp stall. The workpiece stops moving before 
reaching the desired final position, because the 
side clamp is not powerful enough to overcome 
friction. This condition may be eliminated by in- 
creasing the side clamp force. 

Tipping. The workpiece tips in an out-of-plane 
rotation before reaching the desired final position. 

Escape. The workpiece slips away from the de- 
sired final position. The clamp successfully closes, 
but the workpiece has “slipped out” of the desired 
grasp. 

The development of an exact test to detect these fail- 
ures seems possible. One reasonable approach would 
be to extend the results presented in [SI. The basic 
approach is to construct a ’bpture region” of initial 
workpiece positions that are guaranteed to reliably slip 
into the desired final position when the side clamp 
closes. If the initial workpiece position (5, y, 8)c lies 
within this region,, then the loading operation will re- 
liably succeed; otherwise it might fail. 

[SI describes two methods for constructing this cap- 
ture region, both of which are performed in the task 
configuration space. The workpiece is a rigid object in 
three dimensions and the fixture side clamp has one de- 
gree of freedom, so a seven-dimensional configuration 
space (z, y, z, q5, $, 8, Stravel) may. be used to describe 
this system. If we treat all out-of-plane rotations as 
illegal situations that should be avoided, then a four- 
dimensional configuration space (., y, 8, .travel) may be 
used for the analysis. Both methods presented in [SI 
construct a strong backprojection, which is a region 
of initial configurations that are guaranteed to reach 
the task goal - in this case to reach the desired fi- 
nal loaded position. The desired capture region is then 
constructed by taking the slice of the strong backpro- 
jection where Stravel = zretracted, which produces a vd- 
ume in (s,y,8) space. 
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The first step in constructing the strong backprojec- 
tion is to construct the configuration-space obstacle of 
the workpiece/fixture combination. [SI presents an im- 
plemented algorithm for performing this construction 
in the three-dimensional (z,y,8) space, and explains 
how to extend this algorithm to the required four- 
dimensional (., y, 8, Stravel) space. Other approaches 
to constructing configuration-space obstacles may be 
found in [2, 65, 641. 

The configuration-space obstacle represents the set 
of all configurations where the workpiece and fixture 
are in contact. For some of these configurations the 
workpiece may tip because the support triangle does 
not contain the workpiece CG. These configurations 
may be marked as illegal, using extensions of the 
method developed by Caine [14]. Caine’s algorithm de- 
liieates regions on the c-space obstacle surface where 
tipping occurs because the support is inadequate. 

Once the set of legal contact configurations has been 
constructed, [SI presents two methods for construct- 
ing the strong backprojection. Both methods explic- 
itly consider task uncertainty and the numerous mo- 
tion ambiguities that characterize the behavior of real 
physical systems that are modeled imperfectly. 

The first method uses energy arguments to identify 
a region in the configuration space for which (i) an 
initial configuration cannot escape the region, and (ii) 
jamming is never possible, except for goal configura- 
tions. If the system is dissipative, then these conditions 
ensure that an initial configuration in the region will 
reach the goal in finite time. This analysis may only be 
applied when there exists some configuration variable 
that is bounded by the initial state; the plunger posi- 
tion xtravel satisfies this requirement, since the plunger 
closes monotonically under suitable assumptions. Thus 
this method may be applied to construct a capture 
region for a fixture loading task. The resulting c a p  
ture region will avoid the jamming and escape failure 
modes listed above, and also avoid tipping due to inad- 
equate CG support. However, failure may still result 
from clamp stall or tipping due to out-of-plane contact 
forces. Thus, the energy-based method is only ade- 
quate in cases where these failures are known to be 
impossible. 

The second method uses trajectory integration to 
identify a region in configuration space where every 
possible task trajectory is guaranteed to reach the goal. 
This method begins by constructing a set of configura- 
tions S delineating the stable subset of the goal, which 
in this case is a single configuration. S is then pro- 
gressively expanded to include adjacent configurations 
whose cone of possible infinitesimal trajectories strictly 



enters S. Thus at all times S contains a set of initial 
configurations known to reliably achieve the goal. Ex- 
pansion of S continues as long as desired or until no fur- 
ther expansion is possible. The resulting S is a strong 
backprojection of the goal, from which the desired cap- 
ture region may be extracted. If the infinitesimal tra- 
jectory analysis considers the effect of workpiece tip- 
ping and limited plunger force, then the resulting cap- 
ture region will delineate initial positions that avoid all 
four of the above failure modes. The required infinites- 
imal trajectory analysis is beyond the current state of 
the art in analyzing the motion of sliding bodies ex- 
periencing multiple contacts; see [26, 27, 73, 41, 81 for 
relevant papers. Thus while the integration-based ap- 
proach would produce a correct solution to the prob- 
lem, its development would be a significant research 
result in its own right. 

Unfortunately, we did not have time available to 
pursue these exact approaches in our current project. 
Nonetheless, some test was needed - our experiments 
showed that many fixtures returned by the algorithm 
failed to load due to jamming or clamp-stall conditions. 
Initially we conjectured that fixtures with high qual- 
ity scores might not be susceptible to these problems, 
but this conjecture turned out to be false: In fact, we 
observed several instances of globally optimal designs 
that failed to load due to jamming. We did not en- 
counter tipping or escape failures in the examples that 
we studied, although it is easy to construct cases that 
suffer from these problems. 

Thus we decided to implement an approximate test 
to discard fixtures that clearly suffer from jamming or 
clamp stall problems during loading. Fixtures are only 
discarded if a witness configuration is found that ex- 
hibits a jamming or clamp stall condition. This ap- 
proximate test appears to be quite effective - loading 
failures were frequently observed before implementing 
the test, but have not been observed since. The remain- 
der of this section describes this approximate test. 

D.1 Generating Sample Workpiece Positions 

The basic structure of our test is as follows: We begin 
by identifying the side clamp plunger position ZtravelF 
when the workpiece is in the final loaded pose and 
clamped in place. We also find the plunger position 
ZtravelL where the plunger fist contacts the workpiece 
in the loading pose. As the side clamp closes, the 
plunger position varies from ZtravelL to ZtravelF. We 
thus discretize the interval [Z;CtravelL , ~travelF]  and gen- 
erate a series of intermediate workpiece configurations 
at each of the resulting discrete points. Each configu- 
ration is checked for jamming or clamp stall problems. 

Given the interval [ZtravelL ,  travel^], we produce ten 
discrete plunger positions 

For each position Ztravel;, the algorithm uses the pose 
function to generate positions where the workpiece con- 
tacts the side clamp tip and two of the three side 
locators. Completing this calculation for all two- 
combinations of the three locators produces a total 
of 30 con&y.rations, each of which is characterized by 
three simultaneous contacts. 

Before passing these configurations on to the jam- 
ming and clamp stall analysis procedures, the algo- 
rithm first checks each configuration to see if the side 
clamps and locators still contact their corresponding 
workpiece features. In some cases, one or more fixture 
elements has ‘!fallen off’ its corresponding contact fea- 
ture. If this occurs, we discard the fixture because the 
analysis cannot be completed. A more sophisticated 
test might attempt to determine whether the workpiece 
will move in a manner that reestablishes the desired 
contacts; for example, the above strong backprojection 
methods include this. 

D.2 Testing for Jamming 

Each of the 30 configurations is then tested for jam- 
ming. Jamming occurs when the frictional contact 
forces can resist clamp plunger forces of arbitrary mag- 
nitude. Thus jamming cannot be overcome by simply 
selecting a more powerful side clamp. 

In this test we treat the jamming condition as a 
purely planar problem. Under this view, jamming oc- 
curs if and only if the six forces bounding the three 
contact friction cones positively span the (F,,F!,z) 
space of planar forces. The “if“ part can be seen t y  
observing that if the friction cones positively span the 
force/torque space, then there exists a selection of con- 
tact forces on the strict interior of each friction cone 
that s u m  to zero; this set of forces may be multiplied 
by an arbitrary scalar while still maintaining the equi- 
librium condition. Thus for any clamp plunger force, 
some scalar can be found that yields a corresponding 
set of contact forces which are in static equilibrium. 
The “only if” part can be seen by observing that if an 
arbitrary plunger force can be resisted, then there must 
exist some force in the plunger tip friction cone whose 
negation lies within the convex combination of the lo- 
cator friction cones, expressed in the (&, F ! ,  $) space. 
Geometric analysis shows that this implies that the lo- 
cator and plunger friction cones combine to positively 
span the space. See [ll, 8, 91 for supporting analysis. 
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Thus we can determine whether jamming is possible 
by determining whether the rays bounding the contact 
friction cones positively span the force/torque space. 
This is accomplished using the same methods that we 
use to verify form closure, but with six input forces 
instead of four. 

Note that this test determines whether jamming is 
possible; it does not assure that jamming will occur. 
In some cases it is also possible for motion to occur; 
these ambiguous cases are of no concern to us, because 
we seek to discard all fixture designs where jamming 
is a possibility. After discarding all such fixtures, the 
fixtures that remain are known to avoid the jamming 
failure condition, at least for the sample configurations 
tested. See [22, 11, 731 for further discussion of motion 
ambiguities under Coulomb friction. 

D.3 Testing for Clamp Stall 

If all 30 sample configurations do not jam, then each 
configuration is tested for clamp stall failures. The side 
clamp will stall when the force required to move the 
workpiece exceeds the clamp's available closing force. 
Because internal clamp friction reduces this closing 
force when the plunger is moving, our implementation 
accepts a separate value &lose for the available clos- 
ing force, and uses this value for clamp stall analysis. 

To determine whether clamp stall will occur, the test 
first estimates the motion that results from successfully 
pushing the workpiece toward the final configuration, 
and then calculates the frictional resistance to that mo- 
tion. This resistance is then converted to a required 
side clamp closing force; if this force exceeds Fclose, 
then clamp stall can occur. 

Estimating the workpiece motion is complicated by 
the fact that several motion contact modes are possible. 
One possible mode would be for all three contacts to 
persist, with sliding occurring at each contact. Another 
possible mode would be for sticking to occur at  one con- 
tact, sliding to occur at another, with a loss of contact 
at the third. A third possiblity would be for two con- 
tacts to persist, both sliding. We resolve this problem 
by hypothesizing all possible motion modes, calculat- 
ing the resulting contact reaction forces for each, and 
discarding those that are inconsistent with the hypoth- 
esized mode. All hypothesized modes that pass this 
filter represent possible workpiece motions; if any of 
these require a closing force greater than Fclose, then 
the fixture is discarded because clamp stall is possible. 
If no consistent mode is found, then we discard the fix- 
ture because we are unable to complete the analysis. 
See [45,4,22] for a discussion of motion inconsistencies 

Typically Fclose < Fplunger- 

in the presence of Coulomb friction. 
For each hypothesized contact mode, we construct 

the resulting workpiece motion, calculate the contact 
forces required to produce that motion, and the check 
for consistency. If the forces are consistent with the 
hypothesized mode, we then convert the side clamp 
contact force into a required plunger closing force, and 
compare this result to Fclose. If the required force ex- 
ceeds .&lose, then the fixture is discarded; otherwise, 
we proceed to the next hypothesized mode. The re- 
mainder of this section will explain this calculation in 
detail. 

To begin, we make two assumptions. First, we treat 
all contacts as if they are at the same height, neglect- 
ing the effects of out-of-plane torques. Second, we as- 
sume that the support positions are known; if the z- 
constraint support positions have not yet been deter- 
mined, then a canonical support placement is assumed 
that will generate substantial resistance to rotational 
motion. 

Given a workpiece configuration contacting two loca- 
tors and the side clamp plunger, there are several pos- 
sible motion modes that may occur as the side clamp 
closes. These modes are characterized by the motion 
mode at each contact: sticking, sliding, or breaking. 
Thus there are at most 33 =27 possible modes to con- 
sider. Because we are interested in detecting clamp 
stall conditions, we do not need to consider modes 
where the side clamp breaks contact. Further, we do 
not need to consider modes where the side clamp is the 
only remaining contact; if F&e >  upp port - ww, then 
these modes will never cause the clamp to stall. This 
condition may be checked during pre-processing. 

Thus we only need to consider modes that maintain 
at least two contacts, one of which is the side clamp. 
These modes may be characterized by the following 
classes: 

0 All contacts persist. 
(i) In general, this is only possible if all three 

contacts slide. 
(ii) In certain degenerate cases, it is possible for 

one contact to stick. This situation is best 
handled as a special version of case (i) below. 

0 One contact breaks. 
(iii) The remaining two contacts slide. 
(iv) One remaining contact slides, the other sticks. 

The following sections will explain each of these cases 
in detail. It is easiest to explain the solutions to these 
cases in the following order: (i), (iv), (ii), (i). 
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Figure 50: Constructing the instantaneous center of rota- 
tion (COR) for the case where all three contacts slide. The 
active edge of each friction cone is shown. If the contact 
normals are parallel, then the COR is a point at infinity. 

Case (i): All Three Contacts Slide 

Let’s first consider the case where all three contacts 
slide. Since the workpiece remains in contact with both 
locators, its motion can be constructed directly using 
the method developed by Fieuleaux [63]. This motion is 
a rotation about a point determined by intersecting the 
locator contact normals, as shown in Figure 50. The 
rotation direction may be determined from the motion 
direction of the side clamp plunger. 

Identifying the rotation center and the rotation di- 
rection allows us to construct the frictional reaction 
force at each support pad, and also the force direction 
at each contact. The force at each support is found 
by identifying the workpiece motion direction at each 
support point, and then constructing a force at each 
point in the opposite direction of magnitude ~ s u p p o r t w ~ ,  
where wi is the portion of the workpiece weight ww 
born by support i. This construction is shown in Fig- 
ure 51. The force direction at the location and clamp 
contacts is found by determining the workpiece sliding 
direction at each contact, and constructing the oppo- 
site ray of the contact friction cone. 

We now know the force at each support point, and 
the force direction at each side contact. What is un- 
known is the force magnitude at each side contact. The 
minimum clamp force consistent with workpiece mo- 
tion will exactly balance the support friction’s resis- 
tance to motion; thus we determine the sliding contact 
force magnitudes by formulating three equations ex- 
pressing force balance in 2, y, and 8, and solving for 
the three missing contact force magnitudes. If the re- 
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Figure 51: Constructing the force at each support point. 
The support friction force opposes the direction of local 
motion. 

sulting scalars are all non-negative, then the motion 
mode is consistent; otherwise the mode is impossible. 
If the motion mode is consistent, then the side-clamp 
plunger force is determined from the side-clamp con- 
tact force, and the result is compared to F!lose. 

Case (iv): One Contact Breaks, One Slides, One 
Sticks 

Next we consider the case where one contact breaks, 
once contact slides, and one contact sticks. There are 
four possibilities for this mode, because the side clamp 
can only stick or slide, and for each of these choices 
there are two choices of the remaining locator. 

Our approach to each of these cases is fundamen- 
tally the same: First we calculate the workpiece mo- 
tion, then calculate the forces corresponding to that 
motion, and then check for consistency. We again con- 
struct a rotation center and direction, as shown in Fig- 
ure 52. Unlike the case with three sliding contacts, we 
must check for kinematic motion consistency by deter- 
mining whether the resulting motion violates the third 
contact instead of breaking it. If so, then the motion 
mode is rejected as impossible. If the motion causes the 
third contact to persist without breaking or violating 
it, then we have case (i), explained below. 

Once the center of rotation and rotation direction are 
known, we calculate the forces at the support points 
and the force direction at the sliding contact. Now the 
remaining unknowns are the magnitude of the force at 
the sliding contact, and the two components of force 
at the sticking contact. We again h d  these values by 
solving three equations in three unknowns. This result 
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Figure 52: Constructing the instantaneous center of rota- 
tion for the case where one contact sticks, one slides, and 
one breaks. (a) If the sticking contact is a locator, then the 
rotation center coincides with the contact point, and the 
rotation direction can be inferred &om the clamp closing 
direction. In this case this motion is kinematically infeasi- 
ble because it violates the second locator. (b) If the sticking 
contact is the clamp, then the rotation center is constructed 
by intersecting the sliding contact normal and the normal to 
the plunger travel direction; the rotation direction is again 
inferred from the clamp closing direction. Both of these 
constructions neglect the locator radius, treating the stick- 
ing contact as an ideal point rather than a rolling contact 
on a circle. This approximation may be corrected by suit- 
able geometric analysis which is beyond the scope of this 
Paper. 
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Figure 53: A degenerate case where one contact sticks, but 
both remaining contacts persist. The lower-right locator 
and clamp yield a rotation center at W t y ,  corresponding 
to a motion where the workpiece translates left. Under this 
motion, the lower-left locator contact persists. 

is then checked for consistency: The sliding-force mag- 
nitude must be non-negative, and the sticking force 
must lie within the contact fiction cone. If both of 
these conditions are met, then the motion is consis- 
tent and the side-clamp plunger force is calculated and 
compared to Fclose- 

Case (ii): One Contact Sticks, Two Slide 

In certain degenerate geometric situations, it is pos- 
sible for one contact to stick while the other two slide. 
Figure 53 shows one example. These situations are 
identsed when the kinematic feasibility check of case 
(iv) determines that the third contact persists rather 
than breaks. 

When this occurs, the center of rotation and rota- 
tion direction are already known fiom the calculation of 
case (iv). The only modification required is to include 
the contact force of the third sliding contact before 
checking for consistency. This produces an underdeter- 
mined problem, in that we now have three equations in 
four unknowns. However, consistency is indicated by 
the existence of any valid solution to these equations, 
which may be found by either linear programming or 
the geometric analysis methods presented in [ll]. 

If the motion mode is found to be consistent, then 
we can determine if clamp stall can occur by finding 
the maximum plunger force consistent with the mo- 
tion, and comparing this to Fclose. Linear programming 
methods may be used to find this maximum plunger 
force; manual direct solution methods may also be for- 
mulated for this simple linear system. 
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Figure 54: The locus of rotation centers consistent with 
sliding at one locator and the side clamp. If the plunger 
moves to follow the workpiece, all rotation centers on the 
locator contact normal are consistent with sliding at both 
contacts. The single exception is the locator contact point; 
this rotation center is consistent with sticking at the locator 
and sliding at the side clamp. 

Case (E): One Contact Breaks, Two Slide 

This case is the most diEcult to solve, because the 
workpiece motion is not uniquely determined by kine- 
matic constraints. Since the plunger moves, the sim- 
ple construction of Figure 50 cannot be used. Instead, 
any rotation center on the locator contact normal is 
kinematically consistent with some plunger motion, as 
shown in Figure 54. Various rotation centers chosen 
along this line correspond to different relative rates of 
rotation vs. plunger motion, all of which are kinemati- 
cally consistent. 

To determine whether or not any of these motions 
are possible, we must consider the contact and support 
forces. As in the previous cases, a motion is possi- 
ble if the appropriate contact forces can exactly match 
the corresponding support forces. Unlike the previous 
cases, we do not have a single specific motion which we 
can use to evaluate this question. Instead, we have a 
range of possible motions; this motion mode is consis- 
tent if there exists at least one specific motion in the 
range that obeys the consistency condition. Thus our 
problem is to determine whether or not such a motion 
exists, and if so, its identity. 

We can solve this problem by observing that both the 
motions and forces can be described as one-dimensional 
sets embedded in a two-dimensional space, and that a 
consistent motion will correspond to an intersection be- 
tween these sets. The following paragraphs will make 
this abstract observation concrete. We will draw heav- 
ily on the force and motion representations of [63], [ll] 
and [26, 271. 

We begin by observing that there are actually four 
subcases: Each of the two sliding contacts may slide left 
or right. For the sake of brevity, we will only discuss 
the case where both contacts slide left; the other cases 
are similar. 

Figure 55 shows four constraints on the set of pos- 
sible rotation centers that are consistent with left slid- 
ing at both contacts, the clamp plunger closing, and 
breaking the second locator contact. Intersecting these 
constraints yields the set of rotation centers consistent 
with all four conditions (Figure 56). 

The left/left sliding mode also constrains the set of 
possible contact forces. This is shown in Figure 57. 
The active friction cone edges are shown, as well as the 
point A where these force rays htersect. Regardless of 
the magnitude of each contact force, the total force re- 
sulting from the combined effect of both contacts must 
pass through point A, in a direction inside the cone 
shown by the arc. 

For the motion mode to be possible at the critical 
clamp closing force, there must exist some rotation cen- 
ter within the range shown in Figure 56 which yields 
a total support friction force which passes through A 
in a direction opposing the cone of possible force direc- 
tions. If such a rotation center exists, then the motion, 
support force, and contact forces are all consistent. 

We can search for such a motion by performing bi- 
nary search along the rotation center locus of Figure 56, 
seeking a rotation center which yields a support fric- 
tion force that has zero moment about point A. A 
study of the convexity and dual force/motion proper- 
ties of the support friction limit surface developed in 
[26, 271 leads us to conjecture that this moment will 
vary monotonically over the locus. If so, then binary 
search would h d  a suitable rotation center, if one ex- 
ists. Unfortunately, developing a rigorous proof of this 
conjecture is beyond the scope of this paper, so we will 
proceed under the assumption that it is true. 

If so, then binary search will yield the rotation center 
that produces a total support friction force that passes 
through A, if one exists. If a valid rotation center is 
found, then we check to see if the direction of the total 
support friction force lies within the negation of the 
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Figure 55: Constraints on the set of rotation centers con- 
sistent with left sliding at both the side clamp and the loca- 
tor. (a) Rotation centers consistent with left sliding at the 
locator. (b) Rotation centers consistent with left sliding at 
the clamp. (c) Rotation centers consistent with the clamp 
closing, (d) Rotation centers consistent with breaking the 
second locator contact. 
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Figure 56: Rotation centers consistent with all four con- 
ditions shown in Figure 55. 

Figure 57: Possible contact forces for the left/left sliding 
mode. 

cone of possible total contact force directions. If so, 
then the motion is consistent. 

If a consistent motion is found, then the required 
closing force is calculated as before, and compared to 
Fclose. If the contact force exceeds Fclosey then clamp 
stall is possible. 

This completes our description of the clamp stall 
test. Unfortunately, project time limits prevented us 
from fully implementing this test. As of this writing, 
our code does not employ the rotation center construc- 
tion methods described above, but instead uses a sim- 
pler approximation based on nearby feasible workpiece 
positions. Further, our implementation does not ad- 
dress case (i) at all. Nonetheless, our implementation 
was able to detect and reject fixtures that were shown 
to fail due to clamp stall in physical experiments. Sim- 
ilarly, fixtures accepted by our code did not exhibit 
clamp stall problems in physical tests. 
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